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Abstract
The context of this Thesis is a new approach to the electron correlation problem
based on two ideas. The first idea states that the correlation energy can be approxi-
mated simply by a linear operator which contains information about both the position,
r, and the momentum, p, of an electron, i.e. a phase-space operator. The second idea
proposes the use of two-electron operators, as the electron correlation occurs between
pairs of electrons.
The combination of these two ideas gave birth to Intracule Function Theory, where
intracules are two-electron distributions. To include position and momentum infor-
mation, Intracule Functional Theory uses the Wigner distribution, a quasi -phase-space
distribution, as a true phase-space distribution does not exist because of the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle.
In this Thesis, we study two new phase-space variables, the one-particle Posmom
variable, s = r · p, and the two-particle Posmom intracule variable,
x = (r1 − r2) · (p1 − p2), and their respective distributions, the Posmom density S(s)
and the Posmom intracule X(x).
The one-particle Posmom variable s and its associated operator s¯ are known in
physics and have been used, for example, in the development of scattering theory.
However, they have never been used in quantum chemistry and we present, for the first
time, the quantum distribution S(s) for several relevant systems.
The two-particle equivalent variable, x, has been introduced previously in Intracule
Functional Theory and an intracule, based on the Wigner distribution, has been pro-
posed; the Dot intracule D(x). Within Intracule Functional Theory, we use the Dot
intracule to calculate the correlation energy of small atoms and molecules. Furthermore,
we derive the exact two-particle Posmom operator x¯ and its exact distribution X(x)
v
vi
and show that the Dot intracule appears as an approximation of the exact Posmom
intracule.
The Posmom variables, s and x, are dot products between position and momentum
vectors and contain information about both the position and the momentum of one or
two electrons. Furthermore, the associated Posmom operators are quantum mechanical
observables, and thus respect the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. We show that they
are connected to types of electron trajectories and give us new information about the
behaviour of electrons. They could form the basis of a new type of spectroscopy.
This Thesis introduces the first applications of Posmom in quantum chemistry.
We first review the theory of quantum mechanics, quantum chemistry and Intracule
Functional Theory. We then present an entire development of the Posmom intracule
X(x) by starting from the simple and well known spherically averaged position and
momentum densities, followed by the new Posmom density S(s) and the Wigner-based
Dot intracule D(x).
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
P
hilosophy [i.e., physics] is written in this grand book - I mean the
universe - which stands continually open to our gaze, but it cannot
be understood unless one first learns to comprehend the language and
interpret the characters in which it is written. It is written in the language of
mathematics, and its characters are triangles, circles, and other geometrical
figures, without which it is humanly impossible to understand a single word
of it; without these, one is wandering around in a dark labyrinth.
Galileo Galilei, Il Saggiatore, Rome, 1623 [1]
T
he underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical
theory of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are
thus completely known, and the difficulty is only that the exact
application of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to be
soluble. It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical methods
of applying quantum mechanics should be developed, which can lead to an
explanation of the main features of complex atomic systems without too
much computation.
Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac, 1929 [2]
1
1.1. WHAT IS THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY? 2
1.1 What is Theoretical Chemistry?
Chemistry is a science of nature concerned with the properties, composition and
structure of matter, and the changes it undergoes during a chemical reaction. Chem-
istry is included in the grand book of Galileo and can, therefore, be studied using
mathematics. This view yields the fields of physical chemistry and chemical physics‡.
These are sub-disciplines of chemistry and physics which investigate physicochemical
phenomena with the use of the laws of physics, where the laws of physics are expressed
in the language of mathematics.
Physical chemistry and chemical physics [3] contain a number of different branches
such as thermochemistry, chemical kinetics, photochemistry, electrochemistry, spec-
troscopy and quantum chemistry. Often, theoretical chemistry is viewed as another
branch; however, the definition of theoretical chemistry is more general:
Theoretical chemistry is the art of applying theoretical reasoning
to chemistry.
This definition can be applied to any part of chemistry, not only to physical chem-
istry. Nevertheless, theoretical reasoning includes, most of the time, the laws of physics
and/or mathematics, and thus theoretical chemistry folds into physical chemistry. It
will be this aspect of theoretical chemistry that will be used in this Thesis.
Theoretical chemistry contains different sub-branches depending on the theoretical
level used. At the lowest level, the application of classical mechanics to chemistry gives
the field of molecular dynamics and molecular mechanics. At a more complex level,
there is quantum chemistry with the use of quantum mechanics and finally relativistic
quantum chemistry with the inclusion of relativistic effects.
At a particular level of theory, a theoretical chemist will try to develop a theoretical
model or theory which should reproduce existing results and be able to predict new ones.
These predicted results will be compared to new experimental measurements which will
then influence the theory through an iterative process until it reaches completeness or
sufficient accuracy.
‡The difference between physical chemistry and chemical physics are subtle and will not be discussed
here.
1.2. WHAT IS QUANTUM CHEMISTRY? 3
From the middle of the last century, progress in computer science has provided
support to theoretical chemists to implement their models. The application of computer
codes to chemistry is known as computational chemistry and represents the application
side of theoretical chemistry. Computational chemistry is not entirely within theoretical
chemistry: computational chemists routinely use theoretical models, implemented into
chemical software, in their research without being theoreticians.
1.2 What is Quantum Chemistry?
A general definition of quantum chemistry is
Quantum chemistry is the application of quantum mechanics to
chemistry.
A more specific definition is given at the end of this section, but before getting into it,
it is important to understand the domain of application of quantum mechanics.
1.2.1 Domains of Physics Theory
Current knowledge indicates the existence of four different fundamental interactions:
Strong Interaction keeps atomic nucleus together, despite the repulsion between the
positively charged protons;
Weak Interaction is responsible for the radioactive decays of nuclei by conversion
of neutrons into protons;
Electromagnetic occurs between charged particles;
Gravitation occurs between massive particles.
At the human scale, only gravitational and electromagnetic interaction are impor-
tant and both have been subject to early models. The Newtonian mechanics [4], now
called classical mechanics [5], describe the gravitational force when particles are “heavy”
(& 10−28 kg) and “slow-moving” (. 108 m/s) and the Maxwell equations [6], founda-
tion of electrodynamics [7], describe the behaviour of electric and magnetic fields when
the weak and the strong interactions are ignored. The domain of classical models is
1.2. WHAT IS QUANTUM CHEMISTRY? 4
represented by the bottom-right corner in Figure 1.1. More accurate models, depend-
ing on the size and the velocity of the particles, have been developed and are discussed
below.
Velocity
Mass
Relativistic
Mechanics
Einstein
1905
Quantum
Field Theory
Dirac
1928
Quantum
Mechanics
Schrödinger
1926
Classical
Mechanics
Newton
1687
~10-27kg
~
10
8 m
/s H¯Dψ = i∂tψ
H¯Sψ = i∂tψ F = ma
F = mva
Figure 1.1: Domains of dynamical equations (adapted from Figure 1.2 of [8])
When the particles are “fast-moving”, the equations of classical mechanics must be
replaced by those of Einstein special [9] or general relativity [10] (see top-right corner
in Figure 1.1), where the mass becomes a function of the velocity and time, and space
form a continuous four dimension space, the spacetime continuum.
When the particles are “light”, the mechanics change from classical to quantum and
from being deterministic to probabilistic (more correctly, quantum mechanics is also
deterministic, but the interpretation is probabilistic). The equation that governs the
quantum mechanics is the Schro¨dinger equation [11] (bottom-left corner in Figure 1.1).
The Schro¨dinger equation is presented in the next Subsection and is the subject of
Chapter 2.
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When the particles are, at the same time, “light” and “fast-moving” (see top-left
corner in Figure 1.1), both quantum and relativistic effects are important. In relativistic
quantum chemistry the Schro¨dinger equation is replaced by the Dirac equation [12].
More complex models exist with the inclusion of the weak and the strong interac-
tions. Quantum electrodynamics (QED) [13] is the unified theory of the weak and the
electromagnetic forces. Similarly, the strong interaction can be coupled with QED into
a single model. This model is known as the standard model of particle physics. It is
a quantum field theory which is compatible with the principles of quantum mechanics
and of relativity. It is the most complete theory of matter ever produced; however it is
not the final one, as it does not include the gravitational interaction. The current hope
of such a grand unified theory relies on string theory, which holds the greatest promise.
There are two well-written books for the general public on the subject [14,15].
To illustrate these different models, we can look at their prediction of the Lande´
factor or g-factor of the electron. The g-factor is a dimensionless quantity which char-
acterizes the magnetic moment and gyromagnetic ratio of a particle or nucleus. For
example, the electron has a magnetic moment of modulus ege~/(4mec) (symbols are
defined in Appendix A). While classical electrodynamics erroneously suggests ge = 1
and the standard quantum mechanics of the Schrodinger equation is not able to derive
a value of ge, the Dirac equation predicts a value for ge = 2 exactly [13]. However there
exists a small deviation, a = (g − 2)/2, as first measured in 1947 [16], and the current
experimental deviation is [17]
aexp ' 0.001 159 652 180 85(76).
This small deviation is perfectly understood within QED which predicts [18]
ath ' 0.001 159 652 153 5(240)
The agreement between theory and experiment to a level of 10 decimal figures is spec-
tacular, and it is among the most precise in physics.
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1.2.2 Quantum Chemistry
Understanding electron motion and behaviour in atoms and molecules is a key part
of chemistry. Electrons have a small mass (9.11 × 10−31 kg) and quantum mechanics
must be employed to describe their motion. At low velocity, which is the case of
electrons in an atom of the top half of the periodic table of elements, the relevant
equation is the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
H¯SΨ(r, t) = i~
∂Ψ(r, t)
∂t
, (1.1)
where Ψ(r, t) is the time-dependent position wave function and H¯S is the Schro¨dinger
Hamiltonian operator given by the sum of the kinetic, T¯ , and potential, V¯ , energy
operators
H¯S = T¯ + V¯
=
p¯2
2m
+ V¯
= − ~
2
2m
∇2 + V (r, t). (1.2)
In the last line, the operators are expressed in the position representation (see Sec-
tion 1.3.8) and ∇ is the vector gradient. The wave function, solution of (1.1), is
connected to the probability P(r, t) of observing a particle at the position r and time
t via its squared modulus
P(r, t) = |Ψ(r, t)|2 . (1.3)
If the electrons are moving at a velocity close to the speed of light (c = 3.00 ×
108 m/s) such as in atoms of the bottom half of the periodic table of elements, the
Schro¨dinger equation is replaced by the Dirac equation, which is formally of the same
form as (1.1) – but the Dirac Hamiltonian is more complicated. As a result, the
relativistic wave function solution has four components. Without getting into details,
the Dirac Hamiltonian is
H¯D = (cα · p¯+mc2β) + V¯ , (1.4)
where α and β are 4× 4 Hermitian matrices, called the Dirac matrices, and act on the
four-component wavefunction Ψ(r, t). In the limit c→∞, the Dirac equation reduces
to the Schro¨dinger equation.
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With the formulation of this equation, Dirac established the basis of quantum chem-
istry as described in the quote at the beginning of this chapter. It can be summarized
as
Quantum chemistry is the art of applying approximation to the
solution of the Schro¨dinger or Dirac equations.
In a very few cases, such as the Hydrogen atom, both equations can be solved in
closed form and produce results in terms of analytical functions [13].
1.3 Quantum Mechanics:
Physical and Mathematical Background
Quantum mechanics is a difficult theory and this section presents only some basic
physical and mathematical aspects of it used during this PhD. A complete introduction
can be found in the books of Cohen-Tannoudji et al. [19, 20] from which this section
is based. The presentation below does not follow the historical emergence of quantum
mechanics, as it is probably as complex as the theory itself [21], and no attempt is
made here to be rigorous or complete.
We have already introduced the time dependent position wave function Ψ(r, t), the
equation describing its evolution (1.1) (the Schro¨dinger equation) and its probabilistic
interpretation (1.3). We shall now be more precise:
• For the classical concept of trajectory, we must substitute the concept of time-
varying state. The wave function Ψ(r, t) characterizes the quantum state of a
particle such as an electron and it contains all information it is possible to obtain
about the particle.
• The total probability of finding the particle somewhere in space is equal to 1, so
we must have ∫
|Ψ(r, t)|2 dr = 1. (1.5)
We call F the set of sufficiently regular functions (physical functions) that sat-
isfy (1.5). It is easy to show that F is a vector space, subspace of L2 and has the
structure of a Hilbert space.
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• The result of a measurement of an arbitrary physical quantity must belong to a
set of eigenvalues {a}.
• Each eigenvalue a is associated with an eigenstate ψa(r) ∈ F. This function is
such that, if Ψ(r, t0) = ψa(r), where t0 is the time at which the measurement is
performed, the measurement will always be a.
• For any Ψ(r, t), the probabilityP(a) of finding the eigenvalue a for the measure-
ment at time t0 is found by decomposing Ψ(r, t0) in terms of functions ψa(r)
Ψ(r, t0) =
∑
a
caψa(r), (1.6)
then
P(a) =
|ca|2∑
a |ca|2
and
∑
a
P(a) = 1. (1.7)
1.3.1 Discrete and Continuous Orthonormal Basis in F
We are now considering the wave function at time t0 and use the short notation
ψ(r) = Ψ(r, t0). The decomposition (1.6) corresponds to expressing the wave function
in a basis. The set {fi(r)} is orthonormal if
(fi, fj) ≡
∫
f∗i (r)fj(r)dr = δi,j , (1.8)
where we have introduced the scalar product (fi, fj) and δi,j is the Kronecker delta
function. Furthermore, if the set {fi(r)} is complete – i.e. it satisfies the closure
relation ∑
i
f∗i (r)fi(r
′) = δ(r − r′), (1.9)
where δ(r) is the Dirac delta function – it constitutes a basis. Therefore every function
ψ(r) ∈ F can be expanded in one and only one way in terms of the fi(r)
ψ(r) =
∑
i
cifi(r). (1.10)
The component ci of ψ(r) on fi(r) is equal to the scalar product
ci = (fi, ψ) =
∫
f∗i (r)ψ(r)dr, (1.11)
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and the scalar product between two wave functions ψ(r) and ϕ(r) expressed in the
basis
ψ(r) =
∑
i
cifi(r) and ϕ(r) =
∑
i
bifi(r) (1.12)
is
(ϕ,ψ) =
∑
i
b∗i ci (1.13)
and in particular
(ψ,ψ) =
∑
i
|ci|2. (1.14)
The generalization of the above relations to a continuous basis is straightforward.
We need to replace the discrete index i by a continuous index α, the sum over the
index i by an integral over α and the Kronecker delta function δi,j by the Dirac delta
function δ(α − α′). In a continuous basis, the orthonormal relation (1.8), the closure
relation (1.9) and the wave function development (1.10) become∫
f∗α(r)ψα′(r)dr = δ(α− α′) (1.15)∫
f∗α(r)fα(r
′)dα = δ(r − r′) (1.16)
ψ(r) =
∫
c(α)fα(r)dα, (1.17)
The most trivial basis is when the continuous index is a vector position α = r0 with
fr0(r) = δ(r − r0)) (1.18)
c(r0) = ψ(r0) (1.19)
and it is certainly true that any function can be written as
ψ(r) =
∫
ψ(r0)δ(r − r0)dr0, (1.20)
with the component ψ(r0) given by
ψ(r0) = (fr0 , ψ) =
∫
f∗r0(r)ψ(r)dr (1.21)
Therefore the probability of finding the particle at r0 is given, as expected (1.3), by
the squared modulus of the component ψ(r0)
P(r0) = |ψ(r0)|2. (1.22)
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It is possible to develop a wave function within a basis of elements that do not
belong to F. For example, if the continuous index is the vector momentum α = p0 (we
anticipate here the physical meaning of the index), the set of functions
gp0(r) = (2pi~)−3/2eip0·r/~ (1.23)
forms a basis and there exists a unique decomposition such that
ψ(r) =
∫
φ(p)gp0(r)dp0 (1.24)
= (2pi~)−3/2
∫
φ(p0)e
ip0·r/~dp0 (1.25)
and
φ(p0) = (gp0 , ψ) =
∫
g∗p0(r)ψ(r)dr (1.26)
is the momentum wave function. Equation (1.25) corresponds to a Fourier transform
and yields an important result of the quantum mechanics: the position wave function
is connected to the momentum wave function via a Fourier transform. This property
will be used later to derive other important relations such as the momentum operator
in position representation or the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
1.3.2 State Space and the Dirac Notation
At the beginning of this section, we stated that the quantum state of a particle
is defined, at a given time, by a wave function ψ(r) ∈ F. This wave function can be
represented by several distinct sets of components, each one corresponding to the choice
of a basis. We now generalize the notion of state:
• The quantum state of any physical system is characterized by a state vector,
belonging to a space E which is the state space of the system. E is a subspace of
a Hilbert space and is isomorphic with F.
Any element, or vector, of E, is called a ket and is represented by the symbol |ψ〉
with the relation
ψ(r) ∈ F⇐⇒ |ψ〉 ∈ E (1.27)
It is important to note that the r-dependence no longer appears in |ψ〉. ψ(r) is now
interpreted as the set of components of the ket |ψ〉 in a particular basis, r playing the
role of an index. We call this specific r-representation, the position representation.
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For every ket vector there exists an adjoint vector called a bra, represented by the
symbol 〈ψ| and 〈ψ| ∈ E∗, where E∗ is the dual space of E.
The scalar product between two kets, |ψ〉 and |ϕ〉 is defined as
(|ϕ〉 , |ψ〉) = 〈ϕ |ψ〉 (1.28)
where 〈ϕ |ψ〉 is called the Dirac notation of the scalar product. We summarize below
the properties of the scalar product using the Dirac notation
〈ϕ |ψ〉 = 〈ψ |ϕ〉∗ (1.29)
〈ϕ |λ1ψ1 + λ2ψ2〉 = λ1 〈ϕ |ψ1〉+ λ2 〈ϕ |ψ2〉 (1.30)
〈λ1ϕ1 + λ2ϕ2 |ψ〉 = λ∗1 〈ϕ1 |ψ〉+ λ∗2 〈ϕ2 |ψ〉 (1.31)
〈ψ |ψ〉 real, positive; zero if and only if |ψ〉 = 0 (1.32)
where λi is a complex number.
1.3.3 Representations in State Space
A set of discrete kets {|fi〉} is said to be orthonormal if the kets of this set satisfy
the orthonormalization relation
〈fi |fj〉 = δi,j . (1.33)
The set {|fi〉} constitutes a basis if every ket |ψ〉 ∈ E has a unique expansion on the
|fi〉
|ψ〉 =
∑
i
ci |fi〉 , (1.34)
which implies the following closure relation (or completeness)
∑
i
|fi〉 〈fi| = 1¯, (1.35)
where 1¯ denotes the identity operator in E. Using (1.33), we obtain the expression for
the components cj of the vector |ψ〉 in the representation {|fj〉}
cj = 〈fj |ψ〉 (1.36)
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1.3.4 Linear Operators and their Representation
A linear operator A¯ associates with every ket |ψ〉 ∈ E another ket |ψ′〉 ∈ E through
a linear correspondence
A¯ |ψ〉 = ∣∣ψ′〉 . (1.37)
Given a representation such as {|fi〉}, we can associate a series of numbers to the
operator A¯
Ai,j = 〈fi| A¯ |fj〉 . (1.38)
As these numbers depend on two indices, we refer to them as matrix elements of A¯.
The product of two linear operators A¯ and B¯, is defined as
A¯B¯ |ψ〉 = A¯(B¯ |ψ〉). (1.39)
In general, A¯B¯ 6= B¯A¯ and we define the commutator between two operators [A¯, B¯] as[
A¯, B¯
]
= A¯B¯ − B¯A¯. (1.40)
1.3.5 Eigenvalue, Eigenvector and Observable
The ket vector |ψ〉 is said to be an eigenvector of the linear operator A¯ if
A¯ |ψ〉 = λ |ψ〉 , (1.41)
where λ is a complex number and is called the eigenvalue of |ψ〉.
A very important class of operator is when A¯ is Hermitian, i.e. when the operator
is equal to his adjoint, A¯ = A¯†. Let {ai} and {|fi〉} be the sets of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the Hermitian operator A¯ (we consider no degeneracy) such that
A¯ |fi〉 = ai |fi〉 . (1.42)
It is easy to show that all eigenvalues ai are real and two eigenvectors with different
eigenvalues are orthogonal
〈fi |fj〉 = δi,j . (1.43)
Furthermore, when E is finite-dimensional, it is always possible to form a basis with
the eigenvectors of a Hermitian operator. However, when E is infinite-dimensional, this
is not necessarily the case. This yields the mathematical definition of an observable:
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The Hermitian operator A¯ is an observable if its set of orthonormal
eigenvectors form a basis in the state space.
1.3.6 The Position and Momentum Representation
In Section 1.3.1 we introduced two particular bases of F, {fr0(r)} and {gp0(r)}
composed of functions
fr0(r) = δ(r − r0) (1.44)
gp0(r) = (2pi~)−3/2eip0·r/~ (1.45)
such that any function in F can be expanded in one or the other of these bases. The
ket associated with fr0(r) and gp0(r) are denoted |r0〉 and |p0〉, respectively and the
coefficients 〈r0 |ψ〉 and 〈p0 |ψ〉 are
〈r0 |ψ〉 =
∫
f∗r0(r)ψ(r)dr = ψ(r0) (1.46)
〈p0 |ψ〉 =
∫
g∗p0(r)ψ(r)dr = φ(p0), (1.47)
where φ(p) is the Fourier transform of ψ(r).
The value ψ(r0) of the wave function at the point r0 is thus shown
to be the component of the ket |ψ〉 on the basis vector |r0〉 of the
{|r0〉} representation.
A similar interpretation applies to the wave function in momentum space φ(p).
Now that we have reinterpreted the wave function ψ(r) and its Fourier transform
φ(p), we will denote the basis vector of these two representations by |r〉 and |p〉 instead
of |r0〉 and |p0〉, and
〈r |ψ〉 = ψ(r) (1.48)
〈p |ψ〉 = φ(p). (1.49)
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For the position and momentum representation, the orthonormalization and closure
relations are the generalizations of (1.33) and (1.35) and read
〈r |r′〉 = δ(r − r′) (1.50)
〈p |p′〉 = δ(p− p′) (1.51)∫
|r〉 〈r| dr = 1¯ (1.52)∫
|p〉 〈p| dp = 1¯. (1.53)
1.3.7 Changing of Representation
A given ket |ψ〉 is represented by (1.48) in the position representation |r〉 and
by (1.49) in the momentum representation |p〉. To change from the |r〉 representation
to |p〉 representation, requires the numbers
〈r |p〉 =
∫
f∗r (r
′)gp(r′)dr′ = (2pi~)−3/2eip·r/~. (1.54)
Using the closure relation (1.51), we find
〈r |ψ〉 =
∫
〈r |p〉 〈p |ψ〉 dp, (1.55)
which is
ψ(r) = (2pi~)−3/2
∫
φ(p)eip·r/~dp. (1.56)
Inversely, we have
〈p |ψ〉 =
∫
〈p |r〉 〈r |ψ〉 dr, (1.57)
which is
φ(p) = (2pi~)−3/2
∫
ψ(r)e−ip·r/~dr. (1.58)
The above relations recall the known result of the relation between the position and
the momentum wave functions.
1.3.8 The Operators r¯ and p¯
Let |ψ〉 be an arbitrary ket of E and ψ(r) = ψ(x, y, z) = 〈r |ψ〉 be the corresponding
position wave function. We define the two linear ‘vector’ operators r¯ and p¯ with
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components (x¯, y¯, z¯) and (p¯x, p¯y, p¯z), respectively, such that
r¯ |ψ〉 = r |ψ〉 (1.59)
p¯ |ψ〉 = p |ψ〉 (1.60)
and in particular
x¯ |ψ〉 = x |ψ〉 ; p¯x |ψ〉 = px |ψ〉 (1.61)
y¯ |ψ〉 = y |ψ〉 ; p¯y |ψ〉 = py |ψ〉 (1.62)
z¯ |ψ〉 = z |ψ〉 ; p¯z |ψ〉 = pz |ψ〉 . (1.63)
The matrix elements 〈ϕ| r¯ |ψ〉 and 〈ϕ| p¯ |ψ〉 can easily be determined within the position
and the momentum representation using the closure relation (1.52) and (1.53)
〈ϕ| r¯ |ψ〉 =
∫
〈ϕ |r〉 〈r| r¯ |ψ〉 dr =
∫
ϕ∗(r) r ψ(r)dr (1.64)
〈ϕ| p¯ |ψ〉 =
∫
〈ϕ |p〉 〈p| p¯ |ψ〉 dp =
∫
χ∗(p) p φ(p)dp, (1.65)
where χ(p) is the Fourier transform of ϕ(r). We now want to express the operator p¯
in the position representation. Let’s first look at the component p¯x
〈r| p¯x |ψ〉 =
∫
〈r |p〉 〈p| p¯x |ψ〉 dp = (2pi~)−3/2
∫
eip·r/~ px φ(p)dp. (1.66)
We recognize the Fourier transform of pxφ(p), which is −i~ ∂∂xψ(r) (see Appendix I
in [20]). Therefore
〈r| p¯ |ψ〉 = −i~∇ 〈r |ψ〉 (1.67)
and the matrix element (1.65) can now be expressed in the position representation
〈ϕ| p¯ |ψ〉 =
∫
〈ϕ |r〉 〈r| p¯ |ψ〉 dr =
∫
ϕ∗(r) (−i~∇)ψ(r)dr. (1.68)
Similarly, the operator r¯ in the momentum representation is
〈p| r¯ |ψ〉 = i~∇ 〈p |ψ〉 (1.69)
Most of the time, physicists work in the position representation and use the short
hand notation
r¯ = r (1.70)
p¯ = −i~∇ (1.71)
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such as in (1.2).
It is easy to show that the operator r¯ and p¯ are Hermitian and their eigenvectors,
|r〉 and |p〉, form a basis in E. Therefore, r¯ and p¯ are observable and correspond, of
course, to the position and momentum of the particle, respectively.
1.3.9 Commutator and Conjugate Variables
Since we have the form of the momentum operator in the position representation,
we can now calculate the commutator (1.40) between the components of r¯ and p¯. For
example
〈r| [x¯, p¯x] |ψ〉 = 〈r| x¯p¯x − p¯xx¯ |ψ〉
= x 〈r| p¯x |ψ〉+ i~ ∂
∂x
〈r| x¯ |ψ〉
= −i~x ∂
∂x
〈r |ψ〉+ i~ ∂
∂x
(
x 〈r |ψ〉 )
= −i~x ∂
∂x
〈r |ψ〉+ i~ 〈r |ψ〉+ i~x ∂
∂x
〈r |ψ〉
= i~ 〈r |ψ〉 . (1.72)
This is true for any ket |ψ〉 and, in the same way, we find all other commutators between
the components of r¯ and p¯
[¯i, j¯] = 0 (1.73)
[p¯i, p¯j ] = 0 (1.74)
[¯i, p¯j ] = i~δi,j , (1.75)
for i, j = x, y, z.‡
Two observables, A¯ and B¯, whose commutator is
[
A¯, B¯
]
= i~, are said to be con-
jugate variables. It can be shown (see Complement EII in [19]) that their eigenvectors
are connected via a Fourier transform. We already saw that position and momentum
are conjugate variables. Another couple is, for example, time and energy.
‡We should keep in mind that the commutator between two operators is also an operator and the
right-hand side of (1.75) is the short notation for i~1¯δi,j .
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1.3.10 Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
In 1927, Heisenberg derived, from quantum mechanics, a fundamental physical prop-
erty called the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle [22]. Before this discovery, it was
thought that the precision of any measurement was limited only by the accuracy of the
experimental instruments used. However, Heisenberg showed that quantum mechanics
limits the precision of simultaneous measurement of some properties, whatever the ex-
perimental precision. The properties that cannot be known at the same time with an
arbitrary precision are couples of conjugate variables.
We give here a general derivation of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. Let Q¯
and P¯ be two observables with commutator
[
Q¯, P¯
]
= i~. For example, the mean value
of Q¯ is defined as
〈Q〉 = 〈ψ| Q¯ |ψ〉 (1.76)
and its root-mean-square deviation as
∆Q =
√
〈ψ| (Q¯− 〈Q〉)2 |ψ〉 =
√
〈Q2〉 − 〈Q〉2. (1.77)
Consider the ket of the form
|ϕ〉 = (Q¯+ iλP¯ ) |ψ〉 , (1.78)
where λ is an arbitrary real parameter. For all λ, the scalar product 〈ϕ |ϕ〉 (square of
the norm of |ϕ〉) is always positive (1.32) and
〈ϕ |ϕ〉 = 〈ψ| (Q¯− iλP¯ )(Q¯+ iλP¯ ) |ψ〉
= 〈ψ| Q¯2 |ψ〉+ 〈ψ| iλQ¯P¯ − iλP¯ Q¯ |ψ〉+ 〈ψ|λ2P¯ 2 |ψ〉
=
〈
Q2
〉
+ iλ
〈[
Q¯P¯
]〉
+ λ2
〈
P 2
〉
=
〈
Q2
〉− λ~+ λ2 〈P 2〉 ≥ 0. (1.79)
The discriminant of this expression, second order in λ , must be negative or zero
~2 − 4 〈P 2〉 〈Q2〉 ≤ 0 (1.80)
and we have 〈
P 2
〉 〈
Q2
〉 ≥ ~2
4
. (1.81)
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Assuming |ψ〉 to be given, let us introduce the two observables Q¯′ and P¯ ′ such that
Q¯′ = Q¯− 〈Q〉 , (1.82)
P¯ ′ = P¯ − 〈P 〉 . (1.83)
Since Q¯′ and P¯ ′ are conjugate variables[
Q¯′, P¯ ′
]
=
[
Q¯, P¯
]
= i~, (1.84)
equation (1.81) applies as well to Q¯′ and P¯ ′〈
P ′2
〉 〈
Q′2
〉 ≥ ~2
4
. (1.85)
Using the definition of the root-mean-square deviation (1.77) along with (1.82) and (1.83),
we find
∆Q =
√
〈Q′2〉 (1.86)
∆P =
√
〈P ′2〉. (1.87)
The relation (1.84) can therefore also be written
∆Q∆P ≥ ~
2
, (1.88)
which is the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. The special case where Q¯ = r¯ and
P¯ = p¯ yields the most well known form of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
∆x∆px ≥ ~
2
, ∆y∆py ≥ ~
2
and ∆z∆pz ≥ ~
2
. (1.89)
Thus the position and the momentum of a particle cannot be known simultaneously
with arbitrary precision. There exists a lower bound for the product ∆r∆p which
depends on the fundamental reduced Planck constant ~ = 1.05457168(18)× 10−34 J s.
The generalization of (1.88) to two arbitrary observables A¯ and B¯ yields
∆A∆B ≥ 1
2
∣∣〈[A¯, B¯]〉∣∣ . (1.90)
The reduced Planck constant has a very low numerical value and only becomes
important when the size of the system is small, such as an electron. That is why the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle does not apply at human scale. Thus, the concept
of trajectory, the knowledge of r and p at any time, is still very important in classical
mechanics, but must be abandoned in the discussion of electron motion. In the limit
~→ 0, quantum mechanics reduces to classical mechanics.
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1.3.11 Quantification of a Physical Quantity
We discuss here how to construct the observable (operator) A¯ which describes, in
quantum mechanics, the physical quantity A defined in classical mechanics.
For a single particle, without spin, subject to a scalar potential, any physical quan-
tity A related to it is expressed in terms of the fundamental dynamical variables r and
p, thus A = A(r,p, t). We already know that the position r(x, y, z) and the momentum
p(px, py, pz) of a particle are associated with the operators r¯(x¯, y¯, z¯) and p¯(p¯x, p¯y, p¯z),
respectively. To obtain the corresponding observable A¯, one could simply replace, in
the expression for A(r,p, t), the variables r and p by the observables r¯ and p¯
A¯(t) = A(r¯, p¯, t). (1.91)
However, this mode of action would be ambiguous in general. Assume, for example,
that
A(r,p, t) = r · p = xpx + ypy + zpz. (1.92)
In classical mechanics, the scalar product is commutative
r · p = p · r (1.93)
but the corresponding operators are not
r¯ · p¯ 6= p¯ · r¯. (1.94)
Moreover, neither r¯ · p¯ nor p¯ · r¯ is Hermitian. To the preceding postulate, one must
add a symmetrization rule and yield the following postulate: the observable A¯ which
describes a classically defined physical quantity A is obtained by replacing, in the
suitably symmetrized expression for A, r and p by the observables r¯ and p¯, respectively.
For example, the observable associated with r · p is
1
2
(r¯ · p¯+ p¯ · r¯) (1.95)
which is indeed Hermitian.
We note that there exists quantum physical quantities which have no classical equiv-
alent and are therefore defined directly by the corresponding observable. This is the
case for the spin of a particle.
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1.3.12 The Least You Need to Know About Quantum Mechanics
The principles of quantum mechanics described in this section can be summarized
by the seven postulates given in Chapter III of [19].
Description of the State of a System: At a fixed time t0, the state of a physical
system is defined by specifying a ket |ψ(t0)〉 belonging to the state space E.
Description of Physical quantities: Every measurable physical quantity A is de-
scribed by an Hermitian operator A¯ acting in E, whose eigenfunctions form a
complete set (a basis) in E; this operator is an observable.
Quantization Rules: The observable A¯, which describes a classically defined physical
quantity A, is obtained by replacing r and p with the observables r¯ and p¯,
respectively, in the suitably symmetrized expression for A.
Measurement of a Physical Quantities: The only possible result of the measure-
ment of a physical quantity A is one of the eigenvalues of the corresponding
observable A¯.
Principle of Spectral Decomposition (case of discrete spectrum): When the phys-
ical quantity A is measured on a system in the normalized state |ψ〉, the prob-
ability P(a) of obtaining the eigenvalue a of the corresponding observable A¯
is
P(a) = |〈fa |ψ〉|2 , (1.96)
where |fa〉 is the normalized eigenvector of A¯ associated with the eigenvalue a.
Principle of Spectral Decomposition (case of continuous spectrum): When the
physical quantity A is measured on a system in the normalized state |ψ〉, the
probability dP(α) of obtaining a result included between α and α+ dα is
dP(α) = |〈fα |ψ〉|2 dα, (1.97)
where |fα〉 is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue α of the observable
A¯ associated with A.
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Reduction of the Wave Packet: If the measurement of the physical quantity A on
a system in the state |ψ〉 gives the result α, the state of the system immediately
after the measurement is the eigenvector |fα〉 associated with α.
Time Evolution of systems: The time evolution of the state vector |ψ(t)〉 is gov-
erned by the Schro¨dinger equation
i~
∂
∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = H¯ (t) |ψ(t)〉 , (1.98)
where H¯ is the observable associated with the total energy of the system.
H¯ (t) |ψ(t)〉 = E(t) |ψ(t)〉 . (1.99)
1.4 Outline and Aims of the Thesis
This general introduction has described the field of this Thesis and has presented
the background of quantum mechanics. From the postulates of quantum mechanics,
summarized in the previous section, the quantization rules and the measurement of
physical quantities, will be used in Chapters 5, 6 and 9.
Chapter 2 presents the heart of quantum chemistry, which consists of applying
approximation to the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation. The Hartree-Fock method
is then derived in detail, and common post Hartree-Fock or correlated methods are
reviewed.
Chapter 3 introduces intracules, i.e. two-particle probability densities, and the gen-
eral concept of Intracule Function Theory (IFT) is exposed. IFT uses Wigner-based
intracules which do not respect entirely the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. At the
end of the chapter, a specific question is asked, which corresponds to the general aim
of this Thesis: Can we construct an intracule which contains information on both the
position and the momentum of particles without the use of a quasi-phase-space distri-
bution, while respecting the principles of quantum mechanics such as the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle?
Chapters 4 to 8 explain the method used to answer this question, and a solution is
proposed in Chapter 9.
Chapter 4 starts by describing the spherically-averaged position and momentum
densities, which are among the simplest quantum probability densities.
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Chapter 5 discusses a new dynamical variable (the Posmom) which provides new
insights on electron motion and could – we assert – form the basis of a new type of
spectroscopy. The Posmom lies between the position and the momentum and we show
all the relations between these three quantities. We illustrate the physical significance
of this observable in the case of the hydrogen atom and the lithium hydride molecule.
Chapter 6 goes into the mathematical details behind the Posmom observable and
its quantum density. Several quantum mechanical systems are analyzed such as the
harmonic oscillator, particles in a box and hydrogenic ions.
Chapter 7 corresponds to the application of Posmom density to atomic systems.
We looked at the ground states of the 36 lightest atoms and we have decomposed the
total Posmom density into atomic orbital contributions.
Chapter 8 describes the Wigner-based Posmom intracule, called Dot intracule and
it is used, within IFT, to determine the correlation energy of several atoms and small
molecules.
Chapter 9 introduces a new exact intracule, the Posmom intracule which contain
information on both the relative position and momentum of electron pairs. The Pos-
mom intracule is compared with other intracules in the simple case of two particles in
a three-dimensional harmonic well. Different excited states and dimensionality of the
helium atom are also investigated with the Posmom intracule.
Finally, Chapter 10 lays out the main conclusions and suggests future directions for
this work.
Atomic units (see Appendix A) are used throughout unless specified.
Chapter 2
Solving the Schro¨dinger Equation
with a Single Reference
Solving the Schro¨dinger equation is the heart of quantum chemistry. This chapter
presents the problem of the quantum many-electron system. It discusses the structure
of the Hamiltonian for such a system and introduces the basic ideas of the Hartree-Fock
approximation as well as post-Hartree-Fock methods.
Hartree-Fock theory [23, 24] describes the simplest approximate method to deter-
mine the ground-state wave function and ground-state energy of a quantum many-body
system. In chemistry, it is the foundation of molecular orbital theory.
After separating space and time (stationary states), Section 2.1, and the nuclear and
electronic variables (Born-Oppenheimer approximation), Section 2.2, of the Schro¨dinger
equation, the main approximation describes each electron’s motion by a single-particle
function (spin orbital), Section 2.3, which does not depend explicitly on the instanta-
neous motions of the other particles. Each electron “sees” only the average potential of
the others electrons. Hence, Hartree-Fock theory is also referred to as an independent
particle model or mean field theory.
The second approximation assumes that the exact many-body wave function of a
system can be approximated by a single Slater determinant of N spin orbitals, Sec-
tion 2.4. Finally, the spatial component of each spin orbital is expanded within a basis
of known functions (linear combination of atomic orbital approximation) in Section 2.6.
The consequences of the approximations in the Hartree-Fock method are exposed
23
24
in Section 2.7 and some post Hartree-Fock methods are presented in Section 2.8.
Sections 2.2 to 2.7 of this chapter follow Szabo and Ostlund [25], and Section 2.8
has been inspired by Chapter 4 of Jensen [8].
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2.1 Separation of Space and Time
The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation is given by (1.1). For bound systems
where the potential energy operator is time-independent, V (r, t) = V (r), the Hamil-
tonian operator also becomes time-independent, H¯ = H¯ (r). When it acts on a wave
function, it yields the total energy E(r), which depends only on the position
H¯ (r)Ψ(r, t) = E(r)Ψ(r, t) (2.1)
= i~
∂Ψ(r, t)
∂t
. (2.2)
The solution of this first order differential equation
Ψ(r, t) = Ψ(r)e−iEt (2.3)
shows that the time and space variables of the wave function can be separated and
that the time dependence is given by a simple multiplicative phase factor. For time-
independent problems, this phase factor is normally neglected, and the starting point
is taken as the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
H¯ (r)Ψ(r) = E(r)Ψ(r). (2.4)
In the simpler Dirac notation it reads
H¯ |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉 . (2.5)
2.2 Separation of Nuclear and Electronic Variables in Many-
Body Systems
Unlike Hydrogenic systems, if there is a second electron around the nucleus, the
problem becomes inextricable and an exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equation can-
not be obtained. However, it is possible to reduce the complexity of the problem by
separating some of the space coordinates.
The time-independent Schro¨dinger equation of a system of N electrons moving
aroundM nuclei, with r denoting electronic andR denoting nuclear spatial coordinates,
is
H¯ (r,R)Ψ(r,R) = EΨ(r,R). (2.6)
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For such a system, the Hamiltonian H¯ is composed of five terms: the kinetic energy
operators of the electrons T¯e(r) and of the nuclei T¯n(R); the Coulomb repulsion oper-
ator between electrons V¯ee(r) and between nuclei V¯nn(R); and the Coulomb attraction
operator between electrons and nuclei or nuclei potential V¯ne(r;R), or
H¯ (r,R) = T¯e(r) + T¯n(R) + V¯ne(r,R) + V¯ee(r) + V¯nn(R). (2.7)
Choosing an arbitrary reference system, as shown in Figure 2.1, the distance between
the ith electron and the Ath nucleus is riA = |riA| = |ri−RA|; the distance between the
ith and jth electron is rij = |rij | = |ri−rj |; and the distance between the Ath and Bth
nucleus is RAB = |RAB| = |RA −RB|. Within this notation, the Hamiltonian (2.7) is
H¯ = −
N∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i −
M∑
A=1
1
2MA∇
2
A −
N∑
i=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
1
rij
+
M∑
A=1
M∑
B>A
ZAZB
RAB
, (2.8)
where MA is the ratio of the mass of nucleus A to the mass of an electron, and ZA
is the atomic number of the nucleus A. The Laplacian operators ∇2i and ∇2A involve
differentiation with respect to the coordinates of the ith electron and Ath nucleus.
0
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RAB = RA −RB
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RB
rjA = rj −RA
riA = ri −RA
rij = ri − rj
rj
ri
Figure 2.1: The molecular coordinate system in an arbitrary reference system: i, j =
electrons; A,B = nuclei (adapted from Figure 2.1 of [25]).
One can simplify the Hamiltonian (2.8) if one compares the electron mass me to the
nuclei mass Mn, Mn/me = 1836. The nuclei are much heavier than electrons, thus
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they move more slowly. A good approximation is made if one considers the nuclei as
fixed and the electrons as moving around them. Such approximation was first proposed
by Born and Oppenheimer [26] in 1927 and is known as the Born-Oppenheimer (BO)
approximation. Within the BO approximation, the kinetic energy of the nuclei can
be neglected and the Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei can be considered to be
constant. Any constant added to an operator will not change the eigenfunction but
only add a constant to the eigenvalues. The remaining terms in (2.8) are called the
electronic Hamiltonian
H¯elec = −
N∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i −
N∑
i=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
1
rij
. (2.9)
Now, the total wave function is broken into its electronic and nuclear (vibration, rota-
tion and translation) components
Ψtotal = Ψelec ×Ψnucl, (2.10)
with
H¯ (r,R)Ψtotal(r,R) = EtotalΨ(r,R). (2.11)
With the electronic Hamiltonian (2.9), one can write the electronic Schro¨dinger equa-
tion
H¯elec(r;R)Ψelec(r;R) = Eelec(R)Ψ(r;R) (2.12)
where the electronic wave function Ψelec(r;R) describes the motion of the electrons
and depends explicitly on the electronic coordinate r but depends parametrically on
the nuclear coordinates R. By a parametric dependence we mean that, for a different
arrangements of the nuclei, Ψelec is a different function of the electronic coordinate r.
The nuclear coordinates R do not appear explicitly in Ψelec. The total energy is given
by the sum of the electronic energy and the nuclear repulsion
Etotal = Eelec +
M∑
A=1
M∑
B>A
ZAZB
RAB
. (2.13)
Without giving many details, one can define a nuclear Hamiltonian
H¯nucl = −
M∑
A=1
1
2MA∇
2
A + Etotal (2.14)
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and a nuclear Schro¨dinger equation
H¯nucl(R)Ψnucl(R) = EnuclΨ(R), (2.15)
which describe the vibration, rotation and translation of a molecule. Solving the nu-
clear Schro¨dinger equation is not the purpose of this thesis and only the electronic
Schro¨dinger equation is studied here. Because we will only consider electronic wave
functions and Hamiltonians throughout this thesis, we drop the subscript “elec”, and
only specify when necessary.
2.3 Hartree Product
The main difficulty with solving the electronic Schro¨dinger equation arises from the
interaction between the electrons, namely V¯ee(r). The starting point of Hartree-Fock
theory is to set this term to zero, i.e. the electrons move independently in the nucleus
potential. In this approximation, the electronic Hamiltonian can be written as a sum
of one-electron Hamiltonians hi = h(ri)
H¯ =
N∑
i=1
hi with hi = −1
2
∇2i −
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
, (2.16)
and the wave function as a product of one-particle functions
ΨHP =
N∏
i=1
ψi with hiψi = iψi. (2.17)
This approximate wave function is called the Hartree product (HP).
At this point, it is useful to introduce the concept of an orbital. An orbital is a
wave function of a single particle, i.e. an electron. For an atom one has atomic orbitals
and for a molecule one has molecular orbitals. A spatial orbital ψi(r) is a function of
the position vector r and describes the spatial distribution of the ith electron such that
|ψi(r)|2 dr is the probability of finding the ith electron in the volume dr at the position
r. Of course the probability of finding the ith electron in all the space is one∫
|ψi(r)|2 dr = 1. (2.18)
We also request two different spatial orbitals to be orthogonal∫
ψ∗i (r)ψj(r) dr = 0, for i 6= j. (2.19)
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A set of spatial orbitals which has the two properties (2.18) and (2.19) is called or-
thonormal. In Dirac’s notation, it is simply
〈ψi|ψj〉 = δij . (2.20)
In quantum mechanics, the fermions have not only three spatial degrees of freedom,
but also an intrinsic spin coordinate, called α or β. For electrons they are also defined
as spin up ↑ or spin down ↓. The variable describing the spin function α or β is called
ω. The composition of spatial and spin coordinates is called the space-spin coordinate,
x = {r, ω}. With this coordinate, one defines a spin orbital χ(x) as a one-particle
wave function which includes the spin of the particle. In Hartree-Fock theory, a spin
orbital is just the product of a spatial orbital and either α or β spin function
χ(x) = ψ(r)α(ω). (2.21)
If the spatial orbitals are orthonormal, so are the spin orbitals
〈χi|χj〉 = δij , (2.22)
which is a consequence of the normalization of the spin functions
〈α|α〉 = 〈β|β〉 = 1 and 〈α|β〉 = 0. (2.23)
Using the above definitions, the Hartree product approximates the true wave func-
tion by a product of spin orbitals
ΨHP (x1,x2, · · · ,xN ) = χ1(x1)χ2(x2) · · ·χN (xN ). (2.24)
The problem with this approximate wave function is that it does not satisfy the
Antisymmetry Principle. The Antisymmetry Principle is a postulate that electrons
must be described by wavefunctions which are antisymmetric with respect to the in-
terchange of the coordinates (including spin) of a pair of electrons‡. A corollary of the
Principle is the Pauli Exclusion Principle, i.e. two identical fermions cannot be found
in the same place (having the same spin orbital). To see why (2.24) does not satisfy the
Antisymmetry Principle, we consider the case of two electrons. The Hartree product is
ΨHP (x1,x2) = χ1(x1)χ2(x2). (2.25)
‡All particles with halfintegral spin (fermions) are described by antisymmetric wavefunctions, and
all particles with zero or integral spin (bosons) are described by symmetric wave-functions.
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If we swap the coordinates of electron 1 with electron 2, we get
ΨHP (x2,x1) = χ1(x2)χ2(x1). (2.26)
Therefore, the only possibility that respects the Antisymmetry Principle,
ΨHP (x1,x2) = −ΨHP (x2,x1), is
χ1(x2)χ2(x1) = −χ1(x1)χ2(x2), (2.27)
which will not be true in general. The generalization of the Hartree product which
satisfies the Antisymmetry Principle is made by a Slater determinant.
2.4 Slater Determinant
In the two-electron system, one can construct an approximate wave function which
satisfies the Antisymmetry Principle with the sum of two Hartree products
Ψ(x1,x2) =
1√
2
[χ1(x1)χ2(x2)− χ1(x1)χ2(x2)] , (2.28)
where 1/
√
2 is a normalization factor. With this form, the wave function Ψ(x1,x2) will
satisfy the antisymmetry requirement for any spin orbitals χ1(x) and χ2(x). The gener-
alization for a system with N electrons is made by first writing (2.28) as a determinant
of a 2× 2 matrix of spin orbitals
Ψ(x1,x2) =
1√
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ χ1(x1) χ2(x1)χ1(x2) χ2(x2)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.29)
Therefore, for N electrons, the approximate wave function is
Ψ =
1√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(x1) χ2(x1) · · · χN (x1)
χ1(x2) χ2(x2) · · · χN (x2)
...
...
. . .
...
χ1(xN ) χ2(xN ) · · · χN (xN )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (2.30)
A determinant of spin orbitals is called a Slater determinant. Writing the wave function
as a determinant provides an obvious way of respecting the Pauli Exclusion Principle,
i.e. two identical fermions cannot be found in the same place (having the same spin
orbital). If χi = χj , two columns are identical in (2.30), which gives Ψ = 0 according
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to the determinant property. In other words, one can find two electrons with different
spin or anti-parallel spin, i.e. ωi 6= ωj , in the same spatial orbital, but when the spin is
identical or parallel, there is a small region around each electron which is forbidden for
the other electron. This small region is known as the Fermi hole. Another interesting
consequence of the Slater determinant is that all electrons are indistinguishable, in
agreement with quantum mechanics. Each electron is associated with every spin orbital.
It is common to introduce a short notation for a Slater determinant. Because (2.30)
is only a function of the N occupied spin orbitals χi(x), χj(x), · · · , χk(x), one writes
it as
Ψ = |χi(x1)χj(x2) · · ·χk(xN )〉 , or simply
= |ij · · · k〉 . (2.31)
The normalization factor is implicit with this short-hand notation. The antisymmetry
property of Slater determinant is expressed as
|· · · i · · · j · · · 〉 = − |· · · j · · · i · · · 〉 . (2.32)
2.5 Hartree-Fock Equation
In the previous section, we have shown how a wave function can be approximated by
a single Slater determinant (2.30). We will now use this wave function representation
to obtain an expectation value of an observable, i.e. to calculate a matrix element.
According to quantum mechanics, the energy of a state Ψ is given by the expectation
values of the Hamiltonian operator
E = 〈Ψ| H¯ |Ψ〉
=
∫
Ψ∗(x1,x2, · · · ,xN ) H¯ Ψ(x1,x2, · · · ,xN ) dx1 dx2 · · · dxN . (2.33)
2.5.1 Matrix Elements
The Hamiltonian is separated into two kinds of operators
H¯ =
N∑
i=1
h¯i +
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
v¯ij , (2.34)
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where h¯i = h¯(ri) is the one-electron operator introduced before
h¯i = −1
2
∇2i −
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
, (2.35)
and v¯ij = v¯(rij) is a two-electron operator
v¯ij =
1
rij
. (2.36)
It is possible to use the general expression of a Slater determinant to perform a
rigorous derivation of the total energy expression (the expectation value of the Hamil-
tonian) with
|Ψ〉 = |χ1, χ2, · · · , χN 〉 = 1√
N !
N !∑
i=1
(−1)piP¯i {χ1(1), χ2(2), · · · , χN (N)} , (2.37)
where we have used χi(i) ≡ χi(xi). In (2.37), P¯i is an operator that generates the ith
permutation of the electron’s label 1, 2, · · · , N and pi is the number of transpositions
required to obtain this permutation. However, we only present the derivation for simple
case of two electrons in the Appendix B.1 and provide the general result below. The
total energy of a single Slater determinant is the sum of matrix elements
E = 〈Ψ| H¯ |Ψ〉
=
N∑
i=1
Hii +
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
(Jij −Kij). (2.38)
The physical interpretation and mathematical expression of each three terms are given
below.
The Hii matrix element is the average kinetic energy and potential energy for the
electrostatic attraction between the nuclei and the electron in χi, given by the one-
electron integral
Hii ≡
〈
i|h¯|i〉 = 〈χi(1)| h¯1 |χi(1)〉 = ∫ χ∗i (x1)
(
−1
2
∇2 −
M∑
A=1
ZA
r1A
)
χi(x1) dx1. (2.39)
The Jij matrix element, called the Coulomb integral, is the potential energy for the
electrostatic repulsion between two electrons, with electron density functions |ψi(r1)|2
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and |ψj(r2)|2. It is given by the two-electron integral
Jij ≡ 〈ij|ij〉 = 〈χi(1)χj(2)|v¯12|χi(1)χj(2)〉
=
∫
χ∗i (x1)χ
∗
j (x2)
1
x12
χi(x1)χ2(x2) dx1 dx2 (2.40)
=
∫
|ψi(r1)|2 1
r12
|ψj(r2)|2 dr1 dr2, (2.41)
where, in the last line, we have integrated over the spin.
The Kij matrix element, called the exchange integral, is a consequence of the anti-
symmetry of the wave function and is given by the two-electron integral
Kij ≡ 〈ij|ji〉 = 〈χi(1)χj(2)|v¯12|χi(2)χj(1)〉
=
∫
χ∗i (x1)χ
∗
j (x2)
1
r12
χi(x2)χ2(x1) dr1 dr2. (2.42)
The physical interpretation of this integral is less obvious then the Coulomb one. It
can be view as a Coulomb integral (2.40) where one has exchanged electron 1 with
electron 2 on the right hand side of the Coulomb operator. This integral is zero unless
the spin orbitals χi and χj have the same spin. Thus, the electrons with the same spin
are correlated in the Hartree-Fock approximation.
2.5.2 Variational Principle, Fock Operator and the Hartree-Fock Equa-
tions
In chemistry, we are most interested in the energy of the ground state Ψ0
E0 = 〈Ψ0| H¯ |Ψ0〉 . (2.43)
According to the Variational Principle, if one has an approximate wave function Ψ for
the ground state, the true energy E0 is always a lower bound. Hence, we can obtain a
better approximate wave function Ψ by varying its parameters to minimize the energy
within the given functional space. Thus, the best spin orbitals are those which minimize
the electronic energy.
To apply the Variational Principle to (2.38), we first define the Coulomb and the
exchange operators
J¯j |χi(2)〉 = 〈χj(1) |v¯12|χj(1)〉 |χi(2)〉 (2.44)
K¯j |χi(2)〉 = 〈χj(1) |v¯12|χi(1)〉 |χj(2)〉 . (2.45)
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While the J¯j operator involves a matrix element with the same orbital on both sides, the
K¯j operator “exchanges” the two functions on the right hand side of the v¯12 operator.
Secondly, we express the energy using a symmetric double summation for the
Coulomb and the exchange operators which yields a factor 1/2 in front of them (the
Coulomb “self-interaction” Jii is exactly cancelled by the corresponding “exchange”
element Kii):
E =
N∑
i=1
〈χi| h¯i |χi〉+ 1
2
N∑
ij
〈χi| Jj −Kj |χi〉 . (2.46)
We want to find the best set of spin orbitals {χi} which minimize (2.46), with the
constraint that the orbitals remain orthonormal. This constrained optimization can be
handled by means of Lagrange multipliers. The constrained Lagrange function
L = E −
N∑
ij
λij (〈χi|χj〉 − δij) , (2.47)
where λij are the Lagrange multipliers, is stationary with respect to a small change in
the spin orbital
δL = δE −
N∑
ij
λij (〈δχi|χj〉 − 〈χi|δχj〉) = 0. (2.48)
After propagating the spin orbital variation δχ into each orbital of (2.46), it is
straightforward to show that the energy variation is given by variation of the expecta-
tion value of a single operator
δE =
N∑
i=1
(
〈
δχi|F¯i|χi
〉
+
〈
χi|F¯i|δχi
〉
) (2.49)
F¯i = h¯i +
N∑
j=1
(J¯j − K¯j), (2.50)
where F¯i is the Fock operator. This operator is associated with the variation of the
energy, not the energy itself. The Hamiltonian operator (2.34) is not the sum of Fock
operators.
With the complex conjugate properties 〈χ|δχ〉 = 〈δχ|χ〉∗ and 〈χ|F¯i|δχ〉 = 〈δχ|F¯i|χ〉∗,
the variation of the Lagrange function (2.48) reduces to
δL =
N∑
i=1
〈δχi|
F¯i |χi〉 − N∑
j=1
λij |χj〉
+ complex conjugate = 0, (2.51)
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which is only possible if the term in the squared bracket is zero; therefore,
F¯i |χi〉 =
N∑
j=1
λij |χj〉 . (2.52)
This equations can be simplified under a unitary transformation that makes the La-
grange multipliers diagonal, i.e. λij = 0 and λii = i, and yields the canonical Hartree-
Fock equations
F¯i |χi〉 = i |χi〉 , (2.53)
which is satisfied by the spin orbitals that minimize the energy. This set of equations
is a set of pseudo-eigenvalue equations, as the Fock operator (2.50) depends on all the
spin orbitals. A specific Fock operator can only be determined if all the other orbitals
are known. Therefore, an iterative method must be employed. A set of functions that
is a solution of (2.53) are called self consistent field (SCF) orbitals.
2.5.3 Restricted and Unrestricted Hartree-Fock ‡
In the Hartree-Fock method, a spin orbital is a product of a spatial and a spin
function (2.21). The general case, where each electron can have different spatial orbitals,
is known as Unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF)
〈r |χi〉 = χi(x) ≡ ψαi (x) = ψαi (r)α(ω) (2.54a)
〈r |χi+1〉 = χi+1(x) ≡ ψβi (x) = ψβi (r)β(ω). (2.54b)
with the convention that i is odd. Appendix B.2 shows how the spin components are
integrated in the case of two electrons. The generalization to N electrons yields the
following spatial equation
F¯αi ψ
α
i (r) = 
α
i ψ
α
i (r), (2.55)
where
F¯αi = h¯i +
N∑
j=1
J¯j −
Nα∑
j=1
K¯αj (2.56)
and the operator K¯αj only acts on the N
α electrons of spin α. Equivalent equations
exist for electrons of spin β. The α equations (2.55) and β equivalent are the Unre-
stricted Hartree-Fock equations. A simpler situation is when two electrons with spin
‡The presentation of this section has been inspired by the similar section of the O’Neill thesis [27].
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components α and β share the same spatial orbital. This corresponds to Restricted
Hartree-Fock (RHF)
〈r |χi〉 = χi(x) ≡ ψαi (x) = ψi(r)α(ω) (2.57a)
〈r |χi+1〉 = χi+1(x) ≡ ψβi (x) = ψi(r)β(ω), (2.57b)
and
F¯iψi(r) = iψi(r), (2.58)
where
F¯i = h¯i +
N∑
j=1
(2J¯j − K¯j). (2.59)
The above Restricted Hartree-Fock equations (2.58) are simpler to solve than the cor-
responding UHF, as, for example, a closed shell system with N electrons has N spin
orbitals, χi(x), but only N/2 spatial orbitals, ψi(r), in RHF. There is a method for ap-
plying RHF equations to an open shell system known as Restricted Open Shell Hartree-
Fock (ROHF). In ROHF, the paired electrons are restricted to have the same spatial
orbital as in RHF and the unpaired electrons are treated with different spatial orbitals
as in UHF.
The UHF solutions give lower or equal energies than RHF or ROHF solutions. This
is particularly true in the case of closed shell molecules with stretched bonds where
RHF will predict much higher energies than UHF.
2.6 Solution of the Hartree-Fock Equations
2.6.1 The Pople-Nesbet and Roothaan-Hall Equations‡
The UHF or RHF equations are integro-differential equations. These equations can
be solved numerically for simple systems such as atoms [28], but in general it is not
practicable, and further approximations are needed.
In a seminal paper of 1929 [29], Lennard and Jones introduced the Linear Combi-
nation of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) approximation for molecular orbitals. In this ap-
proximation, each spatial molecular orbital (MO) |ψi〉 is expanded in a basis of atomic
‡The presentation of this section has been inspired by the similar section of the O’Neill thesis [27].
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orbitals (AO)
|ψi〉 =
N∑
ν=1
cνi |φν〉 ≡
N∑
ν=1
cνi |ν〉 . (2.60)
Inserting this expansion into the UHF equations (2.55) and multiplying by 〈φµ| leads
to (considering only the α equations)
N∑
ν=1
cανi 〈φµ| F¯α |φν〉 = αi
N∑
ν=1
cανi 〈φµ |φν〉 . (2.61)
Introducing the overlap matrix S with elements
Sµν = 〈φµ |φν〉 ≡ 〈µ |ν〉 (2.62)
and the Fock matrix F α with elements
Fαµν = 〈φµ| F¯α |φν〉 ≡ 〈µ| F¯α |ν〉 , (2.63)
we now have
N∑
ν=1
cανiF
α
µν = 
α
i
N∑
ν=1
cανiSµν . (2.64)
This can be written as a matrix equation, and along with its β analogue, these are the
Pople-Nesbet [30] equations‡
F α ·Cα = S ·Cα ·Eα (2.65)
F β ·Cβ = S ·Cβ ·Eβ (2.66)
where Eα is a diagonal matrix of orbital energies, Eαii = 
α
i , and C
α is the matrix of
the LCAO expansion coefficients. In order to determine the MOs ψαi , or similarly ψ
β
i ,
we need the matrix element Fαµν . Recalling (2.35), (2.44) and (2.45) we find
Fαµν = H
core
µν +
∑
λσ
[Pλσ 〈µλ |νσ〉 − Pαλσ 〈µλ |σν〉] (2.67)
= Hcoreµν +
∑
λσ
[Pλσ (µν |λσ)− Pαλσ (µσ |λν)] , (2.68)
where
Hcoreµν = 〈φµ| h¯ |φν〉 ≡ 〈µ| h¯ |ν〉 (2.69)
‡Bertier has developed, simultaneous, the same formalism [31,32].
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and we have introduced the concept of the density matrix
Pαµν =
Nα∑
j=1
cαµi(c
α
νj)
∗, (2.70)
P βµν =
Nβ∑
j=1
cβµi(c
β
νj)
∗, (2.71)
P = P α + P β. (2.72)
The elements of the β Fock matrix are constructed in an analogous way.
In (2.68), we introduced the chemical notation of the two-electron integral (round
bracket). In this chemical notation, the atomic orbitals of the same electron are on the
same side of the coulomb operator
(φµφν |φλφσ) ≡ (µν |λσ) =
∫
φ∗µ(r1)φν(r1)
1
r12
φ∗λ(r2)φσ(r2) dr1 dr2, (2.73)
whereas the physics notation (2.67) yields
〈φµφλ |φνφσ〉 ≡ 〈µλ |νσ〉 =
∫
φ∗µ(r1)φ
∗
λ(r2)
1
r12
φν(r1)φσ(r2) dr1 dr2. (2.74)
The total electronic HF energy of the system, in the AO basis, is
EHF =
∑
µν
PµνH
core
µν +
∑
µνλσ
[
PµνPλσ − PαµσPανλ − P βµσP βνλ
]
(µν |λσ) . (2.75)
In RHF approximation, where the spatial orbital of two paired electrons is the same,
the equations simplify and yield the Roothaan equations [33]
F ·C = S ·C ·E, (2.76)
where
Fµν = H
core
µν +
∑
λσ
Pλσ
[
(µν |λσ)− 1
2
(µσ |λν)
]
, (2.77)
Pµν = 2
N∑
j=1
cµic
∗
νj . (2.78)
2.6.2 The Self-Consistent Field Method
The Self-Consistent Field (SCF) is a method to solve the Pople-Nesbet or the
Roothaan equations by first transforming these equations to simpler eigenvalue equa-
tions and then finding the eigenvalues through an iterative process.
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We introduce an unitary transformation with a matrix X such that the AOs are
orthonormal
X† · S ·X = 1, (2.79)
where X† is the adjoint matrix of X and 1 is the identity matrix. The matrix X
corresponds to the orthonormalization of the AO basis. In an SCF calculation, this
matrix is equal to S−1/2 and is called the orthonormalization matrix of Lo¨wdin [34].
Multiplication on the left of (2.76) by X† simplifies the Roothaan equation to a normal
eigenvalue equation (similar process can be applied to (2.65) or (2.66))
F ′ ·C ′ = C ′ · E, (2.80)
where
F ′ = X† · F ·X (2.81)
C = X ·C ′. (2.82)
The solution of (2.80) is obtained by diagonalizing the matrix F ′. However, this
matrix depends on the elements of the matrix C. Therefore, we use an iterative
self-consistent method until the convergence criterions are met. The algorithm of the
method SCF is summarized [35]
1. Initial guess of the density matrix P .
2. Construction of the Fock matrix F .
3. Expression of F in the orthonormal basis: F ′ = X† · F ·X (X = S−1/2).
4. Diagonalization of F ′.
5. Transformation of the MOs in the non-orthnormal basis: C = X ·C ′.
6. Calculation of the new density matrix P and the energy E = 12Tr[P ·(Hcore+F )].
7. Test of the convergence on E and/or P . If not satisfied, got to step 2.
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2.6.3 Form of the Atomic Orbitals: Basis Set
In general, the AOs used in the expansion of the MOs, introduced earlier (2.60), are
not a solution to the atomic HF problem. Furthermore, in (2.60), the number of AOs
has been limited to N , but better MOs can be obtained using a large number Nbasis
such that
|ψi〉 =
Nbasis∑
ν=1
cνi |φν〉 ≡
Nbasis∑
ν=1
cνi |ν〉 , (2.83)
and we refer this expansion to the basis set expansion.
There exists two main kinds of basis functions, Slater-Type Orbitals (STOs) and
Gaussian-Type Orbitals (GTO). The STOs, introduced by Slater in 1930 [36], are
exponential functions of the general form
φSTO(r) = (x−Ax)ax (y −Ay)ay (z −Az)az e−α|r−A|, (2.84)
which are centered at A = (Ax, Ay, Az), have angular momentum a = (ax, ay, az) and
exponent α. These STOs are a natural choice as they are the exact solution of the
hydrogenic Schro¨dinger equation for ai = 0 or 1, have the correct cusp (discontinuous
derivative) behaviour at the nucleus and the correct exponential decay. However, it
turns out that the calculation of especially three- and four-centre two-electron integrals
is very time-consuming for STOs and make them a less practical choice.
As mentioned, the second type of function, i.e. GTOs, are Gaussian functions and
were introduced by Boys [37]
φGTO(r) = (x−Ax)ax (y −Ay)ay (z −Az)az e−α|r−A|2 . (2.85)
Despite the fact that they do not have the correct cusp or decay behaviour, the eval-
uation of two-electron integrals over n-centre is straightforward. This is because the
product of two Gaussians with different exponents and located at two different posi-
tions can be contracted to a single Gaussian located at an intermediate position. Such
a derivation can be found in appendix A of [25]. Furthermore, GTOs also have the
useful property that higher angular momentum functions are related to the derivatives
of lowers ones. For example,
(x−Ax)e−α|r−A| = 1
2α
∂
∂Ax
e−α|r−A|
2
. (2.86)
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This implies that if we can evaluate integrals for s-type functions, all other integrals
can by generated by differentiation. These mathematical advantages of GTOs overcome
their physically bad behaviour and make them the most common type of basis function
used in computational methods.
As the number of basis functions increases, the accuracy of the MOs improves. In
the limit of a complete basis set (CBS), i.e. Nbasis →∞, the MOs become exact within
the HF approximation and this is called the Hartree-Fock limit. However, the number
of one- and two-electron integrals grows rapidly with the size, Nbasis, of the basis set.
The number of one-electron integral grows as N2basis and the two-electron integrals as
N4basis, which limit Nbasis in practical calculation. However, as the size of the basis set
is increased, the Variational Principle ensures that the results become better and the
quality of a basis set can be assessed by running a calculation with an increasingly
larger basis set.
2.7 Exact Wave Function and Correlation Energy
The Hartree-Fock and basis set approximations allow us to obtain, without any
difficulty, an approximate wave function. However, we are always interested in the
exact solution. Using two arguments, it is possible to obtain a general form of the
exact wave function.
2.7.1 Assumptions
Suppose we have a complete set of spin orbitals {χi(x)} and that the exact wave
function Ψexact is unknown.
Any wave function can be written as a linear combination of all possible Slater
determinants formed from a complete set of spin orbitals {χi}.
All possible determinants can be described by referring to the Hartree-Fock de-
terminant.
The first argument comes from the assumptions and the second uses excited determi-
nants which are described below.
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2.7.2 Excited Determinants
The Hartree-Fock method produces a set {χi} of Nbasis spin orbitals of which the
Hartree-Fock ground state wave function contains only the first N spin orbitals
|Ψ0〉 = |χ1χ2 · · ·χaχb · · ·χN 〉 , (2.87)
which has the lowest energy (Variational Principle). The spin orbitals {χ1, · · · , χN} are
called the occupied orbitals and {χN+1, · · · , χNbasis} the unoccupied or virtual. Since
we have Nbasis spin orbitals, it is possible to construct
Ndet =
 Nbasis
N
 = Nbasis!
N !(Nbasis −N)! (2.88)
different singly excited determinants. For example, if we replace an occupied orbital
χa by an unoccupied orbital χr, we form a single excited determinant
|Ψra〉 = |χ1χ2 · · ·χrχb · · ·χN 〉 . (2.89)
The physical interpretation of (2.89) corresponds to the excitation of an electron in
the orbital χa to virtual orbital χr. A doubly excited determinant is one in which two
electrons have been promoted from χa and χb to χr and χs
|Ψrsab〉 = |χ1χ2 · · ·χrχs · · ·χN 〉 . (2.90)
2.7.3 Exact Wave Function and Full CI
Since all Ndet determinants can be represented by either the Hartree-Fock ground
state or singly, doubly, triply, · · · , N -tuply excited states, the exact wave function has
the form
|Ψexact〉 = c0 |Ψ0〉+
∑
ar
cra |Ψra〉+
∑
a<b
r<s
crsab |Ψrsab〉+
∑
a<b<c
r<s<t
crstabc
∣∣Ψrstabc〉+ · · · (2.91)
when the set {χi} is completed, i.e. Nbasis tends to infinity. This representation is
called configuration interaction (CI) [38] as it is formed by different “configuration”
of spin orbitals. Since it uses all the configurations it is call full -CI. Truncated-CI is
presented in Section 2.8.1.
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The lowest Hamiltonian expectation value over this exact wave function
Eexact = 〈Ψexact| H¯ |Ψexact〉 (2.92)
is the exact non-relativistic ground state energy of the system within the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The difference between this exact energy and the Hartree-Fock energy
is called the correlation energy [39]
Ecorr = Eexact − EHF, (2.93)
and is a consequence of electrons with opposite spins not being correlated within the
Hartree-Fock approximation.
Unfortunately, this procedure requires the use of an infinite basis which cannot be
implemented. Even if one uses a finite basis, the number of determinants, Ndet, grows
factorially with the number of spin orbitals. It is possible to apply a full-CI only to the
smallest systems.
2.7.4 Electron Correlation
The Hartree-Fock method is one of the simplest methods to solve the Schro¨dinger
equation, where the real electron-electron interaction is replaced by an average inter-
action. With a sufficiently large basis set, the Hartree-Fock wave function is able to
recover ∼ 99% of the total energy. Unfortunately, the remaining 1% is often very
important for describing chemical phenomena such as bond formation or dissociation.
The concept of electron correlation was first proposed by Wigner [39] in his study of
free electrons in a metal and it was defined later by Lo¨wdin [40] as the difference between
the exact and Hartree-Fock energies (2.93). Physically, it corresponds to the motion
of the electrons being correlated. On average they are further apart than described
by the Hartree-Fock wave function. Correlation energy is among the most important
and difficult problems in quantum chemistry, and has been recently qualified as “the
many-body problem at the heart of chemistry” [41].
Unlike the exact energy, the Hartree-Fock energy depends on the basis set size and
whether one uses an RHF or UHF method. We clarified this point by taking as a
reference the UHF energy with a complete basis
Eexactcorr = Eexact − EUHF. (2.94)
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Usually we do not know the exact energy, but we can sometimes compute the exact
energy for a given basis set B, which yields the definition of the basis set correlation
energy
EBcorr = E
B
exact − EBUHF. (2.95)
Therefore, the problem of correlation energy becomes a two-dimensional problem as
shown by Figure 2.2: the larger the one-electron expansion (basis set size) and the
many-electron expansion (number of determinants), the better the results.
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Figure 2.2: Pople diagram showing the two-dimensional convergence of the exact solu-
tion (adapted from Figure 1.1 of [42]).
Often when a problem is difficult, it is easier to decompose it into smaller problems.
The correlation energy has been decomposed into many different parts. We briefly
review here three possible decompositions.
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2.7.4.1 Dynamic and Static Correlation
The dynamic correlation is connected with the correlated motion of electrons which
is not correctly described by HF theory [43]. It is responsible for lowering the energy
by keeping electrons further apart. The remaining correlation energy is called static
correlation and arises from the multi-determinantal nature of the wave function. It
becomes important for systems away from the equilibrium geometry or with nearly
degenerate excited states [41].
Ecorr = Estat + Edyn. (2.96)
2.7.4.2 Electron Correlation Pairs
Electron correlation comes from all combinations of electrons but electron pairs
contribute the most to it, and it is possible to obtain a total correlation energy by
summing all electron pair correlation energies Ecorr,ij [44–46]
Ecorr =
∑
i<j
Ecorr,ij . (2.97)
As a general rule, electron pairs occupying a single orbital contribute the most to the
total energy. Electron pairs with parallel spin (even in the same shell) have lower
correlation energy, since the exchange effects between electrons of parallel spin are
accounted for in the HF method.
2.7.4.3 Radial and Angular Correlation
In the special case of atoms, we can define the radial correlation energy as the
difference between an “exact” wave function, expanded only with s-type functions, and
the HF energy [47, 48]. The residual correlation energy is assigned to originate from
angular correlation. Radial correlation accounts for the tendency of electrons to be at
different distances from the nucleus, whereas the angular correlation accounts for the
tendency of two electrons to be on the opposite side of the nucleus:
Ecorr = Erad + Eang. (2.98)
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2.8 Correlated Methods‡
2.8.1 Truncated Configuration Interaction
As presented in the previous Section 2.7.3, it is, in theory, possible to obtain the
exact wave function, and thus, to obtain the exact correlation energy by using an
infinite linear combination of Slater determinant (full-CI). However, in practice, we
need to truncate the linear combination and only to consider a certain number of
excited determinants.
Truncating the excitation level at one, Configuration Interaction singles (CIS), does
not improve the HF result, as all matrix elements between the HF ground state wave
function and the singly excited determinants are zero. To obtain an improvement over
HF, we need to include at least doubly excited determinants. The simplest method
only takes account for the doubly excited determinants, yielding CID. Although singly
excited determinants do not mixed with the HF wave function, they do so with doubly
excited determinants. Furthermore, the number of singly excited determinants is small
compared with the number of doubly excited determinants. Thus, the CISD method
(singly and doubly) is generally preferred over CID.
In the large basis set limit the CISD method scales as N6basis and it is generally
applicable for a large variety of systems. It typically recovers 80-90% of the correlation
energy. The next level of improvement is inclusion of triply excited determinants, giving
the CISDT method, which scales as N8basis. Higher levels of excited determinants can
be considered but even CISDT is only applicable to small systems.
An important problem of truncated CI methods is that they are not size-consistent,
nor size-extensive. A method is said to be size-consistent if the energy of two infinitely
separated systems is double the energy of the single system. The concept of size-
extensive illustrates the fact that the energy of a system should increase linearly with
the number of atoms of which it is composed. As a result, the quality of the description
decreases with increasing size of the system. We note that the HF and the full-CI
methods are size-consistent.
‡This section has been inspired by the Chapter 4 of [8].
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2.8.2 Coupled Cluster
A way of getting a size-consistent correlated method is proposed by the Coupled-
Cluster (CC) approach [49], which consists to include all corrections of a given type to
infinite order. We start by defining the excitation operator
T¯ = T¯1 + T¯2 + T¯3 + · · ·+ T¯N . (2.99)
The operator T¯i, acting on a HF reference wave function |Ψ0〉, generates all the ith
excited Slater determinants. For example
T¯1 |Ψ0〉 =
∑
ar
cra |Ψra〉 (2.100)
T¯2 |Ψ0〉 =
∑
a<b
r<s
crsab |Ψrsab〉 . (2.101)
With these operators, the exact wave function (full-CI) (2.91) can be written
|ΨCI〉 = (1¯ + T¯ ) |Ψ0〉 = (1¯ + T¯1 + T¯2 + T¯3 + · · ·+ T¯N ) |Ψ0〉 , (2.102)
where 1¯ is the identity operator.
We now define the CC wave function as
|ΨCC〉 = eT¯ |Ψ0〉 (2.103)
eT¯ = 1¯ + T¯ +
1
2
T¯ 2 +
1
6
T¯ 3 + · · · =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
T¯ k (2.104)
Similar to the truncated CI method, the truncation of the excitation operator (2.99)
gives truncated CC methods. For example if we include only singles and doubles, the
excitation operator T¯ = T¯1 + T¯2. This is the CCSD method [50]. The exponential
expansion (2.104) becomes
eT¯1+T¯2 = 1¯+ T¯1 + (T¯2 +
1
2
T¯ 21 ) + (T¯2T¯1 +
1
6
T¯ 31 ) + (
1
2
T¯ 22 +
1
2
T¯2T¯
2
1 +
1
64
T¯ 41 ) + · · · (2.105)
The CCSD method scales as N6basis in the limit of large basis set, similar to CISD, but,
as it includes all single and double corrections to infinite order, CCSD is size-consistent
and it offers a large improvement over CISD. CCSD recovers about 90-95% of the
correlation energy. The next higher level has T¯ = T¯1 + T¯2 + T¯3, giving the CCSDT
model [51] and involves a computational effort that scales as N8basis. More often, the
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triples correction are included perturbatively to yield the CCSD(T) [52] method which
scales N7basis. Truncated CC methods are not variational but the reliability of the results
is such that this is not a major issue and they are widely used.
2.8.3 Many-Body Perturbation Theory
Another important correlated method is many-body perturbation theory. The idea
of perturbation methods is that the problem which needs to be solved differs only
slightly from a solved problem. Perturbation theory of Rayleigh and Schro¨dinger [53,54]
develops the energy of the system with a power series. We thus define the Hamiltonian
of the system H¯ to be the sum of a reference Hamiltonian H¯0 and a perturbative
operator H¯ ′
H¯ = H¯0 + λH¯
′ (2.106)
H¯0 |ψi〉 = Ei |ψi〉 , (2.107)
where λ is assumed to be small. In the case of Møller-Plesset perturbation theory [55],
the reference Hamiltonian is chosen to be the sum of the Fock operators (2.50)
H¯0 =
N∑
j=1
F¯i. (2.108)
The sum of the Fock operators counts the (average) electron-electron repulsion twice,
and the perturbation becomes the exact V¯ee operator minus twice the average
〈
V¯ee
〉
.
The detail of the derivation of the expression for the perturbed energy correction
and wave function can be found in Section 4.8 of [8] and we give here only a brief
summary. With the notation E(n) to indicate the energy correction at order n and
MPn to indicate the total energy up to order n, we have
MP0 = E(0) =
N∑
j=1
i (2.109)
MP1 = E(0) + E(1) = EHF, (2.110)
where i are the eigenvalues of the Fock operator. Equation (2.110) shows that electron
correlation energy starts at order two and the simplest correlated perturbation method
is MP2 where
Ec ≈ E(2) =
occ∑
a<b
vir∑
r<s
(〈ψaψb |ψrψs〉 − 〈ψaψb |ψsψr〉)2
a + b − r − s . (2.111)
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The MP2 method scales as N5basis but is fairly inexpensive as not all two-electron
integrals over the MOs are required. MP2 typically accounts for 80-90% of the corre-
lation energy and it is the most economical method for including electron correlation.
One of the problems of the MPn method is that for n > 2, the convergence is not
monotonic and oscillates toward the exact energy as n increases. For example, the
MP3 result moves back towards the HF and MP4 away again. The MP4 scales as
N7basis and typically accounts for 95-98% of the correlation energy.
2.9 Other Methods
The methods presented in the above sections are all single-reference or single-
determinant-based methods. There exists several other types of methods which use
different approaches. We briefly review three of them.
2.9.1 Density Functional Theory
So far, we have presented methods to solve the Schro¨dinger equation which use
the wave function. A completely different approach has been made possible by two
theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn [56] which use the electron density
ρ(r) = N
∫
· · ·
∫
Ψ∗(r, r2, r3, · · · , rN )Ψ(r, r2, r3, · · · , rN ) dr2 dr3 · · · drN (2.112)
normalized to the number of electronsN and the existence of a non-interacting reference
system with electron density, ρS(r), which is equal to the electron density of a real
interacting system, ρ(r). The reference system is represented by a Slater determinant
of MOs
ρ(r) = ρS(r) =
N∑
i=1
ψ∗i (r)ψi(r). (2.113)
The first theorem establishes that the ground state of a physical system is completely
determined by the knowledge of its electron density ρ(r). Thus, the ground state wave
function is a functional of the density Ψ[ρ(r)]. In other words, there exists a bi-
univocal relation between the electron density of a system and the external potential
Vext[ρ(r)] ≡ Ene[ρ(r)].
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The second theorem proves the existence of a Variational Principle, i.e. the energy
calculated from an electron density ρ′(r), different to the exact density ρ(r), will be
greater than the exact energy.
These two theorems yield Density Functional Theory (DFT) [57,58], the most pop-
ular computational method in chemistry [59].
2.9.1.1 Kohn-Sham Equations
Kohn and Sham (KS) [57] show that, in DFT, the total electronic ground state
energy is a functional of the electron density and can be decomposed into three terms
E[ρ(r)] = V [ρ(r)] + TS[ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)]. (2.114)
The first term, V [ρ(r)], represents the classical electrostatic nucleus-electron attraction
Ene[ρ(r)] and electron-electron repulsion J [ρ(r)]
V [ρ(r)] = Ene[ρ(r)]+J [ρ(r)] = −
M∑
A=1
∫
ZAρ(r)
|r −RA| dr+
1
2
∫∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r − r′| dr dr
′. (2.115)
The second term, TS[ρ(r)], corresponds to the kinetic energy of the non-interacting
system
TS[ρ(r)] =
N∑
i=1
∫
ψ∗i (r)
(
−∇
2
2
)
ψi(r). (2.116)
Finally, Exc[ρ(r)] includes the contribution of the exchange (x) and correlation (c)
energies, as well as the difference between the kinetic energy of the real system and the
kinetic energy of the non-interacting reference system, T [ρ(r)] − TS[ρ(r)]. Thus, from
the stationary condition of E[ρ(r)] with respect to ρ(r)
δE[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
= 0, (2.117)
we obtain the KS equations(
−∇
2
2
−
M∑
A=1
ZAρ(r)
|r −RA| +
∫
ρ(r′)
|r − r′| dr
′ +
δExc[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
)
ψi(r) = iψi(r), (2.118)
which can be rewritten in the form of an eigenvalue problem
F¯KSψi(r) = iψi(r). (2.119)
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These equations are solved self-consistently with a set of MOs {ψi(r)} that are expanded
in a basis of AOs {φi(r)}
ψi(r) =
Nbasis∑
ν
cνiφi(r) (2.120)
and yield
FKS ·C = S ·C ·E. (2.121)
This equation is similar to the Roothaan equation (2.76) and can be solved using the
SCF method described in Section 2.6.2.
2.9.1.2 Exchange-Correlation Functional
The KS energy (2.114) and equations (2.118) contain no approximation or simpli-
fication and should yield the exact energy. However, the exact form or mathematical
expression of the exchange-correlation functional Exc[ρ(r)] or exchange-correlation po-
tential vxc(r)
vxc(r) =
δExc[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
= xc[ρ(r)] + ρ(r)
xc(r)
ρ(∂r)
(2.122)
is unknown. Hence, the performance of DFT lies mainly on the level of approximation
of the Exc[ρ(r)] or vxc(r).
Finding the best approximation of Exc[ρ(r)] is one of the most important aspects
of research in DFT. At the end, there exists a large variety of exchange-correlation
functionals [60,61]. We review below the most important types.
A common approximation is to separate Exc into two terms: an exchange term, Ex,
and a correlation term, Ec, despite the fact that this separation is not theoretically
justified:
Exc = Ex + Ec. (2.123)
Ex is normally associated with interaction between electrons with parallel spin, while
Ec applies to all electrons.
The simplest functionals are of the Local Density Approximation (LDA) type, where
the density is assumed to behave locally like the uniform electron gas (jellium). In LDA,
the exchange-correlation energy is
ELDAxc =
∫
ρ(r)unifxc (ρ), dr (2.124)
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where unifxc is the exchange-correlation energy per electron of a uniform gas of density
ρ(r). The exchange functional has been derived by Dirac [62]
unifx = −
3
4
(
3
4
)1/3
ρ1/3(r) (2.125)
and
unifxc = 
unif
x + 
unif
c . (2.126)
An expression for the correlation functional of the jellium has been proposed by Vosko,
Wilk and Nusair (VWN) [63] based on quantum Monte Carlo result of Ceperley and
Alder [63].
To model the non-local behaviour of chemical systems, the Generalaized Gradient
Approximation (GGA) and meta-GGA (MGGA) methods have been developed, which
use non-local variables such as the density gradient, ∇ρ, the density laplacian, ∇2ρ,
and/or the kinetic energy density, τ . The general expression of the GGA and MGGA
are
EGGAxc =
∫
ρ(r)GGAxc (ρ,∇ρ) dr (2.127)
EMGGAxc =
∫
ρ(r)MGGAxc (ρ,∇ρ,∇2ρ, τ) dr. (2.128)
Among the numerous GGA functional we cite the exchange functionals PW86
of Perdew and Wang [64], PBE [65, 66] (Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof), and from
Becke [67] (B or B88).
For the correlation function, we have PW91 [68] and LYP [69] from Lee, Yang and
Parr, which give the BLYP functional in combination with the exchange functional of
Becke.
Concerning the MGGA functional, we have, for example, PKZB of Perdew, Kurth,
Zupan and Blaha [70] which is often combined with the correlation functional KCIS of
Krieger, Chen, Lafrate and Savin [71], the VSXC of Van Voorhis and Scuseria [72] or
TPSS of Tao, Perdew, Staroverov and Scuseria [73].
Finally, the hybrid type functionals, suggested by Becke [74], which introduce a
small part of the exact HF exchange energy
Ehybxc = a(E
HF
x − EGGAx ) + EGGAxc , (2.129)
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where a is the HF mixing coefficient, typically a ≈ 0.25. Becke used the theory of
adiabatic connection to support his approach [75]. We cite here well known hybrid
functionals such as B3LYP, B3PW9 [68,74,76,77], BH&HLYP [75] and PBE0 [78].
Hybrid functionals are known to improve significantly the accuracy of DFT results,
and in particular the dissociation energies. However, the computational cost of the
hybrid functionals is larger than for LDA or GGA.
2.9.2 Multi-Configuration Self-Consistent Field
In Subsection 2.7.4 we saw that the correlation energy can be decomposed into
dynamic and static correlation, where static correlation is due to near-degeneracy effects
(two or more configurations having almost the same energy). The problem with the
single-reference methods is that they do not have enough flexibility, in their description
of the wave function, to account for the static correlation. A simple way to provide
flexibility is to include more than one reference determinant.
The Multi-Configuration Self-Consistent Field (MCSCF) [79] method can be con-
sidered as a CI where not only the coefficients cI in the front of each determinant
are optimized by the Variational Principle, but the MOs used for constructing the
determinants |ΨI〉 are also optimized:
|ΨMCSCF〉 =
Nconfig∑
I
cI |ΨI〉 . (2.130)
The MCSCF optimization is iterative like the SCF procedure. If the number of config-
uration Nconfig = 1, it is simply the HF wave function.
The MCSCF methods are rarely used to calculate a large fraction of the correlation
energy as it is more efficient to include additional determinants and keep the MOs fixed
as in CI. But it is used for systems where the static correlation is important. We can
say that the MCSCF gives a more qualitative correct description of correlation energy
than single-determinant methods.
Two particularly important MCSCF approaches are the Complete Active Space
SCF method (CASSCF) [80] and the Restricted Active Space SCF method (RASSCF) [81].
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2.9.3 Methods Involving the Interelectronic Distance
One of the main difficulties of solving the Schro¨dinger equation comes from the
Coulomb operator (electron-electron repulsion operator)
V¯ee =
1
|r1 − r2| = r
−1
12 . (2.131)
Without this term, the Schro¨dinger equation can be solved exactly (hydrogenic sys-
tems).
The Coulomb operator has a singularity when the electrons are on top of each other,
r12 = 0. As a result, the exact wave function has a cusp (discontinuous derivative) [82].
The Slater-determinant-based methods (single or multi-configuration) use products of
one-electron functions, which are poor at describing the cusp behaviour of the wave
function when two electrons are close together.
In order to obtain better behaviour, Hylleraas [83] explicitly included a linear term
in the interelectronic distance r12 in the wave function of the helium atom. Kutzelnigg
and co-workers [84] developed this idea; it can now be applied to many of the methods
discussed previously, and yields the class of R12 methods [85].
2.10 The Least You Need to Know
The Hartree-Fock method allows us to obtain an approximate ground state wave
function and ground state energy of a non-relativistic, time-independent chemical sys-
tem within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and for a given basis set. It only
accounts for the average interaction between electrons.
The full-CI method recovers the exact instantaneous interaction between electrons
and the difference in energy between full-CI and Hartree-Fock is called the electron
correlation energy.
Although the full-CI method gives the exact solution, it is not applicable unless for
the smallest systems with the smallest basis set. As a consequence, the development
of post-HF methods or correlated methods to obtain part of the correlation energy has
been a main research goal in quantum chemistry.
We can list the correlated methods presented in Section 2.8 in terms of accuracy
and computational cost, as shown below:
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HF  MP2 < CISD < CCSD < MP4 < CCSD(T) < CCSDT
N4basis N
5
basis N
6
basis N
6
basis N
7
basis N
7
basis N
8
basis
The density functional theory methods scale formally as N4basis, however the scaling has
spawned approaches that reduce the dependence to N3basis [8]. Among all correlated
methods, DFT is probably the most popular. Despite the fact that the Hohenberg-
Kohn theorems provides an exact mathematical framework for DFT, no-one has been
able to find the exact exchange-correlation functional [86, 87]. New kinds of methods
are still needed as the correlation energy problem is still not solved completely in a
practical way. The next chapter will address this demand.
Chapter 3
Introduction to Intracules
In the previous chapter, we have presented different approaches to solve the non-
relativistic time-independent Schro¨dinger equation within the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, using a single Slater determinant reference. All of these methods are wave
function-based and we have discussed an alternative method which uses the electron
density instead of the wave function, i.e. density functional theory. In this chapter,
we reveal the principles of a new method which lies between the wave function-based
methods and density functional theory.
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3.1 Introduction
The wave function solution of the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1), contains all informa-
tion about an N -electron system that it is possible to know. In the case of N -electron
system, the electronic wave function becomes a function of 4N -variables or simply 3N
if we separate the spin coordinates. Even though there exists a method to obtain the
exact wave function, c.f. Section 2.7.3, it can only be applied to the smallest system.
On the other hand, the simplest method, Hartree-Fock theory, c.f. Section 2.5, misses
about 1% of the total energy, called the correlation energy. A large part of quantum
chemistry has been dedicated to recover this 1% missing energy, c.f. Section 2.8.
A way of reducing the complexity of the problem is to reduce the 3N -variable wave
function to a 3-variable function, the electron density ρ(r), by integrating the squared
modulus of the wave function over all but one electron coordinate
ρ(r) = N
∫
· · ·
∫
Ψ∗(r, r2, r3, · · · , rN )Ψ(r, r2, r3, · · · , rN ) dr2 · · · drN (3.1)
where ρ(r) dr gives the probability of finding an electron in the volume element dr.
The electron density is normalized to the number of electrons N . According to the two
theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) [56] presented in Section 2.9.1, it is possible in
theory to obtain the exact energy using an electron density made of MOs. However,
the DFT method, based on the HK theorems, has not been able to exactly solve the
correlation energy problem, even after more than 40 years [86,87].
The electron density gives information about one electron; however, correlation
occurs between pairs of electron and triples of electrons and pairs of pairs of electrons
and so on. Furthermore, we know that the main contribution to the correlation energy
comes from pairs of electrons, c.f. Section 2.7.4.2. Therefore it is useful to investigate
and to use information about pairs of electrons. This is the subject of the next section.
3.2 What is an Intracule?
An intracule is another kind of probability distribution, similar to the electron
density but concerning two electrons. The two-electron density ρ2(r1, r2) is defined as
the integration of the squared modulus of the wave function over all but two electron
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coordinates [88]
ρ2(r1, r2) =
N(N − 1)
2∫
· · ·
∫
Ψ∗(r1, r2, r3, · · · , rN )Ψ(r1, r2, r3, · · · , rN ) dr3 · · · drN , (3.2)
and is normilized to the number of electron pairs N(N−1)/2. The two-electron density
contains 6-variables and it reduces to the electron density (2.112) by integrating over
the second electron coordinates
ρ(r) =
2
N − 1
∫
ρ2(r1, r2) dr2. (3.3)
3.2.1 Position Intracule P (u)
Another possibility is to reduce ρ(r1, r2) to a function of the interelectronic distance
u = r1 − r2 ≡ r12. (3.4)
This yields the Anisotropic Position intracule [89, 90]
I(u) =
∫
ρ2(r1, r2)δ (r12 − u) dr1 dr2. (3.5)
The Anisotropic Position intracule I(u) is the probability density for finding an electron-
pair separated by the vector u. A further simplification of the Anisotropic Position
intracule that is very useful, is the spherically averaged Position intracule
P (u) =
∫
I(u) dΩu =
∫
ρ2(r, r2)δ (r12 − u) dr1 dr2, (3.6)
where Ωu is the angular part and u = |r1−r2| ≡ r12 is the radial part or magnitude of
the vector u. P (u) is the radial Position intracule or simply the Position intracule. It
corresponds to the probability density of finding two electrons separated by a distance
u. It is the original intracule discussed in the seminal paper by Coulson and Neilson [91]
to study correlation effects in the helium atom [92]. It has now been widely studied;
see refs. [92–98] and references therein.
For Example, the Position intracule of the helium atom is presented in Figure 3.1
and it shows that the two electrons are most likely to be separated by u ≈ 1 but they
are almost never found close together (u ≈ 0) or at large separation u & 4.
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Figure 3.1: The Position intracule P (u) of the ground-state helium atom at HF/STO-
6G level of theory.
3.2.2 Momentum Intracule M(v)
Similar reductions of the wave function can be made in momentum space. The
two-electron momentum density Π2(p1,p2) is defined as
Π2(p1,p2) =
N(N − 1)
2∫
· · ·
∫
Φ∗(p1,p2,p3, · · · ,pN )Φ(p1,p2,p3, · · · ,pN ) dp3 · · · dpN (3.7)
where Φ(p1, · · · ,pN ) is the momentum wave function, the Fourier transform of the
position wave function Ψ(r1, · · · , rN ). In turn, Π2(p1,p2) can be reduced to the mo-
mentum density
Π(p) =
2
N − 1
∫
Π(p,p2) dp2 (3.8)
or to the Momentum intracule, introduced by Banyard and Reed [99],
M(v) =
∫
Π2(p1,p2)δ (p12 − v) dp1 dp2, (3.9)
where
v = |p1 − p2| ≡ |p12| = p12 (3.10)
is the length of the relative momentum vector p12. The Momentum intracule M(v)
corresponds to the probability density of finding two electrons moving with a relative
momentum v; see refs. [94, 100] and references therein.
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Figure 3.2: The Momentum intracule M(v) of the ground-state helium atom at
HF/STO-6G level of theory.
The Momentum intracule of the helium atom is presented in Figure 3.2 and it shows
that the two electrons are most likely to move with a relative momentum v ≈ 1.5, but
they are almost never found stationary with respect to one another (v ≈ 0) or moving
fast with respect to one another v & 6.
3.3 Intracules Based on the Wigner Distribution
3.3.1 Intracules and Correlation Energy in the Helium-like Ions
Figures 3.1 and 3.2, presented earlier, show P (u) and M(v) for the helium atom. We
are now interested in the changes in these intracules when we change the nuclear charge
Z, i.e. the helium-like ions, H−, He, Li+, · · · As shown by Figure 3.3, when Z increases,
P (u) and M(v) evolve in opposite directions. Whereas the mean relative distance 〈u〉
decreases as 1/Z, the mean relative momentum 〈v〉 grows as Z. However, the correlation
energy is known to be constant in the helium-like ions at order Z [101,102]:
Ecorr = −0.04667 +O(Z). (3.11)
Therefore, the fact that the effects of Z in P (u) and M(v) cancel rather precisely
support the argument of Rassolov [103] that both the separation u and the relative
momentum v are important to understand correlation effects in atoms and molecules.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the intracule mean value in the helium like ions at HF/STO-6G
level of theory.
3.3.2 Avoiding Heisenberg and the Wigner Distribution
The idea of describing electron correlation using information of both the position
and the momentum is certainly a good one. However, the Heisenberg Uncertainty Prin-
ciple forbids the existence of an exact quantum mechanical joint position-momentum
probability density, c.f. Section 1.3.10. Ignoring this inconvenient principle, Wigner
proposed [104] the following phase-space distribution
WN (r1, · · · , rN ,p1, · · · ,pN ) = pi−3N
∫
· · ·
∫
Ψ∗(r1 + q1, · · · , rN + qN )
×Ψ(r1 − q1, · · · , rN − qN )e2i(p1·q1+···+pN ·qN ) dq1 · · · dqN , (3.12)
called the Wigner distribution. This distribution is built such that it reduces to the
exact position or momentum density. For example, we can first reduce the Wigner
distribution to the second-order
W2(r1, r2,p1,p2) =∫
· · ·
∫
WN (r1, · · · , rN ,p2, · · · ,pN ) dr3 · · · drN drp · · · dpN (3.13)
which reduces to the exact two-electron density (3.2) or to the exact two-electron
momentum density (3.7)∫∫
W2(r1, r2,p1,p2)dp1 dp2 = ρ2(r1, r2), (3.14)∫∫
W2(r1, r2,p1,p2)dr1 dr2 = Π2(p1,p2). (3.15)
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Although the Wigner distribution is everywhere real, it is not everywhere positive.
Nonetheless, as Wigner wrote, WN (r1, · · · , rN ,p1, · · · ,pN ) “cannot be really inter-
preted as the simultaneous probability for coordinates and momenta, as is clear from
the fact that it may take negative values. But of course this must not hinder the
use of it in calculations as an auxiliary function which obeys many relations we would
expect from such a probability.” [104]. Because of the negative region in the Wigner
distribution, it should be called a quasi-probability density.
3.3.3 Intracule Family
In this section, we introduce a new class of intracule based on the second-order
Wigner distribution (3.13), of which the Omega intracule is the parent. The Omega
intracule is defined as [105]
Ω(u, v, ω) =
∫
W2(r1, r2,p1,p2)δ(r12 − u)δ(p12 − v)δ(θuv − ω) dr1 dr2 dp1 dp2 (3.16)
where ω = θuv is the dynamical angle between the relative position u and relative mo-
mentum v vectors. The Omega intracule Ω(u, v, ω) gives the quasi-probability density
of a pair of electrons separated by a distance u, moving with a relative momentum v
and having an angle between u and v of ω.
Proper integrations of Ω(u, v, ω) yield back the exact Position intracule (3.6) or
the exact Momentum intracule (3.9). Furthermore, it is possible to generate five other
intracules [105] using two new intracule variables, s = uv and x = u · v ≡ uv cosω.
Figure 3.4 pictures the family tree of Wigner-based intracules and Table 3.1 summarizes
the name, symbol, the integration connection and relevant articles of each Wigner-based
intracule.
Lets I(z) denote a general intracule and z be its variable. Each intracule is normal-
ized to the number of electron pairs∫
I(z)dz =
N(N − 1)
2
. (3.17)
Moreover, if the underlying wave function is expanded in a basis of one-electron func-
tions, φi(r), each intracule can be written as
I(z) =
∑
abcd
Pabcd[abcd]I , (3.18)
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ϒ(ω)
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Figure 3.4: Family tree of Wigner-based intracules.
Table 3.1: Details of the Wigner-based intracule family.
Intracule’s name Symbol Integration Connections References
Omega Ω(u, v, ω) c.f. Equation (3.16) [105,106]
Wigner W (u, v)
∫ pi
0
Ω(u, v, ω) dω [94, 95,107–109]
Lambda Λ(s, ω)
∫ ∞
0
Ω(u, s/u, ω)u−1du [105]
Position P (u)
∫ ∞
0
W (u, v) dv [92–98]
Momentum M(v)
∫ ∞
0
W (u, v) du [94, 100]
Action A(s)
∫ pi
0
Λ(s, ω) dω [94, 105,108]
Dot D(x)
∫ ∞
x
Λ(s, ω)
s sinω
ds (x ≥ 0) [96,105,110]
Angle Υ(ω)
∫ ∞
0
Λ(s, ω) ds [105,111]
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where Pabcd is a two-particle density matrix element and [abcd]I is the intracule integral
over the four basis functions with indices a, b, c and d. For example, the spinless second-
order density matrix is given by [88]
ρ2(r1, r2, r
′
1, r
′
2) =
∑
abcd
Pabcdφ
∗
a(r1)φ
∗
b(r2)φc(r
′
1)φd(r
′
2) (3.19)
and the Omega intracule integral is [105]
[abcd]Ω =
1
8pi3
∫
φa(r)φb(r + q)φc(r + u+ q)φd(r + u)
× eiq·vδ(θuv − ω) dr dq dΩu dΩv. (3.20)
If the φi(r) are s-type Gaussian functions, the Omega intracule can be reduced to a
one-dimensional integral
[ssss]Ω = Ce
−R 1
pi
∫ pi
0
i0
(√
x+ y cos t
)
dt, (3.21)
where i0(x) = x
−1 sinhx and C, R, x and y depend on the Gaussian centres and
exponents as well as the intracule variables u, v and ω [106]. Integrals over functions
of higher angular momentum can be obtained by differentiation of the [ssss]Ω with
respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the basis function centres, c.f. Section 2.6.3 or
more conveniently, and efficiently, using an 18-term recurrence relation [112].
3.4 Intracule Functional Theory
In the previous section, we have presented the concept of an intracule and how we
can construct intracules which contain information about both the relative position
and the relative momentum of pairs of electrons from the Wigner distribution. In
this section, we propose that the Wigner-based intracule can be used to compute the
correlation energy
Ecorr = F [Ω(u, v, ω)], (3.22)
where F is a universal functional. This equation is the base of Intracule Functional
Theory (IFT) [96, 105, 110–114]. IFT is somewhat similar to DFT but uses Wigner-
based intracules instead of the electron density. Although there exists an analogue
of the Hohenberg-Kohen theorem for the first-order reduced density matrix, Gilbert
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theorem [115], Equation (3.22) has not yet been proven. However, recent results of
correlation energies of small atoms and molecules [113] show the potential of this theory.
More precisely, the correlation energy in IFT is calculated by contracting the Omega
intracule with a universal kernel G(u, v, ω)
Ecorr =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∫ pi
0
Ω(u, v, ω)G(u, v, ω) du dv dω (3.23)
and in practice we write
Ecorr =
∑
abcd
Pabcd[abcd]G, (3.24)
with the correlation integrals
[abcd]G =
1
8pi3
∫
φa(r)φb(r + q)φc(r + u+ q)φd(r + u)
× eiq·vG(u, v, ω) dr dq du dv. (3.25)
3.5 Concluding Remarks
Intracules are powerful tools for understanding the “dance” of electrons as they give
information about pairs of electrons. Except for the position and Momentum intracules,
which can be obtained directly from a wave function, all the other intracules presented
above suffer from a main defect. They all come from the Wigner distribution, which is
not an exact physical distribution.
We note that the Wigner distribution is not the only quasi-phase-space distribu-
tion. For example, intracules have been developed [116,117] from the Husimi distribu-
tion [118–120]. Some faults of the Husimi distribution are discussed in [105].
From this, a question emerges: Can we construct an intracule, which contains
information on both the position and the momentum of particles, without the use of
a quasi-phase-space distribution, while respecting the principle of quantum mechanics
such as the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle?
The rest of this thesis will address this question and the answer is presented in the
penultimate chapter.
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The following chapter, Chapter 4, is published as an article in the Journal of Chem-
ical Physics.
Deborah L. Crittenden and Yves A. Bernard , J. Chem. Phys., vol. 131, p. 054110
(7pp), 2009.
Deborah L. Crittenden and Yves A. Bernard have co-written and co-performed the
research. The format of the figures and some notation has been changed from the
original article to match the format of this Thesis.
Chapter 4
Compact expressions for
spherically-averaged position and
momentum densities
Compact expressions for spherically-averaged position and momentum density inte-
grals are given in terms of spherical Bessel functions (jn) and modified spherical Bessel
functions (in), respectively. All integrals required for ab initio calculations involving
s, p, d and f -type Gaussian functions are tabulated, highlighting a neat isomorphism
between position and momentum space formulae. Spherically-averaged position and
momentum densities are calculated for a set of molecules comprising the ten-electron
isoelectronic series (Ne - CH4) and the eighteen-electron series (Ar - SiH4, F2 - C2H6).
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4.1 Introduction
Global properties of molecular systems are often independent of molecular anisotropy,
due to the rapid and often large-amplitude rotational component of classical thermal
and quantum zero-point motion. In such cases, electronic and magnetic properties may
be calculated directly as moments of the spherically-averaged density of the system.
For example, magnetic susceptibilities [121], nuclear magnetic shielding constants [122]
and electric field gradients [123] may all be obtained from nucleus-centred spherically-
averaged position space densities ρ(r), while the spherically-averaged momentum space
density pi(p) can be exploited to find the electronic kinetic energy [123] and extract
experimentally observable X-ray and electron scattering parameters [124,125]. There-
fore, it is useful to be able to accurately and efficiently generate spherically-averaged
position and momentum space densities.
Spherically-averaged densities have a patchy history in the scientific literature [123,
126–138]. In their seminal 1994 paper on the topic [123], Wang and Smith present a
very general method for calculating spherically-averaged densities and their moments
based upon a complicated expression involving coefficients with seven indices that are
generated by four-term recurrence relations. Since then, simpler expressions for ρ(r)
have been presented by Sarasola et al [133], while Thakkar and Sharma have used
spherical Bessel functions to simplify the integrals required to calculate pi(p) [135]. A
number of subsequent studies have examined basis set, correlation and solvation effects
on radial position and momentum space densities [131,132,134,136–138].
In the present work, we reproduce the momentum-space results of Thakkar and
Sharma and show how an analogous approach can be applied to generate compact ex-
pressions for spherically-averaged position space integrals. All developments presented
here will be available in the next release of the Q-Chem software package [139].
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4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Spherically-averaged position space densities
If the wavefunction of a molecular system is expanded in a basis of one-electron
functions φa(r), its spherically-averaged position density about the origin is given by
ρ(r) =
∑
ab
Pab
∫
φa(r)φb(r)r
2 sin θ dθ dφ, (4.1)
where Pab is the (a,b)
th element of the 1-particle density matrix. If φa and φb are
unnormalized s-type Gaussian basis functions centered at A0 and B0 with exponents
α and β, the above integral can be found in closed form
[ss]r =
∫
exp(−α(r −A0)2 − β(r −B0)2)r2 sin θ dθ dφ
= 4pir2 exp(−α(r2 +A20)− β(r2 +B20))i0(rP0), (4.2)
where P0 = 2αA0+2βB0 and i0(x) = x
−1 sinhx is a modified spherical Bessel function
of the first kind. For spherically-averaged position densities centered about an arbitrary
origin, C, a simple coordinate shift yields analogous integrals
[ss]r =
∫
exp(−α(r −A)2 − β(r −B)2)r2 sin θ dθ dφ
= 4pir2 exp(−α(r2 +A2)− β(r2 +B2))i0(rP ), (4.3)
where A = A0 −C, B = B0 −C and P = 2αA+ 2βB. C is chosen as the centre of
nuclear mass for all molecular density calculations reported here.
4.2.2 Spherically-averaged momentum space densities
The spherically-averaged momentum density of any molecular system can be found
by expanding its wavefunction in a basis of one-electron momentum space functions
and integrating appropriately
pi(p) =
∑
ab
Pab
∫
ϕa(p)ϕb(p)p
2 sin θ dθ dφ, (4.4)
where the momentum space basis functions ϕa(p) are found by Dirac-Fourier transform
of their position space counterparts
ϕa(p) = (2pi)
−3/2
∫
φa(r) exp(−ip · r) dr. (4.5)
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If the momentum-space wavefunction is expanded in a basis of s-type momentum
space Gaussian functions, the fundamental spherically-averaged momentum integral
can be found in closed form
[ss]p = (2α)
−3/2(2β)−3/2
∫
exp
(
− p
2
4α
− p
2
4β
− ip ·R
)
p2 sin θ dθ dφ
= 4pip2(2α)−3/2(2β)−3/2 exp
(
− p
2
4α
− p
2
4β
)
j0(pR), (4.6)
where R = A−B and j0(x) = x−1 sinx is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind.
4.2.3 Derivatives
Integrals of higher angular momentum can be obtained by Boys differentiation
of Equations (4.3) and (4.6). Following the approach of Thakkar and Sharma for
momentum-space densities [135], the key to finding compact expressions for both posi-
tion and momentum-space integrals lies in defining the generalized Bessel functions:
gn(rP ) =
rn
Pn
in(rP ), (4.7a)
hn(pR) =
pn
Rn
jn(pR), (4.7b)
for n ≥ 0. Using the derivative identities
d
dx
in(x)
xn
=
in+1(x)
xn
, (4.8a)
d
dx
jn(x)
xn
= −jn+1(x)
xn
, (4.8b)
and the chain rule, it can easily be shown that
∂
∂Pi
gn(rP ) = Pi gn+1(rP ), (4.9a)
∂
∂Ri
hn(pR) = −Ri hn+1(pR), (4.9b)
where i ∈ {x, y, z}. Application of equation (4.7a) to (4.9a) and (4.7b) to (4.9b) (ob-
serving that g0(rP ) = i0(rP ) and h0(pR) = j0(pR)) leads directly to the derivatives
listed in Table 4.1. From these derivatives, it is easy to reconstruct the required inte-
grals. For example, the [pxxs]r integral is
[pxxs]r =
∂2
∂P 2x
g0(rP ) + 2Ax
∂
∂Px
g0(rP ) +A
2
x g0(rP ) (4.10)
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and its derivative components are easily found
∂
∂Px
g0(rP ) = Px g1(rP ), (4.11)
∂2
∂P 2x
g0(rP ) =
∂
∂Px
(
Px g1(rP )
)
= Px
∂
∂Px
g1(rP ) + g1(rP )
∂
∂Px
Px
= P 2x g2(rP ) + g1(rP ). (4.12)
For typographical simplicity, we abbreviate Px, Py, Pz and rP as x, y, z and s,
respectively. Likewise, Rx, Ry, Rz and pR are abbreviated as as x, y, z and q. The
integrals tabulated here are sufficient for calculations with basis sets that contain up
to f -type Gaussian basis functions.
4.3 Computational Details
The geometries for all molecules in the 10-electron and 18-electron isoelectronic se-
ries were taken from a previous thermochemical study [140]. The one-particle density
matrices required for the calculation of spherically-averaged position and momentum
densities were obtained using a range of ab initio methods (Hartree-Fock, second-order
Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), orbital-optimized coupled-cluster theory
with double excitations (OO-CCD) and coupled-cluster theory with single and dou-
ble excitations (CCSD)), in conjunction with a variety of basis sets (3-21G, 6-311G,
6-311G(d, p), 6-311G(3d, 3p), 6-311G(3df, 3pd)). All calculations, including generation
of the spherically-averaged integrals and contraction with the one-particle density ma-
trix elements, were carried out within the Q-Chem suite of quantum chemical soft-
ware [139]. All results are reported in atomic units.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 10-electron series
Benchmark (CCSD/6-311G(3df, 3pd)) spherically-averaged position and momen-
tum densities are presented in Figure 4.1. The position densities reflect the shell
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Figure 4.1: Spherically-averaged (a) position and (b) momentum densities for the 10-
electron series. CH4 = (—), NH3 = (– – –), H2O = (· · · ), HF = (– · –), Ne = (– · · –).
structure of the heteroatoms in each molecule, with a sharp, narrow peak at small
r (arising from core electrons in the 1s orbital) and a larger, broader peak at large r
(arising from valence electrons in the 2s and 2p orbitals). Moving across the series, from
neon to methane, the 1s peak migrates from 0.1 Bohr (Ne) through 0.25 Bohr (NH3)
and back to 0.15 Bohr (CH4). The reason for this behaviour is predominantly geomet-
rical; the relative peak positions reflect the distance between the centre of nuclear mass
and the position of the heteroatom. The changes in shape and position of the valence
electron peaks tell a different story, indicating that there is a monotonic transition from
the relatively compact neon atom to the relatively diffuse methane molecule. In this
case, the geometrical effects that strongly influence the location of the 1s peak pale into
insignificance beside the chemical changes in the behaviour of the valence electrons.
By contrast, the momentum densities are relatively uninteresting, featuring a single
peak in the p=1-2 Bohr−1 range. Nonetheless, they provide a useful complementary
perspective on the changes in electron behaviour that occur moving across the isoelec-
tronic series. The most compact system, neon, has the fastest-moving electrons, and
there is a monotonic transition to the most diffuse system, methane, whose electrons
move the slowest. This complementarity in the position and momentum-space pictures
of electron behaviour has also been neatly illustrated in previous work by Thakkar,
using the beryllium atom as an example [136]. In this case, the 1s electrons, which are
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closest to the nucleus and moving fastest, show up as a short-range peak in ρ(r) and a
long-range peak in pi(p). Conversely, the 2s electrons are responsible for a long-range
peak in ρ(r) and a short-range peak in pi(p).
4.4.1.1 Binding densities
A large component of both the position and momentum space densities is geo-
metrical in nature, arising from the fact that a molecule is basically a collection of
near-spherical atoms situated at different points in space. However, chemistry, as a
discipline, is concerned with precisely this distinction - quantifying the difference be-
tween exactly spherical non-interacting atoms and the changes that occur as a results
of bonding interactions. To directly probe this effect, it is helpful to define position (r)
and momentum (p) space interaction difference densities [141]:
δiρ(r) = ρ(r)−
Natom∑
j
ρj(r), (4.13)
δipi(p) = pi(p)−
Natom∑
j
pij(p), (4.14)
where ρj(r) and pij(p) are atomic position and momentum densities.
The interaction difference densities for all molecules in the 10-electron series are
illustrated in Figure 4.2. From this Figure, it is easy to see that very little change to
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Figure 4.2: (a) Position and (b) momentum interaction difference densities for the
10-electron series. CH4 = (—), NH3 = (– – –), H2O = (· · · ), HF = (– · –).
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the core electrons occurs upon binding, in either the short-range (0 – 0.5 Bohr) section
of ρ(r) or the long-range (> 2.5 Bohr−1) region of pi(p). The δiρ(r) show a build-up
of charge density in the bonding region (1 – 2 Bohr) and a depletion at long range.
The δipi(p), on the other hand, indicate an increase in the average momentum of the
valence electrons. This is consistent with the r-space picture, as bonding electrons
are expected to move faster than electrons at long range. Finally, we note that the
maximum magnitude of δiρ(r) and δ
i
pi(p) increases along the 10-electron series. Neon,
by definition, has a zero interaction density for all values of r and p. Methane, with
the largest number of bonds, has the most pronounced interaction density in position
space. The p-space interaction densities of NH3 and CH4 are similar, although the
absolute magnitude of the ammonia interaction density is slightly larger.
4.4.1.2 Basis set and correlation effects
Although CCSD/6-311G(3df, 3pd) is expected to yield excellent benchmark densi-
ties [131, 142–147], it is important to check convergence with respect to both basis set
size and treatment of electron correlation. Basis set and correlation difference densities
are defined as:
δbρ(r) = ρ
CCSD/large(r)− ρCCSD/X(r), (4.15)
δbpi(p) = pi
CCSD/large(p)− piCCSD/X(p), (4.16)
δcρ(r) = ρ
CCSD/large(r)− ρZ/large(r), (4.17)
δcpi(p) = pi
CCSD/large(p)− piZ/large(p), (4.18)
where large = 6-311G(3df, 3pd), X ∈ {3-21G, 6-311G, 6-311G(d, p), 6-311G(3d, 3p)}
and Z ∈ {Hartree-Fock, MP2, OO-CCD}.
Basis set difference densities for all molecules in the 10-electron series were found
to be qualitatively and quantitatively similar. The difference densities presented in
Figure 4.3 were therefore generated by averaging over the entire data set. Of all the
basis sets, only 3-21G performs exceptionally poorly, giving errors that are either erratic
(r-space) or substantial relative to the interaction difference density (p-space). The 6-
311G and 6-311G(d, p) basis sets differ from the benchmark 6-311G(3df, 3pd) result by
at most 0.05 electrons (e−), and their error profiles are smooth. For most purposes,
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Figure 4.3: (a) Position and (b) momentum basis difference densities for the 10-electron
series, averaged over all molecules. 3-21G = (—), 6-311G = (– – –), 6-311G(d, p) =
(· · · ), 6-311G(3d, 3p) = (– · –).
these basis sets would be sufficiently accurate. However, inclusion of extra polarization
functions significantly improves the performance of the basis, and the 6-311G(3d, 3p)
data are almost identical to the benchmark 6-311G(3df, 3pd) results. This is consistent
with previous literature results [137], which indicate that the pc-1 basis set, which is of
a similar quality to 6-311G(d, p), is among the smallest that is capable of reproducing
benchmark results to within 0.5% for most values of r and p. Larger basis sets are
required if an accurate description of very short-range or very long-range behaviour is
required.
Correlation difference densities for all molecules in the 10-electron series were also
found to be similar, and averaged difference densities are presented in Figure 4.4. From
this Figure, two conclusions are immediately obvious. Firstly, correlated densities tend
to slightly enhance the probability of finding electrons at small values of r and p, relative
to a Hartree-Fock reference. Secondly, MP2 and OO-CCD both tend to overestimate
the effect of correlation, relative to the benchmark CCSD results. Both of these con-
clusions are in agreement with previous studies on similar systems [126, 127, 131, 144].
However, in all cases, the magnitude of δcρ and δ
c
pi is small, which suggests that the den-
sity is not very sensitive to the treatment of electron correlation. This is also supported
by previous studies [127, 132, 148], which confirm that correlation difference densities
tend to be over an order of magnitude smaller than interaction difference densities.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Position and (b) momentum correlation difference densities for the
10-electron series, averaged over all molecules. Hartree-Fock = (—), MP2 = (– – –),
OO-CCD = (· · · ).
Therefore, for most typical organic molecules, the Hartree-Fock density will be a
sufficiently accurate approximation to the true density. For the molecules investigated
here, HF/6-311G provides an optimal balance between performance and computational
expense, assuming a 0.05 e− tolerance. However, this conclusion may not hold for all
systems. For example, it is likely that negatively charged ions would require a basis
set that includes diffuse functions, and a more sophisticated treatment of electron
correlation may be required for strongly multireference systems like diradicals and
unsaturated molecules. In this case, it would be interesting to investigate the possibility
of adding a scaled MP2 correlation correction to the Hartree-Fock density, given the
systematic exaggeration of the correlation effect by MP2.
4.4.2 18-electron series
Spherically averaged densities and interaction difference densities for the 18 electron
series are presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. From Figure 4.5, it can be seen
that the Ar – SiH4 isoelectronic series broadly follows the same trends as the Ne – CH4
series, although extra shell structure is apparent in both r- and p-space. While the F2
– H3CCH3 momentum densities are very similar to their HF – CH4 counterparts, their
position densities are strikingly different. Again, this is a predominantly geometrical
effect, as the peak locations reflect the distance between the heavy atoms in each
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Figure 4.5: Spherically-averaged (a, c) position and (b, d) momentum densities for the
18-electron series. (a) and (b): SiH4 = (—), PH3 = (– – –), H2S = (· · · ), HCl = (– · –),
Ar = (– · · –), (c) and (d): H3CCH3 = (—), H2NNH2 = (– – –), HOOH = (· · · ),
F2= (– · –).
molecule and the centre of mass. Therefore, to understand what is really happening in
terms of bonding in these systems, it is necessary to turn to the interaction difference
densities presented in Figure 4.6.
The Ar – SiH4 δ
i
ρ(r) and δ
i
pi(p) are very similar to their first-row counterparts,
albeit with an extended core region that encompasses both the 1s and 2s/2p shells.
Likewise, the F2 – H3CCH3 p-space interaction densities are very similar to their HF
– CH4 counterparts, although their r-space interaction densities are highly dissimilar.
To understand the behaviour of δiρ(r), it is necessary to bear in mind that the distance
between the centre of mass and the heavy atoms of each molecule is around 1.2 Bohr.
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Figure 4.6: (a, c) Position and (b, d) momentum interaction difference densities for the
18-electron series. (a) and (b): SiH4 = (—), PH3 = (– – –), H2S = (· · · ), HCl = (– ·
–), (c) and (d): H3CCH3 = (—), H2NNH2 = (– – –), HOOH = (· · · ), F2= (– · –).
Therefore, any positive interaction density inside this region is associated with the
heteroatom – heteroatom bond while any positive interaction density outside this region
is augmenting the heteroatom – hydrogen bonds. According to this analysis, all of the
polyatomic molecules behave as expected, withdrawing electron density from long-range
regions to augment the charge density around the bonding regions of the system. F2
is an anomaly in this respect, as it redistributes electrons away from the interatomic
region, relative to a protomolecule comprised of two non-interacting atoms.
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4.5 Conclusions
The work presented in this chapter describes the derivation of new, compact expres-
sions for spherically-averaged position density integrals, based upon a Gaussian-type
orbital wavefunction expansion. All integrals needed for spherically-averaged position
and momentum density calculations involving s-, p-, d- and f -type Gaussians are tab-
ulated, highlighting a neat isomorphism between the position and momentum space
formulae. Benchmark position and momentum densities were calculated based upon
CCSD/6-311G(3df, 3pd) wavefunctions, and the bonding-induced component of these
densities was analysed by comparison with CCSD/6-311G(3df, 3pd) protomolecule den-
sities. Extensive testing of basis set and correlation effects on spherically-averaged den-
sities revealed that, for most purposes, HF/6-311G densities are sufficiently accurate,
with a maximum relative error in the density of 0.5%. The systematic overestimation
of the correlation effect by MP2 suggests that using a scaled MP2 correlation correction
may provide a cost-effective method of estimating the true correlated density.
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Chapter 5
Posmom: The Unobserved
Observable
We have recently shown that the probability density S(s) of the position-momentum
dot product s = r·p of a particle can be computed efficiently from its wavefunction ψ(r).
Here, by examining the H atom and LiH molecule, we show that S(s) yields insight into
the nature of electronic trajectories and we argue that electron Posmometry provides
information that is inaccessible by diffraction or momentum methods.
Posmom
Position Momentum
r p
s = r · p
ρ(r) Π(p)
S(s)
Posmometry
ComptonDiffraction
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5.1 Introduction
One of the first successful attempts to understand electronic behavior in matter
was Bohr’s famous model of the hydrogen atom [149]. By quantizing the angular
momentum with an integer n (the principal quantum number), he sought to describe
electronic motion using circular orbits, analogous to those of a planet. Some years
later, Sommerfeld refined this model [150], quantizing the z component of the angular
momentum with another integer l to yield the Old Quantum Theory [151]. In this
model, the electron follows elliptical orbits.
Although the Bohr-Sommerfeld (BS) model appeared to explain a number of fea-
tures of atomic spectra, its insistence that electrons follow classical trajectories is essen-
tially incorrect and has been superseded by modern quantum mechanical treatments.
The advent of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle [22], which states that the position
r and the momentum p of a particle cannot be known simultaneously with arbitrary
precision, showed that the classical concept of a trajectory begins to lose its significance
in nanoscopic systems and must be abandoned completely in discussing the motion of
an electron. In such circumstances, where classical mechanics aims to predict the posi-
tion r of the particle at a time t, quantum mechanics more modestly – and correctly –
offers only a wavefunction ψ(r) which is related to the probability of finding the particle
at the position r at time t.
In non-relativistic wave mechanics [152], the wavefunctions ψn(r) and energies En
of a particle are found by solving the Schro¨dinger equation H¯ ψn = Enψn where H¯
is the Hamiltonian operator for the system. As Dirac discovered [153], these position
wavefunctions are related to the particle’s momentum wavefunctions φn(p) by a Fourier
transform [154], and this is depicted as a horizontal orange arrow in Figure 5.1. The fact
that the product of the variance of a function and the variance of its Fourier transform
is strictly positive is then the Schro¨dinger explanation for the Uncertainty Principle.
In the Born interpretation, the squared modulus of the wavefunction yields the
corresponding probability density and, in this way, one can form the position density
ρ(r) = |ψ(r)|2 and momentum density Π(p) = |φ(p)|2 of the particle. (Figure 5.1,
blue arrows.) Unlike the wavefunctions, the densities are experimental observables
and it is possible to measure ρ(r) by X-ray [155] or neutron [156] diffraction and to
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measure Π(p) by Compton spectroscopy [157]. Such techniques are widely used for
the characterization of matter in condensed phases and furnish valuable information
about molecular structure and bonding. We note that, although ψ(r) and φ(p) contain
the same information, the density ρ(r) contains information that is not present in
Π(p), and vice versa [158]. In this way, position and momentum spectroscopy provide
complementary perspectives.
The Fourier transforms in atomic units (the orange arrows at the top and bottom
of Figure 5.1) of the position and momentum densities
ρ̂(p) =
∫
ρ(r) e−ir·p dr (5.1)
Π̂(r) =
∫
Π(p) e−ir·p dp (5.2)
are also important and the convolution theorem shows [159] that Π̂(r) is the autocor-
relation of the position wavefunction
Π̂(r) =
∫
ψ∗(r′ + r/2)ψ(r′ − r/2) dr′ (5.3)
and ρ̂(p) is the autocorrelation of the momentum wavefunction
ρ̂(p) =
∫
φ∗(p′ + p/2)φ(p′ − p/2) dp′ (5.4)
These connections are depicted by purple arrows in Figure 5.1. Thus, to compute the
momentum density from the position wavefunction, one can take either the squared
modulus of the Fourier transform, or the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation.
5.2 Posmom Theory
A classical particle at r has a moment of inertia I = mr2 about the origin. If the
particle is moving, the rate at which I changes is dI/dt = 2s, where
s = r · p (5.5)
is the particle’s position-momentum dot product, or Posmom. The sum of the Posmoms
of all of the particles in a system is known as the virial [5].
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Figure 5.1: The relationships between the position, momentum and Posmom of a quan-
tum mechanical particle.
One may also consider the Posmom of a quantum particle [160, 161]. After sym-
metrizing (5.5), it can be shown that Posmom is a quantum mechanical observable‡ [162]
and its wavefunction and density S(s) = |σ(s)|2 are related non-bijectively [163] to the
position and momentum wavefunctions by Mellin transforms [154] (the dashed red ar-
rows in Figure 5.1). Unfortunately, the required transforms usually lead to formidable
integrals and, until very recently, no such densities had been published.
However, we recently found [160] an alternative to the Mellin pathway by showing
that the Fourier transform Ŝ(k) of the Posmom density is given by the “hyperbolic
autocorrelations”
Ŝ(k) =
∫
ψ∗(e+k/2r)ψ(e−k/2r) dr (5.6)
Ŝ(k) =
∫
φ∗(e−k/2p)φ(e+k/2p) dp (5.7)
of the position or momentum wavefunctions. (5.6) and (5.7) (the green arrows in
Figure 5.1) are analogous to the normal autocorrelations in (5.3) and (5.4). After
generating Ŝ(k), the inverse Fourier transform yields
S(s) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Ŝ(k) eiks dk (5.8)
‡The reader may be interested in the conjugate variable of the Posmom s. In the position repre-
sentation it is given by ln(r) see Ref. [161].
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(the vertical orange arrow in Figure 5.1) and, if necessary, this can be achieved by an
efficient Fast Fourier Transform [164]. Time-reversal symmetry implies S(s) = S(−s),
so we can restrict our attention to s ≥ 0.
Figure 5.1, which illustrates all of the interconnections between the position, mo-
mentum and Posmom wavefunctions and densities, is one of the important contributions
of this chapter.
The combination of (5.6) and (5.8) enables the routine prediction of Posmom densi-
ties in molecular systems using standard methods of molecular physics. The definition
(5.5) is origin-dependent so we choose the origins such that 〈r〉 = 〈p〉 = 0.
We have implemented this in a development version of the Q-Chem quantum chem-
istry package [139] and, because of the low computational cost of (5.6) and (5.8), the
Posmom densities of moderately large molecules can be computed on a desktop com-
puter. For a 50-atom molecule with a triple-zeta-plus-polarization basis set, for exam-
ple, the calculation of Ŝ(k) for a single value of k requires only few seconds. We are
currently investigating the Posmom densities in atoms [165] and molecules [166].
One may ask if it feasible to find S(s) from ρ(r) and Π(p) but this is extremely
difficult [158]. Knowing nothing about the statistical correlation between r and p, one
is obliged to assume that they are independent and to write
Sindep(s) =
∫∫
ρ(r) Π(p) δ(s− r · p) dr dp (5.9)
and this is completely different from the true S(s) given by (5.8). For a harmonic
oscillator, for example, one finds [160]
S(s) = (2pi)−3/2
∣∣∣∣Γ(14 + is2
)∣∣∣∣2 (5.10)
Sindep(s) = (2/pi)K0(2s), (5.11)
where Γ and K0 are Gamma and modified Bessel functions [167].
We conclude that the Posmom density contains information that is inaccessible
from position or momentum spectroscopies. But how can its measurement give insight
into electronic motion? If a particle moves in a circular (or cylindrical) orbit that
preserves its distance from the origin (e.g. the blue curve in Figure 5.2), its position
and momentum are orthogonal at all times, its Posmom vanishes and its Posmom
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Figure 5.2: Two types of electron trajectory. The blue trajectory has s = 0 but the red
trajectory yields a range of s values. The black dot marks an arbitrary origin along the
horizontal axis.
density S(s) is a delta function at s = 0. In contrast, if the particle follows a highly
eccentric Keplerian ellipse (e.g. the red curve in Figure 5.2), its position and momentum
are almost parallel (or antiparallel), its Posmom swings between positive and negative
values, and S(s) is broad.
Thus, given the Posmom density in an electronic system, one can deduce something
about the types of trajectories that the electrons follow. To illustrate this, we will
examine the Posmom distributions in various states of the hydrogen atom and the
lithium hydride molecule.
5.3 Hydrogen Atom
The Posmom density for the (n, l,m) state of the H atom can be found, using (5.6)
and (5.8), from the position wavefunction
ψ(r) =
√(
2
n
)3 (n− l − 1)!
2n(n+ l)!
e−r/n(2r/n)lL2l+1n−l−1(2r/n)Ylm(r), (5.12)
where L2l+1n−l−1 is an associated Laguerre polynomial and Ylm is a spherical harmonic.
This yields
S(s) =
(−1)n−l−1 (n+ l)!
(n− l − 1)! (2l + 1)!
∣∣Γ(l + 32 + is)∣∣2
Γ(12) Γ(l +
3
2) Γ(l + 2)
× 4F3
−(n− l − 1) n+ l + 1 l + 32 + is l + 32 − is
l + 32 l + 2 2l + 2
 , (5.13)
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Table 5.1: The variance, origin density and classical turning points of the Posmom
density in the n = 5 states of the hydrogen atom.
Exact Semi-classical
σ2 S(0) sinf σ
2
EBK SEBK(0) smax
5s 12.75 0.070 4.64 19.5 0.001 4.97
5p 11.75 0.047 4.42 17.2 0.008 4.77
5d 9.75 0.109 3.95 13.2 0.022 4.33
5f 6.75 0.027 3.14 8.15 0.047 3.57
5g 2.75 0.246 1.56 2.68 0.114 2.18
(where 4F3 is a generalized hypergeometric function [168]) which is independent of the
quantum number m. It can be shown that the variance of S(s) is
σ2 =
n2
2
− l(l + 1)
2
+
1
4
(5.14)
and this decreases monotonically as l increases for a fixed n. The density at s = 0 is
S(0) =
1
npi
[
Γ
(
n−l+1
2
)
Γ
(
n−l
2
) Γ (n+l+12 )
Γ
(
n+l+2
2
)]β , (5.15)
where β = (−1)n−l. This oscillates as l increases, creating an increasing subsequence
for odd n− l and a decreasing subsequence for even n− l. As a result, the largest S(0)
occurs for l = n− 1 and the smallest S(0) occurs for l = n− 2.
It can be shown that, when n is large and l = n− 1, the density S(s) approaches a
Normal distribution.
Figure 5.3 depicts the densities for the states with n = 5 and Table 5.1 contains
associated numerical data. Radial nodes in ψ(r) create oscillations in S(s) and the
Posmom densities extend significantly into the non-classical region beyond their final
points of inflection sinf. The most probable Posmom values in the 5s state are near
s = ±4 but the variance decreases with l and the most probable value in the (almost
normally distributed) 5g state is s = 0. In the trajectory interpretation, this shows
that 5s electrons rarely follow circular paths but that 5g electrons may do so much
more often.
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Figure 5.3: Posmom densities of the n = 5 states of the hydrogen atom.
It is interesting to compare these results with a semi-classical approximation. The
Einstein-Brillouin-Keller (EBK) model [169] applied to the hydrogen atom [170, 171]
is similar to the BS model, yielding elliptical orbits with semi-major axes, semi-minor
axes and eccentricities given by
a = n2, (5.16)
b = n(l + 1/2), (5.17)
 =
√
1− b2/a2. (5.18)
The density given by the EBK model is
SEBK(s) =
1
pi − 2
(
1√
s2max − s2
− 1
n
)
|s| < smax, (5.19)
where smax = n. Unlike the exact density, this grows monotonically with |s|. The
variance of SEBK(s) is
σ2EBK =
s2max
2
(
1 +
2
3

pi − 2
)
, (5.20)
which decreases monotonically as l increases. However, in the limit of large n and l, the
semi-classical and exact models converge (as required by the Correspondence Principle)
and predict
σ2 ∼ n/2. (5.21)
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Figure 5.4: Semi-classical (EBK) orbits of the n = 5 states of the hydrogen atom. The
black dot shows the proton, which was used as the origin for r.
The density at s = 0 is
SEBK(0) =
1− 
n(pi − 2) , (5.22)
which increases monotonically from SEBK(0) = O(n
−3) at l = 0 to SEBK(0) = O(n−1/2)
at l = n− 1.
Figure 5.4 shows the EBK trajectories for the n = 5 states and Table 5.1 contains
associated numerical data. As l increases, the trajectory shifts from a highly elliptical
path in the 5s state to an almost circular orbit in the 5g state. However, the EBK
model usually overestimates the variance.
The data in Table 5.1 confirm that, although a semi-classical treatment captures
some of its features, the exact description of the Posmom density is significantly richer
and more detailed.
5.4 Lithium Hydride Molecule
We now turn from a simple atom to a simple molecule. What new insight, inacces-
sible from the position and momentum densities, can be gained from S(s)? Figure 5.5
shows various densities in the LiH molecule, both before and after bond formation.
Diagrams (a) and (b), which show the position densities, reveal that bond formation
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Figure 5.5: Position, momentum and Posmom densities in the LiH protomolecule and
molecule (R = 3 bohr) centered at 〈r〉 = 〈p〉 = 0, based on HF/6-311G(3df, 3pd)
wavefunctions. (a orange) ρ(r) in the protomolecule, (b red) ρ(r) in the molecule,
(c green) Π(p) in the protomolecule, (d blue) Π(p) in the molecule, (e) S(s) in the
protomolecule (– – –) and in the molecule (—). Figures (a) – (d) depict 0.01 iso-
surfaces.
is associated with significant shift of charge density from the Li atom to the H atom,
as one would have anticipated from the electronegativities of these atoms.
Diagrams (c) and (d), which show the momentum densities, indicate that the pre-
viously isotropic distribution of momentum becomes strongly anisotropic and develops
nodal surfaces near px = ±1 when the bond forms.
Diagram (e) reveals that the Posmom density narrows during bond formation, the
density at s = 0 increasing by roughly 10%. In the trajectory interpretation, this
implies that bond formation encourages the electrons to forsake motion parallel or
perpendicular to the molecular axis in favor of paths around it. Although this picture
is consistent with the momentum density in diagram (d), it cannot be deduced from it.
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There is no doubt that ρ(r) and Π(p) help us to comprehend the electronic structure
of molecules, but it is equally clear that S(s) offers additional insight. The three
densities are mutually complementary.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter aims to draw attention to Posmom, a basic quantum mechanical ob-
servable that has been largely overlooked. The relationships between Posmom, position
and momentum are summarized in Figure 5.1. Recent progress now allows the Pos-
mom density S(s) to be calculated routinely from the position wavefunction ψ(r) and
we have implemented this in a development version of the Q-Chem software package.
In a comprehensive study of the states of the hydrogen atom, we have found that
semi-classical approximations fail to reproduce the detailed structure of S(s) and are
an inadequate substitute for it. An examination of S(s) in the LiH molecule confirmed
that it contains information about electronic motion that is absent from the position or
momentum densities. Whereas diffraction techniques reveal where electrons are, and
momentum spectroscopy tells us where they are going, Posmometry (the measurement
of Posmom) informs us – without violating the Uncertainty Principle – about the type
of trajectories that they follow. Potentially, this third perspective can significantly
enrich our appreciation of the dynamical behavior of electrons.
We eagerly await the construction of the first Posmometers.
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The following chapter, Chapter 6, is published as an article in the New Journal of
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Chapter 6
The distribution of r · p in
quantum mechanical systems
The position-momentum dot product (‘Posmom’) s = r ·p of a particle is a quantum
mechanical observable. In principle, its density S(s) can be derived from the position
or momentum wavefunction using Mellin transforms but this leads to complicated inte-
grals and it has therefore been largely neglected by the molecular physics community.
However, we show that S(s) can be obtained easily as the Fourier transform of the
hyperbolic autocorrelation of the wavefunction. Our findings are illustrated using nu-
merical results for various states of a harmonic oscillator, a hydrogenic ion and particles
in a box.
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6.1 Introduction
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle stipulates that, because the quantum mechanical
operators for the position r and momentum p of a particle do not commute, these
variables cannot be measured simultaneously and a true phase-space density F (r,p)
does not exist. This fundamentally non-classical result is inconvenient for Rassolov
models [103, 105, 110, 111, 113, 117, 172, 173] of electron correlation which depend on
such phase-space information and, in order to make progress, most of those models
have resorted to the Wigner quasi-density distribution [104]
W (r,p) = (pi~)−3
∫
ψ∗(r + q)ψ(r − q)e2ip·q/~ dq, (6.1)
where ψ(r) is the position wavefunction. W (r,p) has the correct marginal densities
|ψ(r)|2 and |φ(p)|2 (where φ(p) is the momentum wavefunction) but, as Wigner recog-
nized, it is not necessarily positive at all points in phase space.
Fortunately, it appears that the true F (r,p) is superfluous for many Rassolov mod-
els and reduced densities contain most of the physical information that is required. In
this chapter, we are interested in the position-momentum dot product (‘Posmom’)
s = r · p = d
dt
(
1
2
mr2
)
, (6.2)
of a particle. It is an important dynamical quantity and the sum of the Posmoms of N
particles is the scalar virial. Given that knowledge of s does not imply simultaneous
knowledge of r and p, one sees that the Uncertainty Principle does not necessarily
preclude the measurement of s and, indeed, it is well known [162] that s is represented
by an unbounded self-adjoint operator [174] and therefore is an observable.
The Posmom operator in one dimension (1D) and in the position representation is
s¯ =
1
2
(x¯p¯+ p¯x¯) = −i~
(
1
2
+ x
d
dx
)
, (6.3)
which yields the unitary operator on L2(R)
Uλ = e
iλs¯/~, λ ∈ R. (6.4)
Uλ scales the position and momentum wavefunctions as
(Uλψ)(x) = e
+λ/2ψ(e+λx) (6.5)
(Uλφ)(p) = e
−λ/2φ(e−λp) (6.6)
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and the set Uλ is called the dilation group. The operator s¯ is the generator of dilation
and has been used in a variety of fields of physics, including the spectral analysis
of the Schro¨dinger Hamiltonian [175, 176] and in the development of scattering theory
[177,178]. More recently, s¯ has arisen as a Hamiltonian for quantum mechanical models
of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function [161,179,180] and a method for the indirect
experimental measurement of s (called the hyperbolic momentum) has been proposed
[161].
The Posmom operator is diagonalized [163, 181] through a Mellin transform [154]
and its normalized eigenfunctions f±s (x) are defined [182, 183] on the positive and
negative axes by
f+s (x) =

(2pi~)−1/2 x−1/2+is/~ x > 0
0 x ≤ 0
, (6.7a)
f−s (x) =

0 x ≥ 0
(2pi~)−1/2|x|−1/2+is/~ x < 0
. (6.7b)
Appendix C.1 derives the two relations of the Posmom eigenfunctions which ensure
that s¯ is an observable. These eigenfunction (6.7) can be rotated into even and odd
functions and one can then obtain the Posmom density from the position or momentum
wavefunction. However, this becomes mathematically difficult in complicated systems
and, as a result, the Posmom has been largely overlooked in the molecular physics com-
munity. This is unfortunate because s contains physical information that is inaccessible
from measurements of the position or momentum densities.
In Section 6.2 of this chapter, we show that the difficulties of the Mellin transforms
can be avoided by recognizing that the Posmom density S(s) is the Fourier transform
of the hyperbolic autocorrelation of the position or momentum wavefunction. This
new approach allows the facile construction of the Posmom density of the electrons
in molecular systems and offers fresh insights into the results of electronic structure
calculations. In Section 6.3, we illustrate this through numerical results for various
states of a harmonic oscillator, a hydrogenic ion and particles in a box.
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6.2 Theory
6.2.1 Posmom Density
Our approach is motivated by the observation that, from the normalized eigenfunc-
tions
fp(x) = (2pi~)−1/2 exp(ipx/~) (6.8)
of the momentum operator
p¯ = −i~ d
dx
, (6.9)
one can construct even and odd functions
f ep(x) = (2pi~)−1/2 cos(px/~) (6.10a)
fop (x) = (2pi~)−1/2 sin(px/~) (6.10b)
and obtain the momentum density
Π(p) =
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ f ep(x)ψe(x) dx
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ fop (x)ψo(x) dx
∣∣∣∣2 (6.11)
in terms of contributions from the even and odd parts of the position wavefunction
ψ(x) = ψe(x) + ψo(x). (6.12)
In much the same way, the Posmom eigenfunctions (6.7) can be rotated into sets of
even and odd functions
f es (x) = (4pi~)−1/2|x|−1/2+is/~ (6.13a)
fos (x) = sgn(x) f
e
s (x) (6.13b)
and, by analogy with (6.11), the Posmom density is then
S(s) =
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ f es (x)ψe(x) dx
∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ fos (x)ψo(x) dx
∣∣∣∣2
=
|Me(σ)|2 + |Mo(σ)|2
pi~
, (6.14)
where we have introduced the dimensionless variable
σ = 1/2− is/~ (6.15)
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and Me and Mo are the Mellin transforms of ψe and ψo [154]. It is clear that S(s) is
both real and even and we will therefore restrict our attention to s ≥ 0. Moreover, to
simplify our formulae, we will also assume that s is measured in units of ~.
Unfortunately, the Mellin pathway (6.14) leads to complicated integrals, especially
in higher dimensions, and historically this has hindered the routine construction of
S(s) in electronic structure calculations. However, in Appendix C.2, we show that the
Fourier transform
Ŝ(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
S(s) e−iks ds (6.16)
of the Posmom density can be cast into the form
Ŝ(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗(e+k~/2x)ψ(e−k~/2x) dx, (6.17)
or equivalently, by Parseval’s theorem,
Ŝ(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
φ∗(e−k~/2p)φ(e+k~/2p) dp. (6.18)
These beautiful equations reveal that Ŝ(k) is simply the overlap between dilated and
anti-dilated versions of the position (or momentum) wavefunction and we will therefore
call Ŝ(k) the hyperbolic autocorrelation.
For a particle in ν dimensions, it can be shown that
Ŝ(k) =
∫
ψ∗(e+k~/2r)ψ(e−k~/2r) dr (6.19)
and these integrals are so much simpler than those in the Mellin formulation (6.14) that
it now becomes possible to generate the Posmom density S(s) easily from the results
of conventional electronic structure calculations on arbitrary molecular systems.
Because Ŝ(k) is both real and even, we will restrict our attention to k ≥ 0. We will
also assume henceforth that k is measured in units of ~−1.
6.2.2 Many-Particle Systems
Posmom theory extends easily to N -particle systems, especially within independent-
electron models. If the wavefunction is a (bosonic) Hartree product
Ψ(r) = S¯[ψ1(r1)ψ2(r2) . . . ψN (rN )], (6.20)
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or a (fermionic) Slater determinant
Ψ(r) = A¯[ψ1(r1)ψ2(r2) . . . ψN (rN )], (6.21)
(where S¯ and A¯ are symmetrizing and antisymmetrizing operators) of orthogonal or-
bitals ψj(r), it can be shown that the hyperbolic autocorrelation
Ŝ(k) =
N∑
j=1
∫
ψ∗j (e
+k/2r)ψj(e
−k/2r) dr (6.22)
is a sum of contributions from each orbital. It follows, therefore, that the density S(s)
is also sums of orbital contributions.
6.3 Examples
6.3.1 Harmonic Oscillator
The nth state of the 1D quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator with ~ = m =
k = 1 and Hamiltonian
H¯ = −1
2
d2
dx2
+
1
2
x2 (6.23)
has the position wavefunction
ψn(x) =
Hn(x) exp(−x2/2)
pi1/4
√
2nn!
, (6.24)
where Hn(x) is the nth Hermite polynomial [167] and the energy
En = n+ 1/2. (6.25)
Equation (6.19) yields the hyperbolic autocorrelations
Ŝn(k) = Pn(sech k) sech
1/2 k, (6.26)
where Pn is the nth Legendre polynomial [167]. In particular, the three lowest states
yield
Ŝ0(k) = sech
1/2 k, (6.27a)
Ŝ1(k) = sech
3/2 k, (6.27b)
Ŝ2(k) =
3
2
sech5/2 k − 1
2
sech1/2 k, (6.27c)
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Figure 6.1: Hyperbolic autocorrelations Ŝ0(k) (—), Ŝ1(k) (– – –) and Ŝ2(k) (· · · ) of a
1D harmonic oscillator.
and these are compared in Figure 6.1. The curves coincide at k = 0 because the
corresponding densities are normalized. As n increases, the Ŝn(k) tighten around the
origin. As k increases, the Ŝ2n(k) and Ŝ2n+1(k) decay as O(e
−k/2) and O(e−3k/2),
respectively.
Fourier inversion of (6.26) yields the Posmom densities
Sn(s) =
24n
23/2pi2
bn/2c∑
j=0
(−1)j
28j
Γ(n− j + 12)
j!(2n− 4j)!
∣∣∣∣Γ(n− 2j + σ2
)∣∣∣∣2 , (6.28)
where Γ is the gamma function [167] and σ is defined in (6.15). For the lowest states,
one finds
S0(s) = 2
−3/2pi−3/2
∣∣∣Γ(σ
2
)∣∣∣2 , (6.29a)
S1(s) = 2
1/2pi−3/2
∣∣∣∣Γ(σ + 12
)∣∣∣∣2 , (6.29b)
S2(s) = 2
1/2pi−3/2s2
∣∣∣Γ(σ
2
)∣∣∣2 , (6.29c)
and these are shown in Figure 6.2. As expected, the Posmom density broadens as n
increases. At s = 0, the densities drop from S0(0) ≈ 0.83 to S1(0) ≈ 0.38 to S2(0) = 0.
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Figure 6.2: Posmom densities S0(s) (—), S1(s) (– – –) and S2(s) (· · · ) of a 1D oscillator.
For large s,
S0(s) ∼ s−1/2pi−1/2 exp(−pis/2) (6.30a)
S1(s) ∼ 2s1/2pi−1/2 exp(−pis/2) (6.30b)
S2(s) ∼ 2s3/2pi−1/2 exp(−pis/2) (6.30c)
showing that the decay rate decreases slightly as n increases.
We now turn our attention to highly excited states and the Correspondence Prin-
ciple. A classical oscillator with m = k = 1 and E = n+ 1/2 evolves in time t as
xn(t) =
√
2E sin t, (6.31)
pn(t) =
√
2E cos t, (6.32)
sn(t) = E sin 2t, (6.33)
and the classical time-averaged probability density for s is easily shown to be
Pn(s) =

pi−1
(
E2 − s2)−1/2 , s < E
0, s > E
. (6.34)
Figures 6.3 compare the Posmom and classical densities for the n = 20 state. If we
ignore the fine structure, S20(s) approaches clearly the classical limit. The Posmom
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Figure 6.3: Posmom density S20(s) (—) and the classical analog P20(s) (– · –) for the
n = 20 state of a 1D oscillator.
density predicts that classically forbidden values of the Posmom (i.e. s > n+1/2) have
non-vanishing probabilities.
Extensions to the harmonic oscillator in higher dimensions are not difficult because
the wavefunctions, and thus the hyperbolic autocorrelations, factorize into Cartesian
components. Thus, for a two-dimensional (2D) oscillator, the hyperbolic autocorrela-
tion is
Ŝm,n(k) = Ŝm(k) Ŝn(k), (6.35)
where the Ŝj(k) are given by (6.26). This yields, for example, the Posmom densities
S0,0(s) =
1
2
sech
(pis
2
)
, (6.36a)
S1,1(s) =
s2 + 1
4
sech
(pis
2
)
, (6.36b)
S2,2(s) =
3s4 + 6s2 + 11
64
sech
(pis
2
)
, (6.36c)
and these are shown in Figure 6.4. The ground-state density for the 2D oscillator is
clearly flatter than its 1D analog in Figure 6.2.
By analyzing the motion of a classical harmonic oscillator in 2D (with Ex = Ey =
n+ 12 and E = Ex+Ey), one can show that the classical time-averaged Posmom density
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Figure 6.4: Posmom densities S0,0(s) (—), S1,1(s) (– – –) and S2,2(s) (· · · ) of a 2D
oscillator.
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Figure 6.5: Posmom density S20,20(s) (—) and classical density P20,20(s) (– · –) for a
highly excited 2D oscillator.
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is
Pn,n(s) =

2pi−2E−1K(1− s2/E2), s < E
0, s > E
(6.37)
and Figure 6.5 shows that the Posmom density S20,20(s) approaches this limit quite
closely.
6.3.2 Hydrogenic ions
The position wavefunctions
ψnlm(r) = Rnl(Zr)Ylm(θ, φ) (6.38)
of a hydrogenic ion with nuclear charge Z factorize into radial and angular parts.
Varying Z leads to a simple length dilation of the ψnlm(r) and therefore has no effect
on the hyperbolic autocorrelations and Posmom densities. Substituting Eq (6.38) into
Eq (6.19), one finds
Ŝnlm(k) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
R∗nl(e
+k/2r)Y ∗lm(θ, φ)Rnl(e
−k/2r)Ylm(θ, φ) r2 sin θ dr dθ dφ
=
∫ ∞
0
R∗nl(e
+k/2r)Rnl(e
−k/2r) r2 dr, (6.39)
which shows that the Ŝnlm(k) and Snlm(s) depend only on the radial part of the wave-
function.
Solving the integral (6.39) gives
Ŝnlm(k) = P
(0,2l+1)
n−l−1
(
2 sech2
k
2
− 1
)
sech2l+3
k
2
, (6.40)
where P
(a,b)
n is a Jacobi polynomial [167] and this yields
Snlm(s) = Qnl(s
2) sech(pis), (6.41)
where Qnl is a polynomial. The hyperbolic autocorrelations for the three lowest states
are
Ŝ100(k) = sech
3 k
2
, (6.42a)
Ŝ200(k) = −2 sech3 k
2
+ 3 sech5
k
2
, (6.42b)
Ŝ210(k) = sech
5 k
2
, (6.42c)
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Figure 6.6: Posmom densities S100(s) (—), S100(s) (– – –) and S210(s) (· · · ) of a
hydrogenic ion
and these yield the Posmom densities
S100(s) =
1
2
(4s2 + 1) sech(pis), (6.43a)
S200(s) =
1
8
(4s2 + 1)2 sech(pis), (6.43b)
S210(s) =
1
24
(16s4 + 40s2 + 9) sech(pis), (6.43c)
which are shown in Figure 6.6. The radial parts of the 1s and 2p wavefunctions are
nodeless and their Posmom densities S100(s) and S210(s) are therefore qualitatively
similar, possessing maxima at s = 0 and decaying monotonically as s increases. In
contrast, because the 2s wavefunction has a radial node at r = 2/Z, its Posmom
density S200(s) is qualitatively different, rising to a maximum near s = 1.
6.3.3 A Particle in a Box
The wavefunctions for a particle inside a 1D box of length L centered at x = 0 are
ψn(x) =

√
2/L cos(npix/L), n odd√
2/L sin(npix/L), n even
(6.44)
and their energies are
En =
n2pi2
2L2
. (6.45)
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Figure 6.7: Posmom densities S1(s) (—), S2(s) (– – –) and S3(s) (· · · ) of a particle in
a 1D box.
Using (6.19), one finds the hyperbolic autocorrelations
Ŝn(k) = j0(nκ) sech
k
2
, (6.46)
where j0 is a spherical Bessel function [167] and
κ =
pi
1 + coth(k/2)
. (6.47)
We note that the Ŝn(k) are independent of L because it simply induces a dilation. The
resulting Posmom densities are
Sn(s) =
1
2npi2
∣∣∣∣in−σγ (σ, inpi2
)
− iσ−nγ(σ,− inpi
2
)
∣∣∣∣2 , (6.48)
where γ(a, z) is the incomplete gamma function [167].
The densities of the lowest states of particle in a box are shown in Figure 6.7 and are
remarkably similar to the analogous densities (Figure 6.2) for the harmonic oscillator.
However, whereas the third state of the harmonic oscillator has a node at s = 0, the
same state of a particle in a box has S3(0) ≈ 0.04.
Like the harmonic oscillator, the particle in a box behaves classically when n is
large. In classical mechanics, its position is uniformly distributed between −L/2 and
+L/2 and, because its energy given by (6.45) is kinetic, its momentum p = ±npi/L. It
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Figure 6.8: Posmom density S20(s) (—) and classical density P20(s) (– · –) for the
n = 20 state of a particle in a 1D box.
follows that its classical Posmom density is uniformly distributed and
Pn(s) =

(npi)−1, s < npi/2
0, s > npi/2
. (6.49)
Figure 6.8 compares P20(s) with the true density S20(s). Ignoring fine structure, it is
clear that S20(s) is approaching the classical limit.
Extensions to higher-dimensional boxes are straightforward because of the same
Cartesian factorization that was exploited for the harmonic oscillator. For example,
the hyperbolic autocorrelation in a 2D box is
Ŝm,n(k) = j0(mκ) j0(nκ) sech
2 k
2
. (6.50)
6.3.4 Fermions in a Box
Suppose that 2N non-interacting fermions occupy the lowest N orbitals in a 1D
box. Then the hyperbolic autocorrelation (6.22) is
Ŝ1D(k) = 2 sech
k
2
N∑
n=1
j0(nκ)
= 2N −
[
pi2N(N + 1)(2N + 1)
72
+
N
4
]
k2 + . . . (6.51)
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The even moments of S(s) are easily extracted from the derivatives of Ŝ(k) at k = 0
and one finds that the root-mean-square (rms) value of a particle’s Posmom is
s1Drms =
√
pi2(N + 1)(2N + 1)
72
+
1
4
≈ piN
6
. (6.52)
In a square (2D) box, the hyperbolic autocorrelation is
Ŝ2D(k) = 2 sech2
k
2
∑
nx,ny
j0(nxκ) j0(nyκ), (6.53)
where the sum is over lattice points in a Fermi quadrant. If this sum is approximated
by an integral, we obtain
Ŝ2D(k) ≈ 2 sech2 k
∫
pir2/4<N
j0(xκ) j0(yκ) dr
= 2N −
[
2piN2
12
+
N
2
]
k2 + . . . (6.54)
from which the root-mean-square Posmom is
s2Drms ≈
(
piN
6
)1/2
. (6.55)
In a cubic (3D) box, an analogous treatment yields
Ŝ3D(k) ≈ 2 sech3 k
2
∫
pir3/6<N
j0(xκ) j0(yκ) j0(zκ) dr
= 2N −
[
62/3pi4/3N5/3
20
+
3N
4
]
k2 + . . . (6.56)
from which the root-mean-square Posmom is
s3Drms ≈
(
3pi2N
20
√
5
)1/3
. (6.57)
The results in (6.52), (6.55) and (6.57) show that the rms Posmom of a particle
in a ν-dimensional Fermi gas varies as N1/ν . This is illustrated in Figure 6.9, which
shows S(s) for 204 non-interacting fermions in 1D, 2D and 3D boxes. Whereas the
Posmom density in 1D is almost uniform, it decays almost linearly in 2D and becomes
bell-shaped in 3D.
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Figure 6.9: Posmom densities S(s) of the ground state of 204 fermions in a 1D (—), a
2D (– – –) and 3D (· · · ) box.
6.4 Conclusions
We have shown that probability density S(s) of the position-momentum dot product
s = r · p is the Fourier transform of an hyperbolic autocorrelation of the position
(or momentum) wavefunction and we have used this to examine S(s) for a variety of
quantum systems.
Posmom densities for highly excited states approach the appropriate classical den-
sities, as expected from the Correspondence Principle.
The Posmom density is an observable that may prove to be an informative quantity
if measured experimentally and we are now performing a comprehensive study of the
Posmom densities of small atoms [165] and molecules [184]. It will also be useful in
future developments of electron correlation models that utilize information about both
the positions and momenta of electrons.
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Chapter 7
The distribution of r · p in atomic
systems
We present formulae for computing the probability distribution of the Posmom
s = r · p in atoms, when the electronic wavefunction is expanded in a single par-
ticle Gaussian basis. We study the Posmom density, S(s), for the electrons in the
ground states of 36 lightest atoms (H – Kr) and construct an empirical model for the
contribution of each atomic orbital to the total S(s). The Posmom density provides
unique insight into types of trajectories electrons may follow, complementing existing
spectroscopic techniques that provide information about where electrons are (X-ray
crystallography) or where they go (Compton spectroscopy). These, a priori, predic-
tions of the quantum mechanically observable Posmom density provide an challenging
target for future experimental work.
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7.1 Introduction
The properties of a quantum mechanical system of N particles are completely de-
scribed [19,20] by its position wavefunction Ψ(r1, r2, · · · , rN ) or momentum wavefunc-
tion Φ(p1,p2, · · · ,pN ). However, to extract physical insight from these, one must
usually construct the associated probability densities,
ρ(r) = N
∫∫
· · ·
∫
Ψ∗(r, r2, r3, · · · , rN )Ψ(r, r2, r3, · · · , rN )dr2 dr3 · · · drN , (7.1)
Π(p) = N
∫∫
· · ·
∫
Φ∗(p,p2,p3, · · · ,pN )Φ(p,p2,p3, · · · ,pN )dp2 dp3 · · · dpN , (7.2)
Although the wavefunctions contain the same information, the densities shed different
and complementary light on the behavior of matter [155,157].
From the position and the momentum, one can construct a variety of dynamical
variables. Among these, the angular momentum
L = r × p (7.3)
is a particularly important quantum mechanical observable. Orbital angular momen-
tum is quantized to integer multiples of ~ and spin angular momentum to half-integer
multiples, as first measured by Stern and Gerlach [185]. The development of angular
momentum theory led, for example, to an understanding of nuclear magnetism [186]
and the Zeeman effect [20].
Recently, we have become interested in a fourth dynamical variable, the Posmom
[160,161,187]
s = r · p, (7.4)
which is a known quantum mechanical observable [160, 187]. We discovered that its
density S(s) is the Fourier transform of a particular autocorrelation function of the
wavefunction and we exploited this to obtain the exact Posmom densities of a number
of model systems [160]. Subsequently, by examining the H atom and LiH molecule,
we showed that S(s) yields insight into the nature of electronic trajectories, and we
argued that electron Posmometry could provide information that is invisible in position
or momentum spectroscopies [187].
When a electron follows a circular trajectory, its r and p vectors are orthogonal
and its Posmom s therefore vanishes. At the other extreme, along highly eccentric
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elliptical trajectories, r and p are almost parallel (or antiparallel) and s is large. Thus,
whereas ρ(r) reveals where the electrons are, and Π(p) tells us where they are going,
S(s) informs us about types of trajectories that they follow.
In this chapter, we extend our investigation to (non-relativistic) many-electron sys-
tems and study S(s) for the first 36 atoms in the periodic table. We review Posmom
theory and derive formulae for relevant integrals over Gaussian basis functions before
discussing exact results for hydrogenic ions. After presenting basis set details, we dis-
cuss atomic Posmom densities S(s) and their atomic orbital contributions Snl(s). We
then propose an empirical model for the Snl(s) and we examine the effects of basis
set and electron correlation on S(s), comparing these with the corresponding effects
on the spherically averaged position and momentum densities. Atomic units are used
throughout.
7.2 Theory
The Fourier Transform
Ŝ(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
S(s) e−iks ds (7.5)
of the Posmom density can be obtained [160,187] from the hyperbolic autocorrelation
Ŝ(k) =
∫
ρ1(e
+k/2r, e−k/2r) dr, (7.6)
where ρ1 is the spinless first-order reduced density matrix [88]. If the wavefunction is
expanded in a basis of one-electron functions φa(r), one has
ρ1(r, r
′) =
∑
ab
Pab φa(r)φb(r
′), (7.7)
where Pab is a one-particle density matrix element and thus
Ŝ(k) =
∑
ab
Pab [ab]Ŝ (7.8)
where the hyperbolic autocorrelation integral [ab]
Ŝ
depends explicitly on k and is
[ab]
Ŝ
=
∫
φ∗a(e
+k/2r)φb(e
−k/2r) dr. (7.9)
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If φa and φb are concentric unnormalized Cartesian Gaussian functions
φa(r) = x
axyayzaze−αr
2
, (7.10a)
φb(r) = x
bxybyzbze−βr
2
, (7.10b)
the integral factorizes into x, y and z parts and vanishes unless ax + bx, ay + by and
az + bz are even. In the non-vanishing case, it is given by
[ab]
Ŝ
=
Γ[(ax + bx + 1)/2] Γ[(ay + by + 1)/2] Γ[(az + bz + 1)/2]
(αek + βe−k)(`a+`b+3)/2
e
`a−`b
2
k, (7.11)
where Γ is the Gamma function [188], `a = ax + ay + az and `b = bx + by + bz. The
non-concentric case is similar and is discussed elsewhere [184]. If φa and φb are s-type
functions (not to be confused with the Posmom symbol s), we obtain
[ss]
Ŝ
=
(
pi
αek + βe−k
)3/2
. (7.12)
By taking the inverse Fourier transforms of (7.8) and (7.11), we obtain
S(s) =
∑
ab
Pab[ab]S , (7.13)
where the Posmom integral [ab]S depends explicitly on s and is
[ab]S =
Γ[(ax + bx + 1)/2] Γ[(ay + by + 1)/2] Γ[(az + bz + 1)/2]
4pi Γ[(`a + `b + 3)/2]
× Γ[(2`a + 3)/4− is/2]
α(2`a+3)/4−is/2
Γ[(2`b + 3)/4 + is/2]
β(2`b+3)/4+is/2
. (7.14)
For two concentric s-type Gaussians, the Posmom integral reduces to
[ss]S =
|Γ(3/4 + is/2)|2
2α3/4−is/2β3/4+is/2
. (7.15)
In general, [ab]S integrals are complex and have the properties [aa]S ∈ R and [ab]S =
[ba]∗S . Thus, only their real parts are important because their imaginary parts cancel
in the sum (7.13).
Within a single-determinant model such as unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF), the
density matrix Pab is a sum of contributions from each of the N orbitals and we can
therefore write
S(s) =
∑
ab
N∑
j=1
C∗ajCbj [ab]S =
N∑
j=1
Sj(s), (7.16)
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where
Sj(s) =
∑
ab
C∗ajCbj [ab]S (7.17)
and the Caj are molecular orbital coefficients and Sj(s) are the molecular orbital Pos-
mom densities. In the same way, Ŝ(k) =
∑N
j=1 Ŝj(k).
The Posmom density S(s) is an even function, so we need consider only s ≥ 0.
The total Posmom densities S(s) are normalized to the total number of electrons, N ,
and the orbital densities Sj(s) are normalized to 1, i.e. S(s) ∈ L1(R). Similarly, the
hyperbolic autocorrelation Ŝ(k) is an even function so we consider only k ≥ 0 and
normalization implies Ŝ(0) = N and Ŝj(0) = 1.
As only atomic systems will be considered in subsequent analysis and discussion,
we designate a general atomic orbital Posmom density by Snl(s), where n and l are the
principal and the azimuthal quantum numbers, respectively. Upon assigning specific
values to n and l, we switch to the corresponding spectroscopic symbols, i.e. 1s (n = 1,
l = 0), 2s (n = 2, l = 0), 2p (n = 2, l = 1), etc. Similar notation applies for Ŝj(k). We
will use an overbar to designate a per electron quantity so, for example, the reduced
Posmom density S(s) is the Posmom density per electron.
7.3 Hydrogenic ions
Because the wavefunctions of the hydrogenic ions (i.e. H, He+, . . . ) differ only by
a dilation factor, their hyperbolic autocorrelations are identical. Moreover, they are
independent of the magnetic quantum number ml and are given by [160]
Ŝnl,H(k) = sech
2l+3(k/2) P
(0,2l+1)
n−l−1
(
2 sech2(k/2)− 1) , (7.18)
where P
(a,b)
n is a Jacobi polynomial [188]. In general, Ŝnl,H(k) equals 1 at k = 0,
possesses n− l − 1 roots and finally decays as e−(l+3/2)k.
The corresponding Posmom densities are given by [187]
Snl,H(s) =
(−1)n−l−1 (n+ l)!
(n− l − 1)! (2l + 1)!
∣∣Γ(l + 32 + is)∣∣2
Γ(12) Γ(l +
3
2) Γ(l + 2)
× 4F3
[
−(n− l − 1) n+ l + 1 l + 32 + is l + 32 − is ; 1
l + 32 l + 2 2l + 2
]
, (7.19)
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Figure 7.1: Posmom density Snl,H(s) of the hydrogenic orbital nl. 1s (—), 2s (– – –),
2p (· · · ), 3s (– · –), 3p (– · · –), 3d (– · · · –).
where 4F3 is a hypergeometric function [168]. Although this expression is complicated,
it reduces in all cases to sechpis multiplied by a polynomial in s2. For example,
S1s,H(s) =
1
2(4s
2 + 1) sechpis, (7.20a)
S2s,H(s) =
1
8(4s
2 + 1)2 sechpis, (7.20b)
S2p,H(s) =
1
24(4s
2 + 1)(4s2 + 9) sechpis. (7.20c)
Figure 7.1 reveals that these densities vary substantially and the number of extrema
(other than at the origin) is equal to the number (Nnode = n− l− 1) of radial nodes in
the wavefunction.
The S1s,H(s), S2p,H(s) and S3d,H(s) densities have Nnode = 0 and decrease mono-
tonically from a maximum at s = 0. The S2s,H(s) and S3p,H(s) densities (Nnode = 1)
have a local minimum at s = 0 and a maximum at s ≈ 1.0 and s ≈ 1.5, respectively.
Finally, S3s,H(s) (Nnode = 2) has a local maximum at s = 0, a local minimum at s ≈ 0.7
and a maximum at s ≈ 1.9. For a given number of nodes, Snl,H(s) broadens as n and
l increase, implying that large values of s (i.e. eccentric electron trajectories) are more
probable for electrons in highly excited states.
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Table 7.1: Exponents of the even-tempered basis sets. The d and f functions are
excluded from the B1 basis.
B1 and B
∗
1 bases B2 basis
s 2−15, 2−14, . . . , 226 2−20, 2−19, . . . , 235
p 2−13, 2−12, . . . , 215 2−18, 2−17, . . . , 223
d 2−4, 2−3, . . . , 28 2−13, 2−12, . . . , 215
f 2−2, 2−1, . . . , 25 —
7.4 Computational details
We have implemented the calculation of hyperbolic autocorrelation integrals (7.11)
and Posmom integrals (7.14) for Gaussian basis sets containing up to f functions in a
development version of the Q-Chem quantum chemistry package [139]. Because the
[ab]S integrals are available in closed form, the CPU time to compute a single value of
S(s) is negligible compared with the cost of the prerequisite self-consistent field (SCF)
calculation.
We have computed the UHF Posmom densities of all the atoms up to Kr using
even-tempered Gaussian basis sets with the exponents in Table 7.1. The B1 basis was
used for the atoms H – Ar; the B2 basis for the atoms K – Kr. These sets are sufficiently
large that the addition of further functions produces maximum fluctuations of less than
10−6 in S(s) and changes of less than 10−7 Eh in the UHF energy.
We have also computed the MP2 [55] and CCSD [50] Posmom densities for H – Ar
using the B∗1 basis set. This basis is sufficiently large that additional functions produce
maximum fluctuations of less than 10−5 in the CCSD Posmom density and changes of
less than 1 mEh in the MP2 or CCSD energies.
7.5 Atomic orbital Posmom densities
Figure 7.2 shows the reduced CCSD/B∗1 Posmom densities S(s) of the first ten
atoms. Each curve decreases monotonically with increasing s but, because of the 2s
and 2p contributions, the densities of Li – Ne are broader than those of H and He. We
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Figure 7.2: Reduced CCSD/B∗1 Posmom densities S(s) in (from top to bottom) He, H,
Li, Ne, F, O, N, C, B, Be.
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Figure 7.3: UHF/B1 orbital densities Snl(s) in the Ne (a) and Ar (b) atoms. 1s (—),
2s (– – –), 2p (· · · ), 3s (– · –), 3p (– · · –).
will discuss the trends in the origin values S(0) in the Section after next.
Figure 7.3 shows the orbital densities Snl(s) for the Ne and Ar atoms. It is initially
surprising that these are similar to their hydrogenic counterparts, even though the
nuclear charges in Ne (Z = 10) and Ar (Z = 18) are much greater than 1. The reason,
however, is straightforward: increasing Z leads to a contraction in position space and a
dilation in momentum space but, to the extent that these effects are exactly matched,
the Posmom is rigorously invariant [160].
Why, then, are the Ne and Ar Posmom densities not identical to their hydrogenic
analogs? It is because electron-electron repulsion leads not only to dilation of the or-
bitals in many-electron atoms but, also, to small changes in their shapes. Because these
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subtle effects are often chemically important, it is valuable to examine the difference
densities
∆Snl,A(s) = Snl,A(s)− Snl,H(s) (7.21)
that they create.
Figure 7.4(a) shows the difference densities ∆S1s,A(s) for several He-like ions. In
each case, the density for s . 0.8 is increased at the expense of larger values, indicating
that electron repulsion reduces the ellipticity of the electrons’ orbits. This interesting
effect diminishes as Z grows (and the electron-electron repulsion becomes increasingly
dominated by the nucleus-electron attraction), and the Posmom density of Kr34+ is
very similar to that of the hydrogenic 1s orbital.
The difference densities are usually larger for the higher orbitals and, to illustrate
this, Figures 7.4(b) and 7.4(c) show ∆S3s,A(s) and ∆S3p,A(s) in the Al, Ar, Mn, Ga
and Kr atoms. Both difference densities behave qualitatively in same way as ∆S1s(s),
i.e. the probability of small s values increases. However, the quantitative effects are
much stronger: the origin value S3s,Al(0) is roughly twice as large as S3s,H(0) and, even
more impressive, S3p,Al(0) is roughly four times as large as S3p,H(0). As in the He-like
ions, the difference densities become smaller as Z increases. Other orbitals behave
similarly.
7.6 A model for atomic orbital Posmom densities
In this Section, we propose an empirical model that approximates Snl(s) for each
orbital in the ground states of H – Kr. Inspired by the results of the foregoing Section,
our model begins with the hydrogenic density and corrects this for the effects of nuclear
charge and other electrons in the same shell. For brevity, the model is presented in
Fourier space but all of the formulae can be transformed into real space using the two
relations
F−1[k2f̂(k)] = − d2
ds2
f(s), (7.22)
F−1[ sechp k] = 2p
4piΓ(p)
∣∣∣∣Γ(p+ is2
)∣∣∣∣2 , (7.23)
where F−1 is the inverse Fourier transform.
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Figure 7.4: (a) UHF/B1 difference densities ∆S1s(s) in (from top to bottom) He, Li
+,
Ne8+, Kr34+. (b) UHF/B1 difference densities ∆S3s(s) in (from top to bottom) Al, Ar,
Mn, Ga, Kr. (c) UHF/B1 difference densities ∆S3p(s) in (from top to bottom) Al, Ar,
Mn, Ga, Kr.
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The difference density in Fourier space is
∆Ŝnl,A(k) = Ŝnl,A(k)− Ŝnl,H(k) (7.24)
and, because of normalization, ∆Ŝnl,A(0) = 0 for any atom A. We have observed that,
apart from this root at the origin, ∆Ŝnl,A(k) always has the same number of roots as
Ŝnl,H(k) and we therefore conjecture that ∆Ŝnl,A(k) can be modeled by a polynomial
∆ŜMnl,A(k) = k
2
n−l∑
i=1
βnl,i sech
2l+2i+1(αnlk/2) (7.25)
inspired by (7.18). The k2 factor is included to give the correct behavior near the origin,
αnl is a dilation/contraction factor which shifts the roots and βnl,i are the polynomial
coefficients. After analyzing αnl and βnl,i for all the orbitals in He – Kr, we have found
that they can be approximated by
αnl = Z
−1
eff (aN
1/3Nsh + b) + c, (7.26)
βnl,i = Z
−1
eff (aN
1/3Nsh + b), (7.27)
where Z−1eff is the effective nuclear charge [36] and Nsh is the number of electrons in
the shell of the atomic orbital nl. The parameters a, b and c, which are collected in
Table 7.2, were determined by least-squares fitting of the model to the UHF Snl,A(s)
for each atomic orbital nl and atom A. In the optimization of β1s,1, the constraint
a+ b = 0 was applied to ensure that ∆ŜM1s,H(k) = 0. In order to capture the behavior
of the difficult S4s(s) orbital, we used
β4s,i = Z
−1
eff (aN
1/3Nsh + b) + c for i = 3, 4. (7.28)
The physical interpretation of (7.26) and (7.27) is as follows:
1. As Figure 7.4(a) shows, ∆Snl(s) is inversely proportional to the nuclear charge;
2. Because of inner-electron shielding, the relevant nuclear charge is Zeff;
3. The Nsh electrons in the same shell as atomic orbital nl affect αnl and βnl,i
additively.
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For example, using our model, the Posmom density of the carbon 2s orbital is the
hydrogenic density (7.20b) plus the inverse Fourier transform of the correction term
(7.25), i.e.
SM2s,C(s) = S2s,H(s) + F−1
[
β2s,1k
2 sech3(α2sk/2) + β2s,2k
2 sech5(α2sk/2)
]
, (7.29)
where, using Zeff = 3.25, N = 6, Nsh = 4 and the parameters in Table 7.2,
α2s = 3.25
−1(+0.0102× 61/3 × 4− 0.0735) + 1.0687 = +1.0689, (7.30a)
β2s,1 = 3.25
−1(−0.0266× 61/3 × 4 + 0.0108) = −0.0562, (7.30b)
β2s,2 = 3.25
−1(+0.1490× 61/3 × 4 + 0.3166) = +0.4306. (7.30c)
Figure 7.5(a) shows the reduced model error
δS
M
(s) = S
M
(s)− SUHF(s) (7.31)
for the He, Be, Ne and Ar atoms. Of these, Be has the largest maximum error
(≈ −0.004) and this represents a relative error of roughly 1%. The integrated model
error
MS =
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣δSM(s)∣∣∣ ds (7.32)
is given for all atoms up to Kr in Table 7.3. For H – Ar, the mean MS value is 0.00295;
over all of the atoms, it is 0.00266. The maximum error, MS = 0.00629, arises for the
Be atom.
7.7 The special value s = 0
The electron density at the nucleus and the momentum density at the origin are
important quantities. The first, ρ(0), arises in the expectation value of the Darwin term
[189] of the non-relativistic limit of the hydrogen Dirac equation [12] and in the Fermi
contact term [190] used in Electron Paramagnetic Resonance spectroscopy [191]. It can
be measured experimentally or determined by standard ab initio methods [192, 193].
The second, Π(0), appears in the Maclaurin expansion of the spherically averaged
momentum density [194] and can be obtained from high-energy electron impact exper-
iments [195] or ab initio calculations [196,197].
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Figure 7.5: (a) Model errors, (b) 6-31+G basis holes and (c) CCSD correlation holes
for He (—), Be (– – –), Ne (· · · ), Ar (dot-dash).
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Table 7.3: Integrated model error × 1000 for H – Kr.
MS 
M
S 
M
S
H 0.00 Al 1.98 Mn 1.75
He 1.50 Si 1.84 Fe 1.82
Li 3.65 P 2.36 Co 2.06
Be 6.29 S 2.03 Ni 2.31
B 4.89 Cl 2.65 Cu 4.17
C 4.07 Ar 3.66 Zn 2.64
N 2.79 K 2.26 Ga 1.56
O 4.11 Ca 3.67 Ge 1.61
F 3.88 Sc 2.68 As 1.59
Ne 2.77 Ti 2.24 Se 2.22
Na 1.82 V 1.99 Br 2.14
Mg 2.74 Cr 4.63 Kr 1.54
The origin Posmom density S(0) is also important, for it directly measures the
probability of circular electronic trajectories [187]. For example, as we saw earlier,
Figure 7.4(a) shows that the electrons’ orbits are more circular in the He atom than in
the H atom.
The origin density Snl,H(0) of a hydrogenic ion is [187]
Snl,H(0) =
1
npi
[
Γ
(
n−l+1
2
)
Γ
(
n−l
2
) Γ (n+l+12 )
Γ
(
n+l+2
2
)]γ , (7.33)
where γ = (−1)n−l, and this is given in Table 7.4 for various orbitals. The highest values
arise for orbitals with no radial nodes (Nnode = 0) and the maximum, S1s,H(0) = 1/2,
arises in the lowest orbital. For a fixed value of Nnode, the origin density decreases as
n grows.
Table 7.5 lists the reduced origin Posmom densities S(0) for the atoms H – Kr at
the UHF level. The average value across a row of the Periodic Table decreases from
0.51270 (He row), to 0.39816 (Ne row), to 0.33760 (Ar row), to 0.30061 (Kr row). The
maximum density (0.52541) occurs for He and the minimum (0.27495) for Ca. The
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Table 7.4: Origin Posmom densities of hydrogenic orbitals.
Nnode = 0 Nnode = 1 Nnode = 2 Nnode = 3
nl Snl,H(0) nl Snl,H(0) nl Snl,H(0) nl Snl,H(0)
1s 0.5 2s 0.125 3s 0.125 4s 0.07031
2p 0.375 3p 0.0625 4p 0.11719 5p 0.04688
3d 0.3125 4d 0.03906 5d 0.10938 6d 0.03418
Table 7.5: Reduced UHF origin Posmom densities S(0) and model errors δS
M
(0) for
H – Kr.
S(0) δS
M
(0) S(0) δS
M
(0) δS(0) S
M
(0)
H 0.50000 0.00000 Al 0.35491 0.00026 Mn 0.30048 0.00011
He 0.52541 -0.00047 Si 0.33928 0.00081 Fe 0.3058 -0.00077
Li 0.42347 0.00315 P 0.32554 0.00142 Co 0.31055 -0.00123
Be 0.37278 -0.00422 S 0.31513 0.00045 Ni 0.31506 -0.00160
B 0.37904 -0.00341 Cl 0.30543 0.00028 Cu 0.33444 -0.00204
C 0.38692 -0.00261 Ar 0.29655 0.00058 Zn 0.32325 -0.00197
N 0.39401 -0.00121 K 0.28492 0.00111 Ga 0.31447 -0.00086
O 0.40320 -0.00245 Ca 0.27495 0.00093 Ge 0.30700 -0.00034
F 0.41018 -0.00205 Sc 0.28065 0.00050 As 0.30044 -0.00000
Ne 0.41569 -0.00068 Ti 0.28583 0.00041 Se 0.29520 -0.00032
Na 0.39152 0.00102 V 0.29095 0.00024 Br 0.29031 -0.00038
Mg 0.37245 -0.00047 Cr 0.31097 0.00214 Kr 0.28575 -0.00026
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Figure 7.6: Reduced UHF origin Posmom densities S(0) for H – Kr.
trends in the S(0) values, shown in Figure 7.6, can be understood qualitatively by
referring to the hydrogenic values in Table 7.4. For example, the fact that S1s,H(0) >
S2p,H(0) > S2s,H(0) explains why S(0) falls from He to Be, but then rises from Be to
Ne. Similar arguments apply to the heavier atoms.
The reduced origin model errors are also given in Table 7.5 and the largest (0.0042)
occurs for Be. The mean absolute error for H – Ar is 0.0014 and this drops to 0.0011
for H – Kr.
7.8 Basis effect on S(s)
We have studied the sensitivity of S(s) to basis set by comparing the standard Pople
basis sets B = STO-3G, 6-31G, 6-31+G, 6-311G or 6-311+G with the B1 basis. The
reduced Posmom basis holes
δS
B
(s) = S
B
(s)− SB1(s) (7.34)
for He, Be, Ne and Ar using the B = 6-31+G basis are plotted in Figure 7.5(b). The
biggest hole arises for Be, where the 6-31+G basis underestimates S(s) for small and
large s and overestimates it for mid-range s. The errors are smaller and in the opposite
direction for He, Ne and Ar.
To assess the basis set quality over all values of s, we define the integrated basis
error
BS =
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣SB(s)− SB1(s)∣∣∣ ds, (7.35)
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and compare it with its position and momentum analogs
Bρ =
∫ ∞
0
∣∣ρB(r)− ρB1(r)∣∣ 4pir2dr, (7.36)
BΠ =
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣ΠB(p)−ΠB1(p)∣∣∣ 4pip2dp, (7.37)
where ρ(r) and Π(p) are the spherically-averaged position and momentum densities
[198]
ρ(r) =
1
4pi
∫
ρ(r)dΩr, (7.38)
Π(p) =
1
4pi
∫
Π(p)dΩp. (7.39)
The errors (7.35), (7.36) and (7.37) were calculated for H – Ar and are presented
in Table 7.6. As anticipated, all the errors decrease with increasing basis size but we
find that S(s) shows the least sensitivity to basis set and Π(p) the most. For S(s), the
addition of diffuse functions is particularly important; for ρ(r), adding extra functions
to the valence shell is more effective; Π(p) benefits equally from both, but still has a
larger overall error than either S(s) or ρ(r). To achieve the same accuracy as ρ(r) and
Π(p) with the 6-311G basis,‡ one needs only the 6-31G basis for S(s).
7.9 Correlation effect on S(s)
The reduced Posmom correlation hole is defined as the difference
δS
C
(s) = S
C
(s)− SUHF(s) (7.40)
between the correlated and UHF reduced Posmom densities, where C is CCSD or MP2.
Reduced CCSD Posmom holes for He, Be, Ne and Ar are shown in Figure 7.5(c) and
the MP2 and CCSD origin reduced holes for H – Ar in Table 7.7.
The origin Posmom correlation hole δS
C
(0) increases monotonically from a negative
value in Be to a positive value in Ne. Physically, this means that correlation causes the
electron trajectories in Be to become less circular, but those in Ne to become more so,
and this can probably be traced to the 2s/2p near-degeneracy static correlation [200] in
‡For some systems, 6-311G is worse than 6-31G and it has been observed [199] that 6-311G is not
of triple-zeta quality.
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Table 7.7: Origin reduced Posmom correlation holes × 1000 for H – Ar.
δS
MP2
(0) δS
CCSD
(0) δS
MP2
(0) δS
CCSD
(0)
H 0.00 0.00 Ne 1.06 1.59
He -1.04 0.58 Na 0.21 0.72
Li -0.71 -0.12 Mg -1.12 -0.12
Be -1.37 -1.85 Al -0.89 -0.24
B -0.54 -0.62 Si -0.78 -0.29
C -0.22 0.14 P -0.63 -0.27
N -0.01 0.62 S -0.41 -0.25
O 0.50 1.16 Cl -0.21 -0.21
F 0.83 1.44 Ar -0.01 -0.15
Be, B and C, which is replaced by primarily dynamic correlation in the heavier atoms.
The holes in other atoms lie between these two extremes and, although the MP2 and
CCSD origin holes are broadly similar, there are some cases (notably He and C) where
they have opposite signs.
Overall, correlation effects are small for S(s) and, to compare them with ρ(r) and
Π(p), we define the integrated correlation errors
CS =
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣SC(s)− SUHF(s)∣∣∣ ds, (7.41)
Cρ =
∫ ∞
0
∣∣ρC(r)− ρUHF(r)∣∣ 4pir2 dr, (7.42)
CΠ =
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣ΠC(p)−ΠUHF(p)∣∣∣ 4pip2 dp, (7.43)
and report these in Table 7.8.
For all three densities, the Group II metals exhibit the largest correlation effects,
showing again the consequences of strong static correlation in these small-gap atoms.
Overall, Π(p) is most strongly affected by correlation, followed by ρ(r) and then S(s).
Compared with CCSD, MP2 tends to overcorrelate by a factor of about 2. This is
consistent with previous results [198,201].
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Table 7.8: Integrated correlation errors ×1000 for H – Ar.
CS 
C
ρ 
C
Π
MP2 CCSD MP2 CCSD MP2 CCSD
H 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
He 1.13 0.58 3.04 1.47 6.08 1.67
Li 0.65 0.17 5.07 2.73 4.91 2.24
Be 3.53 2.55 14.72 12.43 29.38 14.18
B 1.75 0.78 7.4 6.49 14.51 5.77
C 1.06 0.23 5.00 3.42 7.95 1.65
N 0.66 0.84 5.19 2.40 5.04 1.62
O 0.78 1.46 8.17 3.16 9.25 3.75
F 1.08 1.77 10.31 3.68 12.6 4.92
Ne 1.31 1.91 11.57 3.95 14.48 5.46
Na 0.32 0.83 11.06 4.53 11.46 4.77
Mg 2.10 0.51 12.13 6.09 17.14 6.75
Al 1.56 0.48 8.59 4.88 11.41 4.66
Si 1.36 0.44 6.79 4.02 10.10 3.69
P 1.20 0.35 5.62 3.34 9.73 3.04
S 1.03 0.29 4.86 2.96 8.11 2.28
Cl 0.90 0.24 4.57 2.58 8.04 1.93
Ar 0.80 0.24 4.48 2.26 8.27 1.72
Mean 1.18 0.76 7.14 3.91 10.47 3.89
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7.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented formulae for the integrals required to calculate
atomic Posmom densities S(s) from wavefunctions using Gaussian basis functions. We
have used these to compute Posmom densities for the first 36 atoms in the periodic
table (H – Kr) and proposed an empirical scheme that models orbital contributions
to the total Posmom density via corrections to the contributions of the corresponding
hydrogenic orbitals.
The error of the model is comparable to the 6-31+G basis error and the MP2
correlation error. The largest model errors, basis set errors and correlation errors arise
for the Be atom. We have also found that S(s) is more robust than either ρ(r) or Π(p)
to basis set and correlation effects and we attribute this to cancelation effects between
the position and momentum components of s. We conclude that the UHF/6-31+G
level of theory provides a good approximation to the exact S(s) for atoms.
The next step in this investigation is the extension to molecular systems, where
we anticipate that polarization functions will play a larger role. We are currently
undertaking such a study and will report our results elsewhere [184].
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Chapter 8
Intracule Functional Models.
III‡. The Dot Intracule and its
Fourier Transform
The dot intracule D(x) of a system gives the Wigner quasi-probability of finding two
of its electrons with u ·v = x, where u and v are the interelectronic distance vectors in
position and momentum space, respectively. In this chapter, we discuss D(x) and show
that its Fourier transform D̂(k) can be obtained in closed form for any system whose
wavefunction is expanded in a Gaussian basis set. We then invoke Parseval’s theorem
to transform our intracule-based correlation energy method into a D̂(k)-based model
that requires, at most, a one-dimensional quadrature.
‡Parts I and II have been published elsewhere [111,113].
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8.1 Introduction
In principle, the Schro¨dinger equation [152] provides a complete description of the
non-relativistic electronic structure of atoms and molecules. Unfortunately, it is almost
always too complex to solve exactly and systematic approximations are necessary. In
the most famous of these, the Hartree-Fock method [23,24], the wave function is approx-
imated by a single determinant of one-electron functions and the difference between the
resulting energy and the exact Schro¨dinger eigenvalue is defined [39] as the correlation
energy Ec. This quantity is extremely difficult to calculate, even for small systems,
and a wide range of approximate methods have been devised. Wavefunction-based
schemes [25], such as configuration interaction, perturbation theory and coupled–cluster
methods, estimate Ec from the molecular orbitals and their energies; DFT methods [58]
estimate it from the electron density. More recently, however, we have proposed that
it may also be possible to extract Ec from intracules.
The Position intracule P (u) [91, 93] and Momentum intracule M(v) [99, 100] were
introduced long ago and give the probability density for finding two electrons with
separation u = |r1−r2| in position space or v = |p1−p2| in momentum space. However,
neither is well suited to the estimation of correlation energies and the reason for this,
first clearly enunciated by Rassolov [103], is that the correlation contribution from a
pair of electrons depends on both their relative position and their relative momentum.
In an attempt to obtain such “phase-space” information, we turned to the reduced
Wigner distribution [104,202] and we showed how this can be manipulated to form the
Omega intracule Ω(u, v, ω) [106], which can be interpreted as the joint quasi-probability
density for u, v and ω, the angle between the vectors u and v. Appropriate integration
of Ω(u, v, ω) yields the lower intracules [105], including the bivariate Wigner intracule
W (u, v) and Lambda intracule Λ(s, ω), and the univariate P (u), M(v) and Υ(ω) in-
tracules, as well as the Action intracule A(s) and the Dot intracule D(x), where s = uv
and x = u · v.
Each intracule is normalized [94] to the number of pairs of electrons and so, for
example, ∫ ∞
−∞
D(x) dx =
N(N − 1)
2
, (8.1)
where N is the number of electrons in the system. Moreover, if the underlying wave-
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function is expanded in a basis of one-electron functions, the Dot intracule is given [94]
by
D(x) =
∑
abcd
Pabcd [abcd]D, (8.2)
where Pabcd is a two-particle density matrix element and [abcd]D is the Dot integral over
the four basis functions with indices a, b, c and d. In Section 8.2 of this chapter, we show
how D(x) and its Fourier transform can be computed efficiently and, in Section 8.3, we
discuss their physical interpretation using several simple examples.
We have conjectured [105] that the correlation energy Ec is a universal functional
of the Omega intracule and, in particular, that one can write
Ec =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∫ pi
0
Ω(u, v, ω)G(u, v, ω) dω dv du, (8.3)
where G(u, v, ω) is a correlation kernel. By extending this conjecture, each of the lower
intracules can be combined with a suitable kernel to yield a correlation model. Of
these, the Wigner intracule ansatz
Ec =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
W (u, v)G(u, v) du dv (8.4)
has been the most popular to date and has been studied numerically in several papers
[105,111,113,117,172,173,203]. In Sections 8.4 and 8.5 of the present chapter, however,
the Dot intracule ansatz
Ec =
∫ ∞
−∞
D(x)G(x) dx (8.5)
and related approaches will be our primary concern. All of our numerical results are
based on UHF/6-311G wavefunctions and we use atomic units throughout.
8.2 The Dot Intracule and its Fourier transform
The Omega intracule is formed [105] from the reduced two-particle density matrix
by
Ω(u, v, ω) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
ρ2(r, r + q, r + u + q, r + u)
× eiq·vδ(u− |u|)δ(v − |v|)δ(ω − θuv) dr dq dv du (8.6)
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and the Dot intracule is given similarly by
D(x) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
ρ2(r, r + q, r + u + q, r + u)e
iq·vδ(x− u · v) dr dq dv du. (8.7)
This 12-dimensional integral can be simplified by substituting the Dirac identity
δ(z) ≡ 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
eizk dk (8.8)
and integrating over v and q to obtain
D(x) =
1
2pi
∫
ρ2(r, r + ku, r + u + ku, r + u)e
ikx dk dr du. (8.9)
Thus, we can obtain the Dot intracule as the Fourier transform
D(x) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
D̂(k)eixk dk (8.10)
of the f -Dot function
D̂(k) =
∫
ρ2(r , r + ku , r + u + ku , r + u) dr du. (8.11)
We note that the normalization of D(x) implies that D̂(0) = N(N − 1)/2. If the
wavefunction is expanded in a one-electron basis, Equation (8.11) becomes
D̂(k) =
∑
abcd
Pabcd [abcd]D̂, (8.12)
where the f -Dot integrals [abcd]
D̂
are four-centre overlap integrals that, in some cases,
can be found in closed form. For example, if the basis functions are s-type Gaussians,
we obtain
[ssss]
D̂
=
∫
e−α|r−A|
2
e−β|r+ku−B|
2
e−γ|r+u+ku−C|
2
e−δ|r+u−D|
2
dr du
=
pi3
[(α+ δ)(β + γ)]3/2
exp
[
µ2P 2+(η+k)P·Q−λ2Q2
4λ2µ2+(η+k)2
−R
]
[4λ2µ2 + (η + k)2]3/2
, (8.13)
where λ, µ, η, P, Q and R are the usual functions of the exponents and centres [107].
Integrals of higher angular momentum can be generated by differentiating [ssss]
D̂
with
respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the basis function centres, as first suggested by
Boys [37].
We have modified a development version of the Q-Chem 3.1 package [139] to use
(8.12), together with (8.13) and its higher analogues up to [pppp]
D̂
, to construct the
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f -Dot function for arbitrary molecules with s and p basis functions. We are currently
extending our implementation to include d and f functions and this will allow us to
explore the effects of polarization functions. We will report a systematic investigation
of basis set effects elsewhere [96] but we do not expect that the neglect of polarization
functions in the present work will alter our qualitative conclusions.
If one requires the Dot intracule, there are two ways to proceed. The first method
is to use (8.2) and obtain the required Dot integrals from the Fourier transforms
[ssss]D =
pi3
[(α+ δ)(β + γ)]3/2
× 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
[
µ2P 2+(η+k)P·Q−λ2Q2
4λ2µ2+(η+k)2
−R+ ixk
]
[4λ2µ2 + (η + k)2]3/2
dk. (8.14)
In the concentric special case (i.e. P = Q = R = 0), the integral (8.14) is
[ssss]D =
pi2e−iηx
4λ2µ2 [(α+ δ)(β + γ)]3/2
c K1(c), (8.15)
where K1 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind [167] and c = 2λµ|x|. How-
ever, in the general case, we have not been able to solve it in closed form and have
turned instead to numerical methods. For large x, the evaluation of (8.14) by standard
quadrature becomes problematic because the integrand oscillates rapidly but we found
that the Evans-Chung method of optimal contour integration [204] can overcome this
obstacle. This method is presented in Appendix D. For very large x, it should be
possible to use the asymptotic form [205] of (8.14).
A second, more efficient method for forming the Dot intracule is to form the f -Dot
function and then perform the Fourier transform (8.10). To obtain the results in the
next section, we used Q-Chem to compute D̂(k) on a uniform grid of k points and then
performed the inverse transform using the NIntegrate module in the Mathematica
package [206].
Table 8.1 summarizes some of the properties of the [ssss]
D̂
integral that follow from
(8.13) and the properties of the [ssss]D integral that then follow by Fourier transform
theory [207].
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Table 8.1: Properties of the [ssss]
D̂
and [ssss]D integrals
f
D̂
(k) = [ssss]
D̂
fD(x) = [ssss]D
f
D̂
(k) is a real function fD(x) is a hermitian function
f
D̂
(k) = O(|k|−3) as |k| → ∞ f ′′D(x) is discontinuous at x = 0
f
D̂
(k) is smooth for all real k fD(x) = O(e
−2λµ|x|) as |x| → ∞
8.3 Interpretation of D(x) and D̂(k)
In a system with Nα spin-up electrons and Nβ spin-down electrons, the Dot intrac-
ule D(x) and f -Dot function D̂(k) contain NαNβ contributions from electrons with
antiparallel spins and 12N
α(Nα − 1) + 12Nβ(Nβ − 1) contributions from electrons with
parallel spins. These two types of contribution are conveniently isolated and illustrated
by the helium atom in its lowest singlet (1S, antiparallel spins) and triplet (3S, parallel
spins) states.
Figure 8.1 shows D(x) for both states. The intracules are even functions and the
discontinuity of D′′(x) at x = 0 is visible. In the singlet state, the most likely value of
x is zero. Because x is the dot product of u = r1 − r2 and v = p1 − p2, this shows
that the electrons are likely to be close together or moving relatively slowly or orbiting
-10 -5 5 10
x
0.1
0.2
0.3
DHxL
Figure 8.1: D(x) for 1S (—) and 3S (– – –) states of He atom.
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Figure 8.2: D̂(k) for 1S (—) and 3S (– – –) states of He atom.
each other [106]. In the triplet state, however, we observe a marked reduction around
x = 0 and a significant broadening of the intracule. We attribute this to the effects
of antisymmetry, which creates a Fermi hole around each electron and substantially
reduces the probability of small u values compared with the singlet. Consequently,
small values of x are also less likely.
Figure 8.2 shows D̂(k) for both states. The functions are even and their k−3 decay
is slower than the exponential decay of their respective intracules. As one would expect,
the f -Dot function, which is narrower for the triplet than for the singlet, provides a
complementary perspective to the Dot intracule. The dip in the triplet’s intracule
causes D̂(k) to become negative for k & 1.
Figure 8.3 shows how D(x) evolves in larger atoms. As we move from helium to
neon, the intracule broadens and develops a small dip around x = 0. The broadening
arises principally from the higher v (and therefore x) values that occur in heavier
atoms and the dip reflects the increasing importance of parallel-spin contributions to
the intracule (cf. triplet helium).
Figure 8.4, in which we have defined ∆D(x) = D(x) − DNe(x), shows the way in
which D(x) is perturbed as the neon atom is progressively transmuted into HF, H2O,
NH3 and CH4. During this alchemy, the four lone pairs are successively converted into
σ bonds and the intracule decreases slightly for x . 4 and increases slightly for larger
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Figure 8.3: D(x)/D(0) for He (—), Be (– – –), C (· · · ) and Ne (– · –).
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Figure 8.4: ∆D(x) for CH4 (—), NH3 (– – –), H2O (· · · ) and HF (– · –).
values of x. This is consistent with our previous conclusion [106] that, whereas electrons
in lone pairs tend to move orbitally (i.e. ω ≈ pi/2 and so |x| is small), those in σ bonds
tend to move collinearly (i.e. ω ≈ 0 or pi and so |x| is large).
Figs 8.5 and 8.6 show the parallel and antiparallel components of D(x) and D̂(k) for
the He· · ·He dimer at the experimental internuclear separation of 5.6 a.u. The system
has Nα = Nβ = 2 and therefore two parallel and four antiparallel contributions. Both
of the parallel contributions and two of the antiparallel contributions arise from distant
(i.e. u ≈ 5.6) electrons; the other antiparallel contributions arise from electrons on the
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Figure 8.5: Antiparallel (—) and parallel (– – –) components of D(x) for He· · ·He.
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Figure 8.6: Antiparallel (—) and parallel (– – –) components of D̂(k) for He· · ·He.
same atom.
Because the parallel electrons are far apart and u · v can therefore take a wide
range of values, the parallel component of D(x) (the dashed curve in Figure 8.5) is
very flat. We note, however, the slight dip near x = 0 that arises from the Fermi hole.
Because the parallel component of D(x) is flat, the parallel component of D̂(k) (the
dashed curve in Figure 8.6) is correspondingly sharp. The antiparallel component of
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D(x) (the solid curve in Figure 8.5) is a sum of a contribution from distant electrons
(which produces the tail of the intracule and which is almost identical to the parallel
component) and close electrons (which govern its behaviour at small x). The two
contributions that produce the antiparallel component of D̂(k) are also clear in the
solid curve in Figure 8.6.
In all of our numerical studies, the computed D(x) is a strictly positive function. On
the basis of this empirical evidence, we conjecture that D(x) is positive (or, equivalently,
that D̂(k) is a positive-definite function [208]) in all systems.
8.4 A Correlation Model based on D(x)
Given that we can compute D(x) for an arbitrary molecule, how can we then extract
an estimate of the correlation energy from it? In previous work, we have taken Equa-
tion (8.5) as our starting point and explored various G(x) kernels. A simpler approach
is to base an estimate on the value of the intracule at a selected point x. For example,
it can be shown [105] that x = 0 corresponds to either u = 0, v = 0 or du/dt = 0. Each
of these is a physical situation in which one might expect the electrons to be strongly
correlated and one could guess that D(0), the quasi-probability density for x = 0, may
therefore be a useful indicator of Ec.
At x = 0, the [ssss]D integral (8.14) takes the simpler form
[ssss]D =
pi3
[(α+ δ)(β + γ)]3/2
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
[
µ2P 2+kP·Q−λ2Q2
4λ2µ2+k2
−R
]
(4λ2µ2 + k2)3/2
dk. (8.16)
However, we have not been able to solve this in closed form and we have therefore
obtained D(0) from Equation (8.10) by integrating D̂(k) numerically.
We have investigated the simple ansatz
EDc = cDD(0)
α, (8.17)
where cD and α are parameters and, by approximate fitting to the known correlation
energies of the first 18 atoms, we obtained cD = −90 mEh and α = 3/4. Table 8.2
summarizes the performance of this model for each of the atoms and molecules in the
G1 dataset [209]. The second column gives the exact correlation energy [140] of each
species. The differences ∆EDc = E
exact
c −EDc between the exact correlation energies and
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Table 8.2: The exact correlation energy (Eexactc ), the MP2 error (∆E
MP2
c ), the E
D̂
c
error (∆ED̂c ), and the E
D
c error (∆E
D
c ), for the atoms and molecules in the G1 dataset.
All values in mEh
Molecule −Eexactc ∆EMP2c ∆ED̂c ∆EDc Molecule −Eexactc ∆EMP2c ∆ED̂c ∆EDc
H 0 0 0 0 HCO 553 -298 -26 -8
He 42 -29 1 -1 S 597 -458 1 5
H2 41 -23 -1 -1 SiH2 (
3B1) 540 -382 27 44
Li 45 -32 0 10 SiH2 (
1A1) 567 -400 6 20
Be 94 -56 -12 -5 O2 636 -349 -54 -42
LiH 83 -57 7 10 H2CO 586 -319 -12 10
B 121 -80 -9 1 C2H4 518 -293 53 80
BeH 93 -62 5 24 Cl 658 -579 8 0
C 151 -108 0 7 PH2 611 -440 29 30
Li2 124 -82 4 13 SiH3 575 -403 44 58
N 185 -137 14 13 Ar 723 -628 17 -6
CH 194 -128 -3 7 HCl 707 -605 23 2
O 249 -174 5 1 H2S 683 -503 31 17
NH 236 -158 13 10 PH3 652 -464 41 39
CH2 (
3B1) 208 -135 31 34 SiH4 606 -420 61 76
CH2 (
1A1) 239 -152 -4 6 F2 757 -433 -75 -69
F 318 -210 -1 -15 H2O2 711 -403 -31 -17
OH 309 -194 4 -10 N2H4 641 -368 33 60
NH2 287 -177 20 8 CH3OH 629 -364 38 67
CH3 254 -156 45 39 C2H6 561 -327 96 138
Ne 391 -243 -2 -33 CO2 876 -451 -52 -23
HF 389 -230 -4 -35 CS 867 -575 -33 -18
H2O 371 -215 9 -20 Na2 819 -543 -9 -59
NH3 340 -198 32 8 SiO 879 -530 -48 -36
CH4 299 -178 60 45 SO 957 -635 -33 -9
Na 396 -265 -8 -13 ClO 1002 -787 -28 -3
Mg 438 -292 -15 -15 FCl 1063 -806 -35 -18
LiF 441 -260 -3 -21 HOCl 1045 -792 -14 3
Al 465 -324 -12 -5 CH3Cl 968 -757 58 82
CN 483 -290 -63 -39 CH3SH 946 -654 68 100
Si 500 -363 -9 2 NaCl 1101 -872 30 -21
N2 549 -264 -59 -48 Si2 1077 -761 -30 -30
CO 535 -275 -46 -35 P2 1205 -816 -22 -26
HCN 515 -257 -23 -15 S2 1275 -933 2 10
HCCH 480 -254 14 21 SO2 1334 -791 -76 -7
P 540 -405 -2 8 Si2H6 1183 -821 113 169
NO 596 -335 -64 -49 Cl2 1380 -1186 9 10
Mean Absolute Errors (MAEs)
Atoms only 244 6 8
Molecules only 421 33 34
Atoms and molecules 378 27 28
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Figure 8.7: Eexactc vs E
D
c for the systems in the G1 dataset (mEh)
the energies from Equation (8.17) are given in the fifth column and, for comparison, the
differences ∆EMP2c = E
exact
c − EMP2c between the exact and MP2/6-311G correlation
energies are given in the third column.
The scatterplot of Eexactc against E
D
c is shown in Figure 8.7 and the mean absolute
error (MAE) over the G1 set is 28 mEh. Examination of the errors in Table 8.2 reveals
that, although the ansatz performs well for most atoms (Ne, with ∆EDc = −33 mEh,
is the worst) and for many of the smallest molecules, it performs very poorly for the
larger systems and disilane (∆EDc = 169 mEh) and ethane (∆E
D
c = 138 mEh) are the
extreme examples of this.
The reason for such failures can be understood by examining the variation of D(0)
in the H2 molecule with the bond length R. Table 8.3 shows that D(0), and therefore
EDc , decays too slowly at large R. In fact, whereas London dispersion produces E
exact
c ∼
O(R−6), it can be shown that D(0) ∼ O(R−1). As a result, in large molecules, D(0)
exaggerates the contributions from well-separated electrons.
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Figure 8.8: Eexactc vs E
D̂
c for the systems in the G1 dataset (mEh).
8.5 A Correlation Model based on D̂(k)
In Section 8.2, we showed that it is useful, both theoretically and numerically, to
regard the Dot intracule as the Fourier transform of a more fundamental (and more
easily computed) object (8.11) that we have called the f -Dot function. In view of this,
it is interesting to explore the use of the General Parseval Relation [154] to re-cast (8.5)
as
Ec =
∫ ∞
−∞
D̂(k)Ĝ(k) dk, (8.18)
where Ĝ(k) is the Fourier transform of G(x). This leads us to consider a new class of
kernel, in k space rather than x space, and allows us to exploit the fact that we can
compute D̂(k) analytically and obtain an expression for the correlation energy Ec that
requires at most a one-dimensional quadrature.
One of the simplest possible k-space kernels is
Ĝ(k) = c
D̂
δ(k − k0), (8.19)
where c
D̂
and k0 are parameters. In this case, Equation (8.18) takes the simple closed
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Table 8.3: Variation of the correlation energy Eexactc (mEh, from [210]), D(0) and
D̂(k0), with the bond length R (a.u.) in the H2 molecule.
R −Eexactc D(0) D̂(k0)
0 42.05 0.3548 0.5549
1 39.40 0.3493 0.5338
2 46.51 0.3367 0.4996
3 40.11 0.2138 0.2404
4 13.50 0.1453 0.0978
5 3.30 0.1127 0.0417
6 0.76 0.0931 0.0181
7 0.19 0.0796 0.0078
8 0.05 0.0696 0.0033
9 0.02 0.0619 0.0014
10 0.01 0.0557 0.0005
Large O(R−6) O(R−1) O(e−ζR2)
form
ED̂c = cD̂ D̂(k0). (8.20)
This expression is equivalent to the two-parameter formula given in Equation (10)
of Reference [113] where, by fitting to the known correlation energies of the first 18
atoms, it was found that the optimal values of the parameters are c
D̂
= −76.95 mEh
and k0 = 0.8474. The differences ∆E
D̂
c = E
exact
c − ED̂c between the energies from
Equation (8.20) and the exact correlation energies for the atoms and molecules in the
G1 dataset are given in the fourth column of Table 8.2.
The scatterplot of Ec against E
D̂
c is shown in Figure 8.8 and the mean absolute
deviation across the G1 set is 27 mEh. Examination of the errors in Table 8.2 reveals
that, like (8.17), the ansatz (8.20) performs well for atoms (Ar, with ∆ED̂c = 17 mEh,
is worst) and small molecules, but is less effective in the larger systems. As before,
disilane (∆ED̂c = 113 mEh) and ethane (∆E
D̂
c = 96 mEh) produce the largest errors.
As with the first ansatz, part of the reason for such failures can be traced to the
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variation of D̂(k0) in the H2 molecule. The results in Table 8.3 show that, unlike D(0),
D̂(k0) decays too rapidly with R. In fact, it can be shown that D̂(k0) ∼ O(e−ζR2),
where ζ depends on the exponents of the Gaussian basis functions, and this means that
ED̂c is incapable of describing long-range correlation (e.g. dispersion). Nonetheless,
although D̂(k0) behaves incorrectly, it seems to approximate R
−6 somewhat better
than D(0) does.
Finally, we note that while the R-dependent decay behaviour of D(0) and D̂(k0)
is very different, the models based upon these two quantities produce very similar
estimates of the correlation energy. Their overall errors are almost indistinguishable
and, moreover, there are strong statistical similarities between their errors for individual
molecules. Given that a single point in x space embodies information from all k values
(and vice versa), it is particularly surprising that these two different models seem to
capture the same electron correlation effects.
8.6 Reaction energy errors
It is clear from Table 8.2 that the MAEs of the popular MP2 method are at least
an order of magnitude larger than those of the ED̂c and E
D
c models. However, MP2 is a
valuable tool in quantum chemistry because its errors are generally systematic and tend
to cancel between reactants and products in chemical reactions, particularly for those
that are isodesmic (same number and type of bonds in the reactants and products) and
isogyric (same number of unpaired electrons in the reactants and products).
In Table 8.4, we consider a variety of reactions whose MP2, ED̂c and E
D
c correlation
energy errors can be derived from the data in Table 8.2. Each of the first 47 reac-
tions involves a homolytic bond fission and is therefore neither isodesmic nor isogyric.
Overall, the accuracies of the three methods are comparable, with MAEs close to 20
mEh, but MP2 tends to be least accurate for the smallest systems. The remaining 24
reactions are both isodesmic and isogyric and, as such, are significantly easier to model
accurately. Both MP2 and the intracule-based approaches are more accurate for these
reactions and, on average, the MP2 errors are roughly half as large as those of the ED̂c
and EDc models.
Overall, the reaction errors of the intracule-based models are somewhat larger and
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significantly less systematic than those of MP2. On the other hand, the cost of comput-
ing the ED̂c correlation energies from Equation (8.20) — roughly the same as a single
Hartree-Fock SCF iteration — is small compared with MP2.
8.7 Conclusions
We have presented an efficient method for computing the Dot intracule D(x) of
an atomic or molecular system and for computing its Fourier transform, the f -Dot
function D̂(k). We have shown that the latter can be formed from the reduced two-
particle density matrix and that this can be accomplished in closed form when the
parent wavefunction is expanded in a Gaussian one-electron basis.
We have argued that both D(x) and D̂(k) can be used as starting points in intracule
functional models of the electron correlation energy and we have discussed the numerical
results of two such models. In one of these, the correlation energy estimate ED̂c is
available in closed-form and can be computed very rapidly.
Chapter 9
The distribution of r12 · p12 in
quantum systems:
a new exact intracule
This chapter introduces the two-particle density distribution of x = r12 · p12 =
(r1 − r2) · (p1 − p2). The fundamental equations involved in the derivation of this new
intracule X(x) (called Posmom) are derived and compared with the previously intro-
duced Posmom density S(s) (where s = r ·p) and the Dot intracule D(x) derived from
the Wigner distribution. To illustrate the information provided by the Posmom intrac-
ule, we apply this new formalism to various two-electron systems: the 3D parabolic
quantum dots and the helium-like ions.
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9.1 Introduction
Intracules are special two-particle density distributions obtained from the general
spinless second-order reduced density matrix [88]
ρ2
r1 , r′1
r2 , r
′
2
 = ∫ Ψ∗ (r1, r2, r3, . . . , rN ) Ψ (r′1, r′2, r3, . . . , rN) dr3 · · · drN , (9.1)
where Ψ(r1, r2, r3, . . . , rN ) is the N -particle position wave function. The intracules are
normalized to the number of particle pairs N(N − 1)/2.
The seminal intracule is the Position intracule, P (u), which was introduced a long
time ago by Coulson and Neilson [91] to study correlation effects in the helium atom [92]
P (u) =
∫
ρ2
 r , r
r + u , r + u
 dr dΩu. (9.2)
In (9.2), u ≡ r12 = |r1 − r2| and Ωu is the angular part of u. P (u) gives the probability
of finding two particles separated by a distance u and has been widely studied [92,94–
98].
In momentum space, the Momentum intracule is [99,100],
M(v) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
ρ2
 r , r + q
r + u+ q , r + u
 eiq·vdr dq du dΩv, (9.3)
where v ≡ p12 = |p1 − p2| and Ωv is the angular part of v. M(v) gives the probability
of finding two particles moving with a relative momentum v.
Starting with the Wigner distribution [104], one can generate an entire family of
intracules [94, 105], which combine information on the position and/or momentum of
two particles. In this family, the Omega intracule [106] plays a central role
Ω(u, v, ω) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
ρ2
 r , r + q
r + u+ q , r + u
 eiq·vδ(ω − θuv)dr dq dΩu dΩv, (9.4)
In (9.4), ω ≡ θuv is the dynamical angle between the vector u and v. Ω(u, v, ω) can
be interpreted as a joint quasi -probability density for u, v and ω. The term quasi
indicates that Ω(u, v, ω) is not an exact density as it may take negative values [105].
Based on the observation of Rassolov [103] that both relative position and relative
momentum are important to describe the correlation between pairs of electrons, and
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because the Omega intracule contains information on both quantities, Ω(u, v, ω) has
been extensively used in Intracule Functional Theory (IFT) [96,105,110–114].
The Omega intracule can be reduced, by appropriate integration [105], to lower-
order intracules, such as the exact P (u) and M(v), as well as, the Angle intracule
[106,111]
Υ(ω) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
Ω(u, v, ω)du dv, (9.5)
which gives important information on the relative angle between u and v. The same
kind of reduction leads to the Dot intracule [96,110]
D(x) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
x
Ω(u, z/u, ω)
u z sinω
dz du, (9.6)
where z = u v and x = u ·v = u v cosω. Within one scalar variable x, the Dot intracule
combines information on the relative position u and momentum v of the particles, as
well as their corresponding angle ω.
Although Υ(ω) and D(x) have always been found positive everywhere for any previ-
ously considered system, there is no warranty that they belong to the exact probability
density class. However, they have demonstrated to be useful tools for understanding
the behavior of the electron pair [106] and for obtaining electron correlation energy for
atomic or molecular systems [110,113].
The following Section (Sec. 9.2) shows how to derive the exact probability distri-
bution of x = u · v.
9.2 The Posmom intracule
We define the Posmom intracule, X(x), as the exact two-particle probability density
for the intracule variable x = u · v. It represents the two-particle generalization of the
Posmom density, S(s), which has been previously studied [160, 165, 187]. As reported
in Ref. [165], s = r ·p is connected with types of particle trajectories Likewise, x sheds
light on types of particle pair trajectories.
The quantum mechanical operator
s¯ = −i~
(
3
2
+ r ·∇r
)
(9.7)
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is known to be an unbounded self-adjoint operator [162,174] and its two-particle equiv-
alent is
x¯ = −2i~
(
3
2
+ u ·∇u
)
, (9.8)
where ∇ is the gradient operator. Both s¯ and x¯ are quantum mechanical observables.
Following the same approach used in [160] to obtain S(s) from s¯, one can show that
the Posmom intracule can be expressed as the Fourier transform
X(x) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
X̂(k)eikxdk (9.9)
of the two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation function
X̂(k) =
∫
ρ2
 r , r + sinh(k~)u
r + ek~u , r + cosh(k~)u
 drdu. (9.10)
This expression can be simplified after defining the intracule density matrix
ρu
(
u , u′
)
=
∫
ρ2
o− u/2 , o− u′/2
o+ u/2 , o+ u′/2
 do, (9.11)
where o = r1 + r2 is the extracule vector,
X̂(k) =
∫
ρu
(
e+k~u , e−k~u
)
du. (9.12)
Similarly, the f -Dot function [110]
D̂(k) =
∫
ρ2
 r , r + k~u
r + u+ k~u , r + u
 dr du (9.13)
used to calculate the Dot intracule
D(x) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
D̂(k)eikxdk, (9.14)
reduces to
D̂(k) =
∫
ρu
(
(1 + k~)u , (1− k~)u
)
du. (9.15)
Comparing (9.12) with (9.15) and the Taylor expansion of the exponential function
e±k~ = 1± k~+ k
2
2
~2 + . . . (9.16)
reveals that the probability density of x derived from the Wigner distribution, i.e. D(x),
is a first-order approximation to the exact intracule, X(x). Thus, the quasi-intracule
is correct to O(~) and becomes exact in the classical limit ~→ 0.
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Surprisingly, one can obtain X̂(k) from the range k ∈ [−1, 1] of D̂(k) with the
following transformation
X̂(k) =
D̂ (tanh (k~))
cosh3 (k~)
. (9.17)
Table 9.1 gathers the one- and two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation functions with
the equivalent hyperbolic autocorrelation functions derived from the Wigner distribu-
tion and their connections. In Table 9.1, the one-particle density matrix is given by
ρ1
(
r1 , r
′
1
)
=
2
N − 1
∫
ρ2
r1 , r′1
r2 , r2
 dr2. (9.18)
If the wave function is expanded in one-electron functions, φa(r), the reduced two-
particle density matrix becomes
ρ2
r1 , r′1
r2 , r
′
2
 = ∑
abcd
Pabcdφa(r1)φb(r
′
1)φc(r2)φd(r
′
2), (9.19)
where Pabcd is a two-particle density matrix element. In this case, (9.10) is given by
X̂(k) =
∑
abcd
Pabcd [abcd]X̂ , (9.20)
where we have introduced the two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation integral [abcd]
X̂
,
which can be solved in some cases. For example, if the basis functions are s-type
Gaussian functions, we obtain (in atomic units)
[ssss]
X̂
=
∫
e−α|r−A|
2
e−β|r+sinh(k)u−B|
2
e−γ|r+exp(k)u−C|
2
e−δ|r+cosh(k)u−D|
2
dr du
=
pi3
J3/2
exp
[
−F + 1
ξ
|G|2 + 1
ξJ
|H|2
]
, (9.21)
where we have used the following scalars
ξ = α+ β + γ + δ, (9.22)
F = α|A|2 + β|B|2 + γ|C|2 + δ|D|2, (9.23)
J = ξ
[
β sinh2(k) + γ exp(2k) + δ cosh2(k)
]
− [β sinh(k) + γ exp(k) + δ cosh(k)]2 ,
(9.24)
and vectors
G = αA+ βB + γC + δD, (9.25)
H = β sinh(k)(ξB −G) + γ exp(k)(ξC −G) + δ sinh(k)(ξD −G). (9.26)
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Integrals of higher angular momentum can be generated by differentiating [ssss]
X̂
with
respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the basis function centers, as first suggested by
Boys [37]. The general procedure to obtain the Posmom intracule (up to d functions)
has been implemented in a development version of the quantum chemistry package
Q-Chem [139].
Equations (9.20) and (9.21) can be applied to P (u), M(v), Υ(ω) and D̂(k). In
particular, if we replace the functions sinh(k), exp(k) and cosh(k) by their first-order
approximations (k, 1 + k and 1, respectively), in the expression of J and H, one finds
the f -Dot integrals [ssss]
D̂
[110]. In the special case of concentric s-type Gaussian, the
intracule integrals reduce to
[ssss]P =
4pi5/2
ξ3/2
u2 exp
(
−µ
ξ
u2
)
, (9.27)
[ssss]M =
4pi5/2
χ3/2
v2 exp
(
−ν
χ
v2
)
, (9.28)
[ssss]Υ =
pi3
(
λ− 2η cos2 ω)
2ζ3/2 (λ+ η cos2 ω)5/2
sinω, (9.29)
[ssss]
D̂
=
pi3
K3/2
, (9.30)
[ssss]
X̂
=
pi3
J3/2
, (9.31)
where
µ = (α+ β)(γ + δ), (9.32)
ν = (α+ γ)(β + δ), (9.33)
ζ = (α+ δ)(β + γ), (9.34)
χ = 4(αβγ + αβδ + αγδ + βγδ), (9.35)
λ =
(
1
α+ δ
+
1
β + γ
)(
αδ
α+ δ
+
βγ
β + γ
)
, (9.36)
η =
(
α
α+ δ
− β
β + γ
)2
, (9.37)
K = ξ
[
βk2 + γ(1 + k)2 + δ
]− [βk + γ(1 + k) + δ]2 . (9.38)
X(x) and D(x) are computed numerically following Equations (9.9) and (9.14).
Both X(x) and X̂(k) are even functions and we consider here only the positive part,
i.e. x ≥ 0 and k ≥ 0. Similar conditions apply to D(x) and D̂(k).
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Figure 9.1: Physical interpretation of the variables u, v, ω and x in the weak, medium
and strong correlation regimes.
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The physical interpretation of the variables u, v, ω and x are summarized in Figure
9.1. The three limiting configurations ω = 0, pi/2 and pi, which are related to x = u v,
0 and −u v are depicted for the weak (u and v large), medium (where one of u and v is
large and the other is small) and strong correlation (u and v small) regime. A faithful
description of electron correlation obviously requires information about the relative
position u and momentum v, but also on the mutual orientation of these two vectors ω,
which gives insight into the nature of the electrons’ mutual orbit (self-orbiting process).
While the Angle intracule provides information on ω, within a single variable x, the
Dot and Posmom intracules also provide information about the magnitude of u and v,
and thus about the type of correlation regime (weak, medium or strong). However, as
noted above, being a first-order approximation of X(x), the information gathered in
D(x) is slightly biased. The effects of this approximation will be investigated below.
In the next two sections, the Posmom intracule is compared with Υ(ω), D(x), P (u)
and M(v) for various two-electron systems, such as 3D parabolic quantum dots (Sec.
9.3) and the helium-like ions (Sec. 9.4). Atomic units are used throughout.
9.3 Quantum dots
In our study of the Posmom intracule in 3D parabolic quantum dots [211], we
will consider three situations, which correspond to different kinds of treatment of the
Coulombic interaction between the two electrons. First, we will consider the non-
interacting case, in which the interparticle interaction is simply ignored. Secondly, the
Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation [25] will be considered. It consists of averaging the
Coulomb interaction between the electrons (mean-field approximation). Finally, the
exact solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation, obtained for well-defined discrete values of
the harmonic confinement force constant will be studied [212,213].
9.3.1 Hamiltonian and wave functions
The non-interacting Hamiltonian is
H¯0 = −1
2
(∇21 +∇22) + V (r1) + V (r2), (9.39)
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where
V (r) =
r2
2κ2
(9.40)
is the external harmonic potential and 1/κ2 is the force constant.
The 1S ground state wave function of the non-interacting system is the product of
two Gaussian functions
Ψ0(r1, r2) = ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2), (9.41)
ψ0(r) = (piκ)
−3/4 exp
(
− r
2
2κ
)
(9.42)
with the energy
E0 =
3
κ
. (9.43)
In contrast, the HF wave function, which is the product of two orbitals,
ΨHF(r1, r2) = ψHF(r1)ψHF(r2) (9.44)
is not known in closed form, but can be efficiently evaluated numerically. The HF
orbital satisfies the integrodifferential equation[
−∇
2
2
+ V (r) +
∫
ψ2HF(r2)
r12
dr2
]
ψHF(r) = HFψHF(r), (9.45)
and the energy is given by
EHF = 2
∫
ψHF(r)
[
−∇
2
2
+ V (r)
]
ψHF(r)dr+
∫ ∫
ψ2HF(r1)
1
r12
ψ2HF(r2)dr1dr2. (9.46)
To solve (9.45), we expand ψHF(r) in a Gaussian basis set
ψHF(r) =
NG∑
j=1
cje
−αjr2 . (9.47)
The energy (9.46) can be minimized with respect to the coefficients cj and αj using a
numerical solver [214], thus avoiding the self-consistent field procedure usually needed
for this kind of calculation [215,216].
Within the exact treatment, the Schro¨dinger equation reads
H¯Ψκ ≡
(
H¯0 + 1
r12
)
Ψκ = EκΨκ. (9.48)
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Table 9.2: Energies of 3D parabolic quantum dots for different treatments of the inter-
electronic interaction.
NG κ = 2 κ = 10
E0 — 1.5 0.3
EHF
1 2.04 0.53
2 2.038439 0.52904
3 2.0384389 0.5290415
4 2.0384388718 0.5290415256
5 2.038438871755 0.52904152556
O’Neill and Gill‡ 2.03843887 —
Ragot§ 2.03843887176 —
Eexact — 2. 0.5
‡Reference [95]: 7 basis functions.
§Reference [215]: 11 basis functions.
Following Taut [213], exact solutions of (9.48) are known for particular values of κ. For
example, for κ = 2 and κ = 10,
Ψ2(r1, r2) ∝
(
1 +
r12
2
)
ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2), (9.49)
Ψ10(r1, r2) ∝
(
1 +
r12
2
+
r212
20
)
ψ0(r1)ψ0(r2), (9.50)
with energies
E2 = 2, E10 =
1
2
. (9.51)
Table 9.2 gathers the energy convergence with the number of Gaussian functions
NG for κ = 2 and κ = 10. The correlation energy
Ecorr = Eexact − EHF (9.52)
for κ = 2 is somewhat lower (38.438 871 755 mEh) than previously reported [95, 215]
and for the weaker force constant, we found 29.041 525 56 mEh.
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9.3.2 Position Intracule
The non-interacting Position intracule reads
P0(u) =
2
piκ3/2
u2 exp
(
−u
2
2κ
)
. (9.53)
For κ = 2 and κ = 10, PHF,κ(u) is obtained from (9.27) and (9.47), while the exact
Position intracules Pκ(u) are explicitly given by
P2(u) =
(1 + u/2)2
8 + 5
√
pi
u2 exp
(
−u
2
4
)
, (9.54)
P10(u) =
(1 + u/2 + u2/20)2
5/2(240 + 61
√
5pi)
u2 exp
(
−u
2
20
)
. (9.55)
Equation (9.54) has been reported previously [95].
9.3.3 Momentum Intracule
Following the same labeling as the previous section, the non-interacting Momentum
intracule is
M0(v) =
2
pi
κ3/2v2 exp
(
−κv
2
2
)
. (9.56)
MHF,2(v) and MHF,10(v) are obtained from (9.28) and (9.47). The exact Momemtum
intracule are
M2(v) =
8v2
8 + 5
√
pi
[√
2
pi
+ e−
v2
2 +
(
1
v
− v
)
erfi
(
v√
2
)
e−
v2
2
]2
, (9.57)
M10(v) =
80
√
5v2
48
√
5 + 61
√
pi
[√
10
pi
+
(
4− 5v2) e− 5v22
+
(
1
v
− 5v
)
erfi
(√
5
2
v
)
e
−5v2
2
]2
, (9.58)
where erfi(z) = erf(iz) and erf(z) is the error function [188]. Equation (9.57) has been
reported previously [95].
9.3.4 Angle Intracule
The Angle intracule of two non-interacting particles is entirely determined by the
appropriate geometric Jacobian and is [111]
Υ0(ω) =
sinω
2
. (9.59)
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ΥHF,2(ω) and ΥHF,10(ω) are obtained from (9.29) and (9.47). Υ2(ω) and Υ10(ω) have
been obtained by numerical integration of (9.4) and (9.5). Equation (9.4) can be
reduced to a two-dimensional integral, and special attention has been taken for the four-
dimensional numerical integration (Equation (9.5)) to ensure convergence of O(10−3)
for each value of ω.
9.3.5 Dot and Posmom intracules
D̂HF,2(k) and D̂HF,10(k), (Equations (9.47) and (9.30)), as well as X̂HF,2(k) and
X̂HF,10(k) (Equations (9.47) and (9.31)) have been obtained numerically. Table 9.3
gathers the non-interacting and exact (κ = 2 and 10) Dot and Posmom intracules in
Fourier and direct space. In Table 9.3, Kn represents the nth modified Bessel function
of the second kind and Γ is the gamma function [188]. The similarity between the Dot
and Posmom expressions are striking.
9.3.6 Intracule Holes
All intracules presented above are gathered in Figure 9.2 for κ = 2 and the effect
of introducing the Coulomb interaction between the particles can be viewed in Figure
9.3, where we have extended the concept of correlation hole, originally defined as the
difference between the exact and HF Position intracule [91]
∆P (u) = P (u)− PHF(u), (9.60)
to any intracule I
∆I = I − IHF. (9.61)
Furthermore, we define the HF hole as the intracule difference between HF and non-
interacting intracules
∆IHF = IHF − I0. (9.62)
Compared to the non-interacting case, when the Coulomb repulsion is taken into
account by the mean-field approximation (HF), the particles are found at larger relative
distances and are moving with slower relative momenta, as one can see from P (u) and
M(v) in Figures 9.2(a) or 9.2(b), respectively. However, the HF intracules, Υ(ω), D(x)
and X(x), are almost identical to the non-interacting intracules. This tells us that
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Figure 9.2: Various intracules (in a.u.) obtained for a parabolic quantum dot with
κ = 2: non-interacting(—), HF (– – –) and exact (· · · ).
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the HF approximation corresponds to almost an exact dilation of the system as Υ(ω),
D(x) and X(x) are invariant to an exact contraction or dilation. This property can
be extracted from (9.59) and the expressions of D0(x) and X0(x) given in Table 9.3.
Indeed, these expressions are independent of the parameter κ.
The comparison of the HF holes and correlation holes of P (u) and M(v) reveals a
surprising similarity in magnitude, as shown in Figures 9.3(a) and 9.3(b) and in the
shape, as shown in Figures 9.3(c) and 9.3(d). Correlation affects Υ(ω), D(x) and X(x)
by decreasing the probability at ω = pi/2 (for Υ(ω)) and at x = 0 (for D(x) and X(x)).
In fact, these two values are connected. Indeed, x = uv cosω and ω = pi/2 (or x = 0)
correspond to two particles self-orbiting (Figure 9.1). The other possibilities for x = 0,
i.e. u = 0 or v = 0, are negligible due to a Jacobian effect.
Weakening the force constant induces a dilation of P (u), a contraction of M(v) and
an increase in the HF and correlation holes of Υ(ω), D(x) and X(x) (Figure 9.3). As
pointed out above, the non-interacting intracules are invariant to such transformations.
The differences between D(x) and X(x) are significant. D(x) is obtained from the
Omega intracule, itself based on the Wigner distribution, and, as shown by (9.12),
(9.15) and (9.16), D(x) is a first-order approximation in ~ of the exact X(x). As a
result, the f -Dot function decays as k−3 for large k and induces a singularity in the
second derivative of D(x) at x = 0 [110,207]. Consequently, the Dot intracule predicts
D2(0) = 0.219, whereas the exact value is X2(0) = 0.168.
The fact that D(x) is an approximation of the exact X(x) casts a shadow on the
truthfulness of Υ(ω). However, all three intracules, Υ(ω), D(x) and X(x), show similar
modifications in the particle pair relative positions and/or motions when the Coulomb
interaction is taken into account. While the mean-field approximation (HF treatment)
does not significantly modify the type of motion, where the most probable type of
motion is self-orbiting particle, i.e. ω = pi/2, the exact treatment decreases this proba-
bility. Thus, correlated particle pairs have less self-orbiting motion, which tends to be
in opposition with popular belief. Thanks to X(x), we now have an rigorous tool to
investigate such changes of motion.
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Figure 9.3: Various intracules holes (in a.u.) for the parabolic quantum dots with κ = 2
and κ = 10: HF hole (—) and correlation hole (– – –).
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9.4 Helium-like ions
We now turn our attention to the helium-like ions. The Hamiltonian is obtained by
substituting the harmonic potential V (r) in (9.39) with the Coulombic potential
V (r) = −Z
r
, (9.63)
where Z is the nuclear charge. The HF wave function and energy are obtained by
solving (9.45) and (9.46) with the same substitution.
We have considered five values of Z which correspond to the following helium-like
ions: H−, He, Li+, B3+ and Ne8+. The Position and the Posmom intracules will be
investigated in this section.
9.4.1 Ground state
The HF orbital is given by the Gaussian expansion (9.47) with NG = 11. Both the
exponents and coefficients have been optimized. A 64-term Hylleraas-type expansion
(NH = 3) [83]
Ψ(r1, r2) =
NH∑
nlm
cnlm(r1 + r2)
n(r1 − r2)2lrm12e−α(r1+r2) (9.64)
has been used to expand the exact wave function of the 1S ground state. We have also
considered the following 64-term radial wave function (NH = 7) [47,48]
Ψrad(r1, r2) =
NH∑
nl
cnl(r1 + r2)
n(r1 − r2)2le−α(r1+r2). (9.65)
The angular wave function is defined by the difference
Ψang(r1, r2) = Ψ(r1, r2)−Ψrad(r1, r2). (9.66)
Table 9.4 gathers the HF, radial and exact energies obtained from (9.47), (9.64)
and (9.65), respectively. Only the correct figures are reported [48, 217, 218], as well as
the percentage of radial correlation (%Eradcorr).
As before, the correlation hole is defined as the difference between exact and HF
intracules (Equation (9.61)). We also define the general radial and angular holes as [219]
∆Irad = Irad − IHF, (9.67)
∆Iang = I − Irad. (9.68)
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Table 9.4: HF, radial and exact energies of various helium-like ions.
Atom H− He Li+ B3+ Ne8+
Z 1 2 3 5 10
HF -0.487 93 -2.861 67 -7.236 41 -21.986 2 -93.861 1
Radial -0.514 5 -2.879 0 -7.252 5 -22.001 5 -93.875 9
Exact -0.527 75 -2.903 72 -7.279 91 -22.031 0 -93.906 8
Ecorr -0.039 82 -0.042 05 -0.043 50 -0.044 8 -0.045 7
%Eradcorr 66.7 41.3 37.0 34.2 32.3
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Figure 9.4: Posmom intracules (in a.u.) of the helium-like ions: Z = 1 (– · · –), Z = 2
(– · –), Z = 3 (· · · ), Z = 5 (– – –) and Z = 10 (—).
Both P (u) and X(x) have been obtained numerically. Figures 9.4(a) and 9.4(b)
show the HF and exact Posmom intracules, respectively, for the considered helium-like
ions. Changing the nuclear charge barely affects XHF(x). Similar to the parameter κ,
within the HF approximation, increasing Z is almost equivalent to an exact contraction
of the system. The latter statement is not valid anymore within the exact treatment.
The smallest value (Z = 1) has the largest changes in X(x). The probabilities at x = 0
are 0.1642, 0.1917, 0.1968, 0.2003 and 0.2027 for Z = 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10, respectively.
This indicates that the electron pair has less self-orbiting motion in H− than in He, and
much less than in Ne8+. The HF approximation leads to almost identical distributions,
X(x), for Z = 1 to Z = 10. However ∆X(x), shown in Figure 9.5(a), diminishes with
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Figure 9.5: Correlation holes (in a.u.) of the helium-like ions: Z = 1 (– · · –), Z = 2 (–
· –), Z = 3 (· · · ), Z = 5 (– – –) and Z = 10 (—).
increasing Z. It indicates that HF poorly describes the electron motion in H−, but
becomes acceptable for Ne8+. As a comparison, Figure 9.5(b) shows the correlation
hole of P (u) for the same systems. The first observation is that ∆P (u) is squeezed to
smaller u as Z increases but does not change in magnitude. Secondly, ∆P (u) exhibits a
secondary Coulomb hole, characterized in detail by Pearson et al. [92]. This signature
of the complexity of correlation effects in atomic systems is not present in ∆X(x).
Radial correlation is the dominant part of the total correlation energy in H− with
67% and then decreases to 41% in He, and down to 32% in Ne8+ where it is the angular
correlation which is dominant. This change in proportion can be viewed in ∆Prad(u)
and ∆Pang(u), shown in Figures 9.6(c) and 9.6(d), respectively. However, ∆Xrad(x) is
always larger than ∆Xang(x) and becomes almost identical for Ne
8+.
We note that ∆Prad(u) contains a radial secondary Coulomb hole, from two to ten
times larger than the total secondary hole. Furthermore, while the total secondary
hole reduces as Z grows, the opposite trend is observed for the radial secondary hole.
Such radial secondary hole has been found previously by Katriel et al. [219]. ∆Pang(u)
seems to present a secondary hole as well, but of much smaller magnitude (∼ 10−6),
which is similar to the precision used in these calculations. We conclude that the total
secondary Coulomb hole is entirely caused by the radial correlation and that the angular
correlation has the effect of diminishing it. This diminishment becomes larger for large
Z.
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Figure 9.6: Radial and angular correlation holes (in a.u.) of the helium-like ions: Z = 1
(– · · –), Z = 2 (– · –), Z = 3 (· · · ), Z = 5 (– – –) and Z = 10 (—).
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9.4.2 Excited States
We have calculated the HF Posmom intracule for different excited states of the
helium atom using a very large wave function composed of even-tempered Gaussian
functions of 36 s-type with exponents 2−15, 2−14, · · · , 220 and 31 p-type with exponents
2−10, 2−14, · · · , 220. The maximum overlap method (MOM) has been employed for
finding excited-state solutions to the HF self-consistent field (SCF) equations [220].
The ground state (1s2 1S) and four excited states (1s2s 1S, 1s2s 3S, 2s2 1S and
2p2 1S) are shown in Figure 9.7. Table 9.5 gathers the Posmom intracule origin (value
of X(x) at x = 0) for various excited states.
As the electron pair occupies a more diffuse orbital, X(x) becomes broader and the
Posmom intracule origin drops from 0.206 for a pair in the 1s orbital to 0.166 in the 2s
orbital, and to 0.127 for the 2p2 state, indicating less self-orbiting motion. The decrease
is even more important when each electron occupies a different orbital with different
values of n, such as in 1s2s 1S with X(0) = 0.087. However, if the two orbitals have the
same principal quantum number, such as 2s2p 1P , the decrease of self-orbiting motion
is less significant, and even increases for 2pi2pj
1P in comparison to the 2p2 state (see
Table 9.5). The last result indicates that two electrons in two different 2p orbitals have
larger self-orbiting motion, and is comparable to an electron pair in the 2s orbital.
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Figure 9.7: Posmom intracule (in a.u.) for various states of the helium atom: 1s2 1S
(—), 1s2s 1S (– – –), 1s2s 3S (· · · ), 2s2 1S (– · –) and 2p2 1S (– · · –).
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Table 9.5: Origin Posmom intracule, X(0), for various singlet and triplet excited states
of the helium atom (i, j = x, y, z)
State Singlet Triplet
1s2 0.2060 —
1s2s 0.0866 0.09520
1s2p 0.0928 0.09525
2s2 0.1647 —
2s2p 0.1455 0.1153
2p2i 0.1267 —
2pi2pj 0.1567 0.1538
When the multiplicity changes, X(0) increases for the 1s2s 3S and 1s2p 3P , but
decreases largely for the 2s2p 3P state and slightly for the 2pi2pj
3D state (i, j = x, y, z).
We note that 1s2s 3S and 1s2p 3P have almost identical Posmom intracules. However,
this observation is not applicable to the singlet state.
The Dot intracule has been calculated for the first excited state 1s2s 3S [110] and
shows a small dip in D(x) around x = 0, which has been attributed to the Fermi hole.
We now believe that is not correct and this dip is a cause of D(x) being a first-order
approximation. Indeed, such dip is not present in X(x).
9.4.3 D-dimensional helium atom
From the pioneer work of Loeser and Herschbach on the effect of dimensionality
on HF energy [221, 222] or exact energy [223] of the helium-like ions, several other
two-electron systems have been recently investigated in D-dimension [216,224–228].
The generalization of the Posmom intracule for a D-dimensional space is straightfor-
ward. Equations (9.9), (9.10) or (9.12) remain the same, and Equation (9.31) becomes
[ssss]
X̂
=
piD
JD/2
. (9.69)
We used the HF orbital given by (9.47) (NG = 25 and αj = 2
2j(D−1)). The coefficients
of the expansion (9.47) were optimized to minimize the general D-dimensional HF
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Figure 9.8: Posmom intracules (in a.u.) of the HF D-helium: D = 2 (—), D = 3 (– –
–), D = 4 (· · · ), D = 5 (– · –).
energy [222,226]
EHF = 2
∫
ψHF(r)
[
−∇
2
2
+ V (r)
]
ψHF(r)dr
+
∫ ∫
ψ2HF(r1)
〈
1
r12
〉
D
ψ2HF(r2)dr1dr2, (9.70)
where 〈
1
r12
〉
D
=
F
(
3−D
2 ,
1
2 ,
D
2 ,
min(r1,r1)2
max(r1,r2)2
)
max(r1, r2)
, (9.71)
∇2 = d
2
dr2
+
(D − 1)
r
d
dr
, (9.72)
dr =
2piD/2
Γ(D/2)r
D−1dr, (9.73)
and F is the Gauss hypergeometric function [188].
The energies associated with D = 2, 3, 4 and 5 have been obtained to µHartree
accuracy compared to the benchmark values of Herschbach and co-workers [222].
Figure 9.8 presents the evolution of X(x) with respect to the dimensionality for
the helium atom at the HF level of theory. For D = 2, the Posmom intracule is the
narrowest and it becomes broader when D increases, indicating that electron pairs in
higher dimension have less self-orbiting motion. This is consistent with the explanation
of Herrick and Stillinger [229] that the electrons in D-helium keep further apart and can
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avoid each other more easily when D is large. Furthermore, they have shown that the
binding energy of the ground state in D = 5 corresponds exactly to the binding energy
of the 2pi2pj
3P state in D = 3. This feature is due to interdimensional degeneracies,
first noticed by van Vleck [230], and observed for various systems [225, 229, 231–234].
We confirm here that X(x) are also identical with X(0) = 0.1538. Thus, an electron
pair in larger dimension is occupying a more diffuse orbital, which implies a broader
Posmom intracule. Indeed, the value of X(0) for D = 2, 3, 4 and 5 are 0.2652, 0.2060,
0.1742 and 0.1538, respectively.
9.5 Conclusions
This chapter aims at introducing a new two-particle density distribution, called
the Posmom intracule, which contains information on both the relative position and
relative momentum of particles.
The fundamental equations leading to such a distribution have been derived and
discussed in detail. We have shown that the Dot intracule, D(x), is a first-order ap-
proximation of the Posmom intracule, X(x).
We have applied this new formalism to various two-electron systems, such as the 3D
parabolic quantum dots and the isoelectronic series of the helium atom. A comparison
between various intracules (Position, Momentum, Angle, Dot and Posmom) has been
carried out, showing the different information provided by these two-particle probability
distributions.
In particular, the Coulomb interaction, treated as in Hartree-Fock theory, yields an
almost exact dilation of the system compared to no interaction. Therefor, the type of
motion is almost not perturbed in Hartree-Fock, comparatively, exact treatment of the
Coulomb interaction reduces the probability of self-orbiting motion, X(0). Also, the
self-orbiting motion of a pair of electrons is reduced by increasing the diffuseness of
their orbital, or by electrons occupying different orbitals. This new vantage point on
the relative motion of electrons is made possible by the exact two-particle distribution,
the Posmom intracule.
Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future
Directions
10.1 General Conclusions
This Thesis began with the postulates of quantum mechanics and the concept of
an observable, and proceeded to the derivation and application of two new one- and
two-particle distributions in quantum chemistry, i.e. the Posmom density S(s) and the
Posmom intracule X(x).
Although the quantum mechanical operator for s = r · p has long been known, its
distribution has not been published, as the direct method requires a difficult Mellin
transform of the wave function. The key finding of this Thesis was that the relation
between the Mellin transform and the Fourier transform can be used to express the
Posmom density as the inverse Fourier transform of the hyperbolic autocorrelation of
the wave function.
With this discovery, we were able to calculate, for the first time, S(s) for several
quantum and chemical systems. The Posmom variable, s, has been shown to be a very
interesting new dynamical variable. It contains useful information about the position,
r, the momentum, p and the angle θ between the two vectors r and p through the
relation s = rp cos θ. We have shown that s is connected to the type of trajectories
that the particles follow without violating the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. This
has allowed us to obtain new information about the behaviour of electrons in simple
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chemical systems.
We have extended the one-particle Posmom operator of s to the two-particle Pos-
mom operator of x = (r1 − r2) · (p1 − p2). We have shown that the Posmom intracule,
X(x), is the inverse Fourier transform of the two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation of
the wave function. Similar to s, x is connected with the type of trajectories between
pairs of electrons.
Another significant result came for the distributions of s and x derived from the
Wigner distribution. We have shown that they are the first order (in ~) approximation
of the exact S(s) and X(x). In the classical limit, where ~ → 0, the Wigner-based
distributions will become exact.
Both S(s) and X(x) have been implemented in a development version of the quan-
tum chemistry package Q-Chem, and will be available in the next release (see Ap-
pendix E). This will enable routine calculations of Posmom for a wide variety of
chemical systems. The next two sections conclude this Thesis by suggesting possible
directions for S(s) and X(x) in quantum chemistry.
10.2 Challenge for the Posmom Density S(s)
10.2.1 Molecular Systems
One of the missing applications in this Thesis is the Posmom density in molecular
systems. A study of S(s) for small molecules has been began, but this is complicated
by the origin-dependence of s. The interpretation of S(s) for molecular systems is not
as clear as for atomic systems where the position origin is simply the nucleus. We
have addressed this problem by defining the position and momentum origins to be the
average electron position, 〈r〉 = 0, and the molecule at rest, 〈p〉 = 0. This well-defined
origin will facilitate easier interpretation of S(s) in molecular systems.
10.2.2 Posmometry
The fact that s is a quantum mechanical observable, at least from a theoretical
point of view, poses the question of its experimental measurement, i.e. Posmometry.
As theoreticians, it is difficult for us to answer this question. However, we have been
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contacted by two research groups that showed interest in the possible experimental
measurement of S(s). This could lead to future collaboration.
This Thesis should be an invitation and a challenge to experimentalists, as Posmom
is an area where theory is ahead of experiment. We eagerly await the construction of
the first Posmometer.
10.3 Challenge for the Posmom Intracule X(x)
One of the weaknesses of Intracule Functional Theory is the use of Wigner-based
intracules such as the Dot intracule D(x). Now, with X(x), we have a new exact
intracule to be used in Intracule Functional Theory. This intracule should be tested to
see if one can obtain accurate correlation energies from it.
The prospect of having an exact intracule, which combines information about both
the relative distance and relative momentum between electrons, is promising for the
development of Intracule Functional Theory.
Appendix A
Atomic Units
The atomic units (a.u.) form a system of units used in quantum physics and quan-
tum chemistry which simplify formal or numerical calculation. They consist in setting
to unity the four fundamental physical constants:
Reduced Planck constant: ~ = 1, 05457168(18)× 10−34 J s = 1 a.u.
Electrons mass at rest: me = 9, 1093826(16)× 10−31 kg = 1 a.u.
Elementary charge: e = 1.60217653(14)× 10−19 C = 1 a.u.
Coulomb’s constant: 1/(4pi0) = 8.9875517873681× 109 kg m3 s−2C−2 = 1 a.u.
With this definition, we construct other quantities whose value is 1 a.u. and who
have the physical dimension of basic quantities. We obtain an atomic unit of distance
(incidentally equal to the Bohr radius a0) and an atomic energy unit (also called a
Hartree):
Bohr radius: a0 = ~/(meαc) = 5, 291772108(18)× 10−11 m = 1 a.u.
Hartree: EH = meα
2c2 = 4, 35974417(75)× 10−18 J = 1 a.u.
where we have introduced the fine structure constant α, dimensionless and thus inde-
pendent of the value system of units in which it is expressed and c is the speed of light
in the vacuum
Fine structure constant: α = e2/(4pi0~c) = 7.2973525376(50)× 10−3 ∼ 1/137
Speed of light: c = 2.99792458× 108 m s−1 ∼ 137 a.u.
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Appendix B
Expectation Values of the
Hamiltonian for N = 2
B.1 One- and Two-Electron Integrals for N = 2
For N = 2 electrons, most of the algebra simplifies and one gets all the main results
as for a general N . The Slater determinant for N = 2 gives the wave function
Ψ2 = |χ1, χ2〉 = 1√
2
(χ1(1)χ2(2)− χ1(2)χ2(1)) . (B.1)
The Hamiltonian is
H¯ = h¯1 + h¯2 + v¯12. (B.2)
Lets calculate the expectation value of h¯1 on the state (B.1), according to (2.33), one
has
〈Ψ2| h¯1 |Ψ2〉 = 1
2
∫
[χ1(x1)χ2(x2)− χ1(x2)χ2(x1)]∗
× h¯1(r1) [χ1(x1)χ2(x2)− χ1(x2)χ2(x1)] dx1dx2
=
1
2
∫ [
χ∗1(x1)χ
∗
2(x2)h¯(r1)χ1(x1)χ2(x2) + χ
∗
1(x2)χ
∗
2(x1)h¯(r1)χ1(x2)χ2(x1)
−χ∗1(x1)χ∗2(x2)h¯(r1)χ1(x2)χ2(x1)− χ∗1(x2)χ∗2(x1)h¯(r1)χ1(x1)χ2(x2)
]
dx1dx2. (B.3)
The operator h¯1 acts only on the first electron and the integration over dx2 can be
done easily. Because of the orthonormality of the spin orbitals, this integration gives
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one for the first two terms and zero for the last two terms. Thus
〈Ψ2| h¯1 |Ψ2〉 = 1
2
∫
χ∗1(x1)h¯(r1)χ1(x1)dx1 +
1
2
∫
χ∗2(x1)h¯(r1)χ2(x1)dx1. (B.4)
Similarly, one finds 〈Ψ2| h¯2 |Ψ2〉 = 〈Ψ2| h¯1 |Ψ2〉. The expectation value for the total
one-electron Hamiltonian is
〈Ψ2| h¯1 + h¯2 |Ψ2〉 =
∫
χ∗1(x1)h¯(r1)χ1(x1)dx1 +
∫
χ∗2(x1)h¯(r1)χ2(x1)dx1. (B.5)
This expectation value only involves one-electron integrals, i.e. the integration is only
over the coordinates of a single electron. We now introduce a common short notation
for the one-electron integrals
〈i| h¯ |j〉 = 〈χi| h¯ |χj〉 =
∫
χ∗i (x1)h¯(r1)χj(x1)dx1, (B.6)
where the dummy integration variables are, by convention, to be the coordinates of
electron one. With this notation we have
〈Ψ2| h¯1 + h¯2 |Ψ2〉 = 〈1| h¯ |1〉+ 〈2| h¯ |2〉 . (B.7)
For a system of N electrons and ΨN a single Slater determinant, we can generalize the
above expression and get
〈ΨN |
N∑
i=1
h¯i |ΨN 〉 =
N∑
i=1
〈i| h¯i |i〉 . (B.8)
Lets look now at the expectation value of the two-electron Hamiltonian v¯ij = v¯(rij) =
1/rij
〈Ψ| v¯12 |Ψ〉 = 1
2
∫
[χ1(x1)χ2(x2)− χ1(x2)χ2(x1)]∗
× 1
r12
[χ1(x1)χ2(x2)− χ1(x2)χ2(x1)] dx1dx2
=
1
2
∫ [
χ∗1(x1)χ
∗
2(x2)
1
r12
χ1(x1)χ2(x2) + χ
∗
1(x2)χ
∗
2(x1)
1
r12
χ1(x2)χ2(x1)
−χ∗1(x1)χ∗2(x2)
1
r12
χ1(x2)χ2(x1)− χ∗1(x2)χ∗2(x1)
1
r12
χ1(x1)χ2(x2)
]
dx1dx2. (B.9)
Since r12 = r21, we can interchange the dummy integration variables (interchange the
subscript 1 with 2) in the second term and show that is equal to the first. By exactly
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the same reasoning, we find the last two terms equal. It follows
〈Ψ2| v¯12 |Ψ2〉 =
∫
χ∗1(x1)χ
∗
2(x2)
1
r12
χ1(x1)χ2(x2)dx1dx2
−
∫
χ∗1(x1)χ
∗
2(x2)
1
r12
χ1(x2)χ2(x1)dx1dx2. (B.10)
For Chemists, it is common to rewrite the above two-electron integrals by setting the
two spin orbitals of electron 1 side by side on the left of the operator with the complex
conjugate spin orbital first
〈Ψ2| v¯12 |Ψ2〉 =
∫
χ∗1(x1)χ1(x1)
1
r12
χ∗2(x2)χ2(x2)dx1dx2
−
∫
χ∗1(x1)χ2(x1)
1
r12
χ∗2(x2)χ1(x2)dx1dx2, (B.11)
and use the short notations
〈ij|kl〉 =
∫
χ∗i (x1)χ
∗
j (x2)
1
r12
χk(x1)χl(x2)dx1dx2 (B.12)
[ij|kl] =
∫
χ∗i (x1)χj(x1)
1
r12
χ∗k(x2)χl(x2)dx1dx2., (B.13)
where the first is the physicist notation and the second is the chemist notation. The
usefulness of chemist notation will be clearer when we integrate over the spin coordi-
nates.
By interchanging the variables of integration, one has
[ij|kl] = [kl|ij]. (B.14)
In addition, if the spin orbitals are real, which is the case in Hartree-Fock calculation,
one has
[ij|kl] = [ji|kl] = [ij|lk] = [ji|kl]. (B.15)
Using this notation the expectation value of the two-electron Hamiltonian is simply
〈Ψ2| v¯12 |Ψ2〉 = [11|22]− [12|21] (B.16)
= 〈12|12〉 − 〈12|21〉 . (B.17)
For a general system of N electrons with a wave function ΨN a single Slater De-
terminant, we can show that the expectation value of the two-electron Hamiltonian
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is
〈ΨN |
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
v¯ij |ΨN 〉 =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
[ii|jj]− [ij|ji] (B.18)
=
N∑
i>1
N∑
j>i
〈ij|ij〉 − 〈ij|ji〉 . (B.19)
Thus the expectation value of the total Hamiltonian H¯ is
〈ΨN | H¯ |ΨN 〉 =
N∑
i=1
〈i| h¯i |i〉+
N∑
i
N∑
j>i
[ii|jj]− [ij|ji], (B.20)
and we have shown for the special case of N = 2 to be
〈Ψ2| H¯ |Ψ2〉 = 〈1| h¯ |1〉+ 〈2| h¯ |2〉+ [11|22]− [12|21]. (B.21)
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B.2 Integration Over the Spin Component
Both the one and two-electron operators depend only on the spatial coordinate r.
This means that we can integrate both the one and two-electron integrals over the spin
component. Recalling (2.57), that in HF the spin orbital is the product of a spatial
orbital with either spin α or β
χi(x) ≡ ψαi (x) = ψi(r)α(ω) (B.22a)
χi+1(x) ≡ ψβi (x) = ψi(r)β(ω), (B.22b)
with the convention that i is odd, e.g. for N = 2 one has
χ1(x) = ψ
α
1 (x) = ψ1(r)α(ω) (B.23a)
χ2(x) = ψ
β
1 (x) = ψ1(r)β(ω), (B.23b)
and the orthonormality relations of the spin functions, i.e. 〈α|α〉 = 〈β|β〉 = 1 and
〈α|β〉 = 〈β|α〉 = 0, we obtain for the one-electron integrals
〈ψαi | h¯ |ψαi 〉 =
∫
ψ∗i (r1)α
∗(ω1)h¯(r1)ψi(r1)α(ω1)dr1dω1
=
∫
ψ∗i (r1)h¯(r1)ψi(r1)dr1
≡ (ψi| h¯ |ψi) = (i| h¯ |i) . (B.24)
Similarly, one finds 〈ψβi |h¯|ψβi 〉 = (ψi| h¯ |ψi) and in general, one has
〈ψαi | h¯
∣∣ψαj 〉 = 〈ψβi |h¯|ψβj 〉 = (ψi| h¯ |ψj) = (i| h¯ |j) (B.25)
〈ψαi | h¯|ψβj 〉 = 〈ψβi |h¯
∣∣ψαj 〉 = 0. (B.26)
The integration over the spin of the two-electron integrals gives for example
[ψαi ψ
α
i |ψβi ψβi ] =
∫
ψ∗i (r1)α
∗(ω1)ψi(r1)α(ω1)
1
r12
ψ∗i (r2)β
∗(ω2)ψi(r2)β(ω2)dr1dr2dω1dω2
=
∫
ψ∗i (r1)ψi(r1)
1
r12
ψ∗i (r2)ψi(r2)dr1dr2 ≡ (ψiψi|ψiψi) = (ii|ii),
(B.27)
where we have introduced a new notation for the two-electron spatial integral using the
round bracket instead of the square bracket to denote the difference between whether
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spatial or spin orbitals are involved in the integral. Another kind of two-electron integral
reduces
[ψαi ψ
β
i |ψβi ψαi ] =∫
ψ∗i (r1)α
∗(ω1)ψi(r1)β(ω1)
1
r12
ψ∗i (r2)α
∗(ω2)ψi(r2)β(ω2)dr1dr2dω1dω2 = 0. (B.28)
More generally, if a two-electron integral has a β on either or both sides, e.g. [ψαi ψ
β
j |ψαkψαl ],
the integral vanishes by the spin orthogonality. The general reduction is
[ψαi ψ
α
j |ψαkψαl ] = [ψαi ψαj |ψβkψβl ] = [ψβi ψβj |ψαkψαl ] = [ψβi ψβj |ψβkψβl ] = (ψiψj |ψkψl) = (ij|kl)
(B.29)
Recalling that the Slater determinant for the special case of two electrons is
|Ψ2〉 = |χ1χ2〉 = |ψα1ψβ1 〉 = |ψ1αψ1β〉 , (B.30)
and the expectation value of the total Hamiltonian with respect to the spin orbitals (B.21),
we obtain in terms of spatial orbitals
〈Ψ2| H¯ |Ψ2〉 = 〈1| h¯ |1〉+ 〈2| h¯ |2〉+ [11|22]− [12|21]
= 2
(
ψ1|h¯|ψ1
)
+ (ψ1ψ1|ψ1ψ1)
= 2
(
1|h¯|1)+ (11|11) . (B.31)
To generalize the above result, we will concentrate only on a N -electron system, with
N even, which corresponds to a closed-shell system. For such systems, the restricted
Hartree-Fock wave function is
|ΨN 〉 = |χ1χ2χ3χ4 · · ·χN−1χN 〉
= |ψα1ψβ1ψα2ψβ2 · · ·ψαN/2ψβN/2 〉 . (B.32)
Since the above wave function contains N/2 spin orbitals with α spin and N/2 with β
spin, one can write a sum over all spin orbitals χi as
N∑
i=1
χi =
N/2∑
i=1
ψαi +
N/2∑
i=1
ψβi . (B.33)
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Using this relation, and after some algebra, one generalizes (B.31) for a closed shell
system
〈ΨN | H¯ |ΨN 〉 = 2
N/2∑
i=1
(
ψi|h¯|ψi
)
+
N/2∑
i=1
N/2∑
j=1
2 (ψiψi|ψjψj)− (ψiψj |ψjψi)
= 2
N/2∑
i=1
(
i|h¯|i)+ N/2∑
i=1
N/2∑
j=1
2 (ii|jj)− (ij|ji) . (B.34)
We have now reduced the Hartree-Fock energy to a linear combination of three
different types of integrals involving spatial orbitals, where each type has a different
physical meaning. The first integral type
(
i|h¯|i) is an one-electron integral
(
i|h¯|i) ≡ hii = ∫ ψ∗i (r1)
(
−1
2
∇21 −
∑
A
ZA
r1A
)
ψi(r1)dr1. (B.35)
This integral corresponds to the average kinetic and nuclear attraction energy of an
electron described be the molecular orbital ψi(r1). The second integral type is a two-
electron integral of the form
(ii|jj) =
∫
|ψi(r1)|2 1
r12
|ψj(r2)|2 dr1dr2, (B.36)
which is the classical Coulomb repulsion between the two charge distributions (densi-
ties) |ψi(r1)|2 and |ψj(r2)|2. We now see the utility of the chemist’s notion introduced
in (B.11). This integral is called a Coulomb integral and is denoted by
Jij = (ii|jj) . (B.37)
Finally, the last integral type is also a two-electron integral
(ij|ji) =
∫
ψ∗i (r1)ψj(r1)
1
r12
ψ∗j (r2)ψ
∗
i (r2)dr1dr2. (B.38)
The physical interpretation of this integral is less obvious then the Coulomb one. It is
called an exchange integral and is denoted by
Kij = (ij|ji) . (B.39)
Appendix C
Mathematical Details of the
Posmom Density Theory
This appendix presents some mathematical derivations relative to the Posmom den-
sity. In particular we derive the orthonormality and closure relations of the Posmom
eigenfunctions which make s¯ an observable. We then show how the Posmom density
can be obtained from the hyperbolic autocorrelation of the position wave function. Fi-
nally we show how the Wigner distribution can be reduced to obtain a distribution for
s.
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C.1 Derivations for the s¯ operator
The eigenfunctions of s¯ have been defined in (6.13) and are (in atomic unit)
f es (x) = (4pi)
−1/2|x|−1/2+is, (C.1a)
fos (x) = sgn(x) f
e
s (x). (C.1b)
C.1.1 Orthonormality
Any f es (x) is trivially orthogonal to any f
o
s (x). Same-parity eigenfunction orthnor-
mality follows from∫ ∞
−∞
f∗s′(x)fs(x)dx =
2
4pi
∫ ∞
0
x−1+i(s−s
′) dx
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
exp
[
i(s− s′) lnx] dx
x
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
exp[i(s− s′)t] dt
= δ(s− s′). (C.2)
C.1.2 Closure Relation
To show the closure relation or completeness∫ ∞
−∞
f e∗s (x)f
e
s (y)ds = δ(x− y) (C.3)
it is sufficient to show∫ ∞
−∞
(∫ ∞
−∞
f e∗s (x)f
e
s (y)ds
)
g(y)dy = g(x), (C.4)
for any function g(x). The derivation for fos (x) is similar.
Let’s calculate the left hand side (L.H.S.) of (C.4)
L.H.S. =
1
4pi
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
|x|− 12−is|y|− 12 +isg(y) ds dy
=
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
1√|xy|g(y) 12pi
∫ ∞
−∞
( |y|
|x|
)is
ds dy
=
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
1√|xy|g(y) 12pi
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
is ln
|y|
|x|
)
ds dy
=
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
1√|xy|g(y)δ
(
ln
|y|
|x|
)
dy. (C.5)
We now look at the two cases x > 0 and x < 0.
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• Assuming x > 0, Equation (C.5) becomes
L.H.S. =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
g(y)
√
y
x
δ
(
ln
y
x
) dy
y
+
1
2
∫ 0
−∞
g(y)
√
|y|
x
δ
(
ln
|y|
x
)
dy
|y|
=
1
2
∫ ∞
0
g(y)
√
y
x
δ
(
ln
y
x
) dy
y
+
1
2
∫ ∞
0
g(−y)
√
y
x
δ
(
ln
y
x
) dy
y
. (C.6)
Let t = ln(y/x), (C.6) becomes
L.H.S. =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
g(xet)et/2δ(t) dt+
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
g(−xet)et/2δ(t) dt
=
1
2
(g(x) + g(−x))
=g(x), x > 0. (C.7)
• Assuming x < 0, Equation (C.5) becomes
L.H.S. =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
g(y)
√
y
−xδ
(
ln
y
−x
)
dy
y
+
1
2
∫ 0
−∞
g(y)
√
|y|
−xδ
(
ln
|y|
−x
)
dy
|y|
=
1
2
∫ ∞
0
g(y)
√
y
−xδ
(
ln
y
−x
)
dy
y
+
1
2
∫ ∞
0
g(−y)
√
y
−xδ
(
ln
y
−x
)
dy
y
.
(C.8)
Let t = ln(y/− x), (C.8) becomes
L.H.S. =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
g(−xet)et/2δ(t) dt+ 1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
g(xet)et/2δ(t) dt
=
1
2
(g(−x) + g(x)) .
=g(x), x < 0. (C.9)
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C.2 Hyperbolic Autocorrelation
The Fourier transform of the first term in the expression (6.14) for the Posmom
density is
Ŝe(k) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
|Me(σ)|2 e−iks ds. (C.10)
By substituting the definition of the Mellin transform and using the Dirac identity
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
zise−iks ds = δ(k − ln z) (C.11)
to integrate over s, we obtain
Ŝe(k) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
−∞
u+is√
u
ψ∗e (u)
v−is√
v
ψe(v)e
−iksds dv du
= 2
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
ψ∗e (u)ψe(v)
δ[k − ln(u/v)]√
uv
dv du
= 2
∫ ∞
0
ψ∗e (u)ψe(e
−ku)e−k/2 du
= 2
∫ ∞
0
ψ∗e (e
+k/2x)ψe(e
−k/2x) dx
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗e (e
+k/2x)ψe(e
−k/2x) dx. (C.12)
Proceeding similarly, we can show
Ŝo(k) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
|Mo(σ)|2 e−iks ds (C.13)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗o(e
+k/2x)ψo(e
−k/2x) dx (C.14)
and the Fourier transform of the total Posmom density is therefore given by (6.17), as
required.
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C.3 Quasi-Hyperbolic Autocorrelation
Some readers may wonder about the relationship between the exact Posmom density
and the Wigner distribution (6.1). In fact, it is possible to take the classical average of
the Wigner distribution as an estimate the Posmom density, and an analogous reduction
was used [105,110] to construct the Dot intracule from the Omega intracule.
Proceeding in this way, the 1D distribution
W (x, p) = (pi~)−1
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗(x+ q)ψ(x− q)e2ipq/~dq (C.15)
yields the Posmom quasi -density
SW (s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
W
(
x,
s
x
) dx
|x| . (C.16)
and its Fourier transform can then be recast as
ŜW (k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
[∫ ∞
−∞
W
(
x,
s
x
) dx
|x|
]
e−iks ds
=
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗(x+ q)ψ(x− q)eis(2q/x−k)ds dq dx|x|
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗(x+ q)ψ(x− q) δ
(
k − 2q
x
)
2dq
|x| dx
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ∗(x+
k
2
x)ψ(x− k
2
x) dx. (C.17)
In general, for a particle in ν dimensions, we can show (reintroducing the units)
that
ŜW (k) =
∫
ψ∗([1 +
k
2
~]r)ψ([1− k
2
~]r) dr (C.18)
and comparison of this with (6.19) and the exponential series
exp(±k
2
~) = 1± k
2
~+ . . . (C.19)
reveals that ŜW (k), obtained from a classical average, is a first-order approximation
to Ŝ(k). Thus, the quasi-density is correct to O(~) and becomes exact in the classical
limit ~→ 0.
Appendix D
Evaluation of Infinite Range
Oscillatory Integrals: The Evans
and Chung Method
In Chapter 8 we showed that the Dot intracule can be obtained if we use one-electron
basis functions
D (x) =
∑
abcd
Pabcd [abcd]D, (D.1)
where Pabcd is a two-particle density matrix element and [abcd]D is a Dot integral. If the
basis functions are unnormalized s-type Gaussians, the Dot integral can be expressed
as
[ssss]D =
1
2pi
(
pi2
(α+ δ) (β + γ)
)3/2
×
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
µ2P 2+(η+k)P·Q−λ2Q2
4λ2µ2+(η+k)2
−R+ i x k
)
(
4λ2µ2 + (η + k)2
)3/2 dk. (D.2)
We have shown that this expression can be thought of as a Fourier transform of the
f -Dot function. Therefore the Dot intracule is obtained by computing first the f -Dot
function and then doing a Fourier transform (FT) on a set of data. This method is
very efficient because the integrals over Gaussians of the f -Dot function are in closed
form.
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However, before the introduction of the f -Dot function, we have developed a numer-
ical method to obtain the Dot integral by quadrature based on the Evans and Chung
method. This Appendix presents such method.
D.1 Evaluation of Infinite Range Oscillatory Integrals
The integral (D.2) belongs to a more general class of infinite range integrals with
an oscillatory kernel ∫ ∞
−∞
f(k)w(k)dk. (D.3)
In our case w(k) is the complex exponential. Our integral cannot be solved analyti-
cally and the question arises, which numerical method for solving the integral of the
form (D.3) is the most efficient for our integral? There is an extensive large litera-
ture [204, 235–246] about evaluating (D.3) as this type of integral is widely found in
physics. As a brief review, we can cite the intuitive method of Hurwitz and Zweifel [235]
or Longman [236] which subdivides the range and integrates between the successive ze-
ros of w(k), thus converting the infinite integral to an infinite summation. The maine
objection to this approach is that the resulting series may converge slowly. This method
can be coupled to an accelerator of convergence and we can do first the integration and
then the summation, or compute first the summation and then the integration. A large
comparison of these methods is available in ref [238]. One can cite the work of Sidi who
has developed different extrapolation methods [240–243, 245] based on some modifica-
tions of the non-linear transformation due to Levin and Sidi [247] which accelerates the
convergence of infinite integrals. A direct accelerating method for integrals with a rapid
oscillatory behaviour at infinity using asymptotic behaviour has also been proposed by
Khanh [244].
D.2 The Evans and Chung Method
A completely different approach is due to Evans and Chung [204] who use a trans-
formation along an optimal contour in the complex plane. The contour is chosen to
remove the oscillatory part of the intrgrales. The class of integral which we can apply
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this method to is
I =
∫ b0
a0
f(k)eick
n
dk, (D.4)
where a0 can be zero, f(a0) can be singular and b0 can be infinite. This Section presents
only the case where n = 1 but the generalization for n > 1 is straightforward. This
method is based on the Cauchy theorem and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.
Cauchy’s theorem [248] stipulates that the integral of a function f(z), where z is a
complex number, over a contour C is zero∮
C
f(z)dz = 0, (D.5)
if the contour C is a closed contour, there are no poles on and within the contour C and
the function f(z) is analytic.
Riemann-Lebesgue’s lemma stipulates that the integral of an infinitely oscillating
function is zero
lim
|c|→∞
∫ b0
a0
f(k)eickdk = 0. (D.6)
Considerate the following integral
I =
∫ b0
a0
f(k)eickdk, (D.7)
and the closed contour C composed of the four straight-line segments S1 from a0 to
b0, S2 from b0 to b0 + i∞, S3 from b0 + i∞ to a0 + i∞ and S4 from a0 + i∞ to a0 as
illustrated in Figure D.1, i.e. C = S1 + S2 + S3 + S4.
According to Cauchy’s theorem, and assuming there are no poles on and in the
contour, the integral (D.7) can be written as
I =
∫ b0
a0
f(k)eickdk
=
∫
S1
f(z)eiczdz
=
∫
−S2
f(z)eiczdz +
∫
−S4
f(z)eiczdz, (D.8)
where −S2 corresponds to the segment S2 in the opposite direction, same for −S4 and∫
S3
f(z)eiczdz = 0, (D.9)
because the integrand is zero in all the segment. For finite range [a0, b0], integrating
over the contour has reduced the oscillatory integral to two non-oscillatory integrals
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Figure D.1: Representation of the closed contour C formed by four segments Si in the
complex plane.
with exponentially decreasing integrands over the semi-infinite range. This can be
viewed as a substantial work load for finite range problem as not only two integrals
are now required but also the integrands must now be evaluated in the complex plane.
However some gain occurs in the infinite range case (b0 →∞) because the integration
over the second segment S2 gives zero according to the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma.
D.2.1 General Contour
Lets φ(θ) be a continuously differentiable and strictly increasing function defined
on the interval [0, B], such that a0 = φ(0) and φ → ∞ as θ → pi/2. Then a contour C
in the complex plane is defined by
C = {reiθ : r = φ(θ), 0 ≤ θ < B}. (D.10)
Now, we need to choose a contour C on which the oscillatory factor in exp(icz) is
eliminated. Letsz = r exp(iθ). Then
exp(icz) = exp (icr (cos θ + i sin θ))
= exp (−cr sin θ) exp (icr cos θ) . (D.11)
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To eliminate the oscillatory factor we set
cr cos θ = constant (D.12)
In order to let the contour pass through the point (θ, r) = (0, a0), we set the constant
equal to ca0
‡ and the resulting equation of the contour becomes
r = φ(θ) =
a0
cos θ
, 0 ≤ θ < pi
2
, (D.13)
hence defining B = pi/2 and
z =
a0
cos θ
eiθ = a0 + ia0 tan θ. (D.14)
Over this contour C the integral (D.8) becomes
I = eica0
∫ pi/2
0
f
(
reiθ
)
eca0 tan θ
dz
dθ
dθ. (D.15)
We can easily show that φ(θ) is an increasing, continuously differentiable function
of θ in range 0 ≤ θ < pi/2 with
dr
dθ
= r tan θ and
dz
dθ
=
ia0
cos2 θ
(D.16)
Using ∣∣∣∣dzdθ
∣∣∣∣2 = r2 + (drdθ
)2
, (D.17)
we find that the integrand of (D.15) is bounded by
|f(reiθ)|e−ca0 tan θ r
cos θ
, (D.18)
which decreases exponentially to 0 as θ tends to pi/2 from the left. If c is large, for a
given level of precision (say, n decimal places), there is a value θ0 such that the value
of the integrand is essentially zero when θ > θ0. In this case, the interval of integration
of (D.15) can be reduced to the range [0, θ0] if such a θ0 can be found beforehand.
By assuming that the exponentially decreasing factor is small compared to the other
factors, we set
exp(−ca0 tan θ) ≈ 10−n−1, (D.19)
‡for this contour a0 cannot be zero, otherwise (D.13) does not make sense.
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and obtain
θ0 ≈ tan
(
(n+ 1) ln 10
ca0
)
. (D.20)
This shows that if a0 is fixed and c is increasing, then θ0 is decreasing. In this case,
if we integrate over a bigger range than [0, θ0] then much of the computation will be
wasted.
D.2.2 The Contour for Particular Function
In the last subsection, the contours were found without considering the behaviour of
the functions f(z). One finds a better contour (optimal) by considering the behaviour
of f(z). In this section we present two examples.
As a first example, we consider when f(z) behaves like z−m, m > 0. If we put
z = reiθ, then
f(z) exp(icz) = r−m exp(−imθ) exp (icr (cos θ + i sin θ))
= r−m exp (−cr sin θ) exp (i (−mθ + cr cos θ)) . (D.21)
To eliminate the oscillatory factor, we set, as in the previous Section,
−mθ + cr cos θ = ca0, (D.22)
from which we get the equation of the contour:
r = φ(θ) =
mθ + ca0
c cos θ
. (D.23)
As before, the infinite range oscillatory integral (D.8) becomes an integral of finite range
from 0 to pi/2 with an integrand decreasing exponentially to 0 as θ tends to pi/2.
In the second example, we consider the class of function which behaves like e−mz
asymptotically as |z| is large, we find the optimal curve by considering f(z) = exp(−mz)
for m > 0. Putting z = r exp(iθ), we have
f(z) exp(icz) = exp (−cr sin θ −mr cos θ) exp (i (−mr sin θ + cr cos θ)) . (D.24)
In order to eliminate the oscillatory factor, we set
−mr sin θ + cr cos θ = ca0, (D.25)
and find
r =
a0
c cos θ −m sin θ . (D.26)
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D.3 Evans-Chung Method Applied to the Dot Intracule
Integral
To obtain the Dot intracule, we need to calculate the Dot integral (D.2). We can
express this integral in a more convenient form. After some algebraic transformations
we can write
[ssss]D =
∫ ∞
−∞
d
(1 + k2)3/2
exp
(
a+ b k
1 + k2
+ i c k
)
dk
=
∫ ∞
−∞
f(k)eickdk (D.27)
with
a =
(
P
2λ
)2
−
(
Q
2µ
)2
; b =
(
P
2λ
)
·
(
Q
2µ
)
; (D.28)
c = 2λµx ; d =
eR
2pi
(
pi2
(α+ δ) (β + γ)
)3/2
. (D.29)
The Dot intracule is obtained by not only one integral of the form (D.27) but many.
First, for each a, b and d values sets, we need to solve (D.27) for all x values we are
interested in, through the value of c = 2λµx. Then we need to repeat this for the
n4s set of a, b and d where ns is the total number of primitive s-type Gaussian of the
considered system and basis. This large assortment of integrals make it hard to find a
general method and we have to be sure that it will work for every a, b, c and d value
sets.
To have a sample of a, b, c and d values sets, we consider the simple system of
graphite with four centres and three exponents of the cc-pVDZ basis set, i.e. 6665.0,
21.06, 0.1596. This models generate 2500 different sets of a, b, c/x and b.
Before applying the Evans-Chung method, we look for special case where a and/or
b and/or c are equal to zero. First of all, when the Gaussian centres are all the same,
i.e. the single atom case, we get a = b = 0. For atoms, (D.27) reduces to
[ssss]D =
∫ ∞
−∞
d
(1 + k2)3/2
exp (i c k) dk (D.30)
= 2d|c|K1(|c|), (D.31)
where K1 is the first modified Bessel function of the second kind [249]. The higher
angular momentum Dot integrals can also be found in closed form.
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When a or b are zero, no specific method is found and the general method is used.
For c = 0, i.e. x = 0, (D.27) cannot be found in closed form but using the transformation
cos2 α = 1/(1 + k2) we get
[ssss]D =
∫ ∞
−∞
d
(1 + k2)3/2
exp
(
a+ b k
1 + k2
)
dk
= d
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
cosα exp
(
cos2 α(a+ b tanα)
)
dα, (D.32)
which can be computed efficiently, for example, with around 20-50 Gaussian quadrature
points depending on the precision desired.
For the general values of a, b, c and d, the Evans-Chung method has been used and
different contours have been studied for the 2500 sets of a, b, c/x and d generated from
four centres graphite.
D.3.1 Finding the Optimal Contour
To apply the Evans-Chung method we need to change the range of integration
[−∞,∞] to [0,∞]. This is done by splitting the function f(k) into the odd and even
parts
[ssss]D = <
[∫ ∞
0
f(k)eveneickdk
]
+ =
[∫ ∞
0
f(k)oddeickdk
]
, (D.33)
where
f(k)even =
d
(1 + k2)3/2
exp
(
a
1 + k2
)
cosh
(
bk
1 + k2
)
, (D.34)
f(k)odd =
d
(1 + k2)3/2
exp
(
a
1 + k2
)
sinh
(
bk
1 + k2
)
. (D.35)
To find the optimal contour for solving the Dot integral, we consider the following
integral in the complex plane
I =
∫ ∞
0
f(k)eickdk =
∫
C
f(z)eiczdz, (D.36)
f(z) =
d
(1 + z2)3/2
exp
(
a+ b z
1 + z2
)
. (D.37)
Before studying any contour, we notice that f(z) has a pole at z = ±i and we have
to be sure that these points are not in or on the contour. For large z values the function
f(z) behaves like z−3 exp(b/z). Setting z = r exp(iθ) for large z values, we get
f(z)eicz = r−m exp(
b
r
cos θ) exp(i(cr cos θ − b
r
sin θ −mθ)). (D.38)
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To eliminate the oscillatory part we set
cr cos θ − b
r
sin θ −mθ = constant (D.39)
Because the contour should pass by the origin for θ = 0, the constant must be zero.
Thus, we get the quadratic equation in r
c cos θ r2 −mθ r − b sin θ = 0, (D.40)
for which the solutions are given by
r± =
mθ ±√m2θ2 + 4bc sin θ
2c cos θ
, (D.41)
where the + sign is considered because r must be positive for 0 ≤ θ < pi/2. Unfor-
tunately, this contour is not optimal for the integral (D.36) because the transformed
integral includes the Jacobian dr/dθ, which includes the term sin(θ)−1/2, which diverges
at θ = 0. Integrating (D.36) over the contour (D.41) eliminates the oscillatory part,
and reduces the range of integration from [0,∞] to [0, pi/2], but creates an singularity
at θ = 0. A better contour is required.
To obtain the contour described by r+, we start with two behaviours of f(z), i.e.
z−m and exp bz . In fact most of the asymptotic behaviour is dominated by z
−m. If we
consider only this term we find the contour (D.23)
r1 =
mθ
c cos θ
, 0 ≤ θ < pi/2. (D.42)
This contour produces no singularity but does not eliminate all the oscillations. It
is represented in Figure D.2 with the contour r+. Otherwise, if we consider only the
behaviour f(z) ≈ exp(b/z) we find the contour
r2 =
√
b sin θ
c cos θ
. (D.43)
This contour creates a singularity through the Jacobian. To avoid this singularity we
can approximate r2 by
r2 ≈
√
b
c cos θ
sin θ, 0 ≤ θ < pi/2. (D.44)
We now view the contour r2 as a correction of r1 and set a new contour as the sum of
r1 and r2
r1 + r2 =
mθ
c cos θ
+
√
b
c cos θ
sin θ, 0 ≤ θ < pi/2. (D.45)
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Figure D.2: Representation of the contours z = reiθ for 0 ≤ θ < pi/2 and for different
r. r+ =
mθ+
√
m2θ2+4bc sin θ
2c cos θ (solid), r1 =
mθ
c cos θ (– – –), r1 + r2 =
mθ
c cos θ +
√
b
c cos θ sin θ (–
· –) and r1 + r3 = mθc cos θ +
√
b
c
sin θ
cos θ (· · · ). m = 3, c = 1 and b = 1.
This contour is found to be optimal. It is shown in Figure D.2. It does not create a
singularity and eliminates almost all the oscillation (some integrands were found with
one oscillation for 0 ≤ θ < pi/2). Another contour was also studied
r1 + r3 =
mθ
c cos θ
+
√
b
c
sin θ
cos θ
, r3 =
√
b
c
sin θ
cos θ
, 0 ≤ θ < pi/2, (D.46)
but it is less efficient than the previous one. This last contour can also be viewed as
an approximation of the contour r+ (D.41). It is also represented in Figure D.2.
By construction, r+ is the best contour. It includes, in the right manner, the two
behaviours of f(z) but cannot be applied because of the singularity at θ = 0 through
the Jacobian. As we observe from Figure D.2 the best contour we constructed without
any singularity is the one which is the closest to r+, i.e. r1 + r2 = ropt.
The above contour (D.45) is constructed for the [ssss]D integrals where m = 3. To
include the higher angular momentum-type Gaussian, we have to differentiate (D.27)
with respect to the Gaussian centres. The generalization of Evans-Chung method is
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straightforward because the higher momentum Dot integrals include integrals of the
form ∫ ∞
−∞
#
zp/2
(1 + k2)(q+3)/2
exp
(
a+ b k
1 + k2
+ i c k
)
dk, (D.47)
where # stands for some function of a, b, c and d. In (D.47), p and q are integers that
run from 0 to ndiff with p ≤ q and ndiff is the number of derivatives of [ssss]D with
respect to the Gaussian centres. Therefor, only the parameter m have to change in
Evans-Chung method for higher momentum Dot integral and m will take the values
3 ≤ m ≤ 3 + ndiff.
D.3.2 Upper Bounds
As said in the beginning of this section, we have to solve many integrals of the
form (D.27) for different values of a, b, c and d. Not all of them will contribute
significantly to the Dot intracule. An upper bound of (D.27) is then useful to avoid
unnecessary computation. We need to find some approximation which bounds (D.27)
and is obtained in closed form. As a first step we can neglect the oscillatory factor to
get an upper bound∫ ∞
−∞
d
(1 + k2)3/2
exp
(
a+ bk
1 + k2
+ ick
)
dk
≤
∫ ∞
−∞
d
(1 + k2)3/2
exp
(
a+ bk
1 + k2
)
dk
= 2d
∫ pi/2
0
cosα exp
(
a cos2 α
)
cosh (b sinα cosα) dα, (D.48)
where in the last step we have used the same variable change as in (D.32), i.e. cos2 α =
1/(1 + k2) and take only the even part. The idea of the second step is to approximate
the trigonometric functions by a polynomial such that the integration can be done
analytically. We have the following relations
cosα ≤ 1 (D.49)
1− 4α
pi
+
4α2
pi2
≤ cos2 α ≤ 1− 4α
2
pi2
, (D.50)
sinα cosα ≤ 4α
pi
− 8α
2
pi2
≤ 1
2
, 0 ≤ α ≤ pi/2. (D.51)
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If a ≥ 0 we require an upper bound to cos2 α and sinα cosα. If we approximate
cosα ∼ 1 we obtain
[ssss]D ≤2d
∫ pi/2
0
exp
(
a
(
1− 4α
2
pi2
))
cosh
(
b
(
4α
pi
− 8α
2
pi2
))
dα
=
dpi3/2ea
4
(
(a− 2b)−1/2 exp
(
− b
2
a− 2b
)(
erf
[
a− b√
a− 2b
]
− erf
[
b√
a− 2b
])
+(a+ 2b)−1/2 exp
(
− b
2
a+ 2b
)(
erf
[
b√
a+ 2b
]
+ erf
[
a+ b√
a+ 2b
]))
(D.52)
where erf(z) is the error function [167].
If a < 0 we require a lower bound to cos2 α and obtain the following upper bound
[ssss]D ≤ 2d
∫ pi/2
0
exp
(
a
(
1− 4α
pi
+
4α2
pi2
))
cosh
(
b
(
4α
pi
− 8α
2
pi2
))
dα
=
dpi3/2
4
(
(a− 2b)−1/2 exp
(
− b
2
a− 2b
)(
erfi
[
a− b√
a− 2b
]
− erfi
[
b√
a− 2b
])
+(a+ 2b)−1/2 exp
(
− b
2
a+ 2b
)(
erfi
[
b√
a+ 2b
]
+ erfi
[
a+ b√
a+ 2b
]))
,
(D.53)
where erfi(z) = erf(iz).
Another upper bound has been found for a < 0 by approximating sinα cosα ∼ 1/2
[ssss]D ≤ 2d
∫ pi/2
0
cosα exp
(
a cos2 α
)
cosh (b/2) dα
= d
√
piea cosh (b/2)
erf[
√
a]√
a
, (D.54)
and the upper bound for a < 0 is given by the minimum value of (D.53) and (D.54).
As an example, for x = 1, the 2500 [ssss]D integrals considered for the four centres
graphite, there are only 220 [ssss]D integrals which are greater then 10
−3 and hence
contribute significantly to the Dot intracule. Using the upper bound given by (D.52)-
(D.54) we require 470 [ssss]D integrals to be computed. The maine problem with
the upper bounds (D.52)-(D.54) is that they do not take into account the behaviour
of [ssss]D for large x values. In this case, the Dot integral oscillates greatly, which
decreases its absolute value. Thus, for the same system of four centres graphite, for
x = 10 there are only 80 [ssss]D integrals which are greater then 10
−3 and for x = 50
this number drops to∼2. This must be compared with the same answer given by (D.52)-
(D.54), namely 470.
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Some investigations were done to get the asymptotic expansion of the Dot integral
but at that point the f -Dot function was introduced and the numerical evaluation of
[ssss]D integrals was abandoned to the f -Dot function.
D.3.3 Quadratures
Finally, some results have be obtained concerning the numerical integration of the
[ssss]D integrals once the Evans-Chung method has been applied. Using the con-
tour (D.45) and selecting the important integrals with the upper bounds (D.52)-(D.54),
we have to calculate numerically the integral of a smooth function over the range [0, pi/2]
which decays exponentially as the integrating variable reaches pi/2.
Two quadratures have been studied, Simpson’s rule and Gaussian quadrature [250]
for several numbers of points on the four centres graphite system. Simpson’s rule
uses equally spaced intervals and interpolates the function in the interval by a second
order polynomial. Gaussian quadrature has varying intervals between the interpolation
points. An n-point Gaussian quadrature is constructed to yield an exact result for
polynomials of degree 2n− 1. Usually, the Gaussian quadrature performs better than
Simpson’s rule but has a disadvantage when the number of points is too small. For a
larger number of points it requires the calculation of all new points, which is not the
case for Simpson’s rule.
The results obtained are only preliminary results because the study was ceased after
the introduction of the f -Dot function. As expected, the preliminary results show that,
for a given number of points, the Gaussian quadrature provides better results than the
Simpson rule. The number of points required depends, of course, on the precision
desired. However, some general magnitude has been found. The number of points
should be at least greater than 10 and a number bigger than 100 is not necessary. A
typical number of points which gives qualitative results is n = 32.
D.4 Conclusions
To obtain Dot intracules directly, we have to deal with infinite range oscillatory
integrals. In this appendix we have presented a very efficient and general method
for this kind of integral. This method, proposed by Evans and Chung, transforms
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the integral into the complex plane. If we use an optimal contour, we transform the
infinite range to a finite one, e.g. [0, pi/2], and the oscillatory function to a smooth
function which decays exponentially as the integrating variable reaches the end of the
integration range. We have presented a general method of constructing the optimal
contour by considering the general behaviour of the initial function.
We have then applied this method to the Dot integral and have found different
contours. We have tested the contours to a simple system, four centres graphite, with
only three exponents of the cc-pVDZ basis set and found is the optimal one.
To compute the Dot intracule, we have developed an upper bound to avoid useless
computation and studied two numerical quadratures. A reasonable choice of quadrature
is a 32-point Gaussian quadrature.
The last part of the chapter, namely the upper bounds and the numerical quadra-
ture, is not exhaustive. In fact these are preliminary results. It is clear that the upper
bounds found are not optimal and need to be improved notably for large x values. The
Gaussian quadrature is certainly a good quadrature, but others, such as Clenshaw-
Curtis [251], may be better for our case.
As we explained, the study on the upper bounds and the numerical quadrature was
no longer necessary. We have found a different way of calculating the Dot intracule
which supereded the numerical method described in this chapter. However, the Evans-
Chung method is still a very powerful and general way to deal with infinite range
oscillatory integrals.
Appendix E
Posmom Methods in Q-Chem
The procedure to calculate both the Posmom density, S(s), and the Posmom in-
tracule, X(x), where s = r · p and x = (r1 − r2) · (p1 − p2) have been implemented in
a development version of the quantum chemsitry package Q-Chem [139] and will be
available in the next release.
In this appendix, we briefly give the code structures implemented and the input
formats to conduct Posmom density and intracule calculations within Q-Chem. The
Posmom density and intracule codes have been adapted for previous codes, implemented
by Crittenden, for the spherically averaged position and momentum densities [198] and
intracule functional theory [106,113], respectively.
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E.1 Posmom Density S(s) in Q-Chem
The Posmom density is calculated via its Fourier transform
S(s) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Ŝ(k)eiksdk. (E.1)
The hyperbolic autocorrelation function Ŝ(k) can be derived from the N -particle posi-
tion wave function
Ŝ(k) =
∫∫
· · ·
∫
Ψ∗(ek/2r1, r2, · · · , rN )Ψ∗(e−k/2r1, r2, · · · , rN ) dr1 dr2 · · · drN .
(E.2)
When the wave function is expanded in a basis of one-electron functions, Equation (E.2)
can by written as
Ŝ(k) =
∑
ab
Pab [ab]Ŝ , (E.3)
where Pab is a one-particle density matrix element and [ab]Ŝ is a hyperbolic autocorre-
lation integral.
In Q-Chem, the one-particle density matrix P is available for the restricted or
unrestricted Hartree-Fock methods (c.f. Section 2.5) as well as for post-Hartree-Fock
methods such as MP2 and CCSD, c.f. Section 2.8. The hyperbolic autocorrelation
integrals [ab]
Ŝ
have been implemented for Gaussian basis functions up to f -type.
Figure E.1 shows the subroutine structure of the Posmom density calculation im-
plemented in Q-Chem.
Within Q-Chem, the Posmom density is obtained by setting the $rem variable
IANLTY=102 and using the $plots input format (PLOT INPUT FORMAT = 1)
$plots
k points Nk (kmax)
s points Ns (smax)
$end
Q-Chem first evaluates Ŝ(k) on a one-dimensional grid of Nk points according to
the Mura-Knowles logarithmic quadrature scheme [252]. A larger secondary Mura-
Knowles grid is constructed using cubic spline interpolation. A minimum of Nk = 100
is needed for the primary grid to ensure that the interpolated secondary grid and the
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anlman.F* 
post-SCF wavefunction analysis manager. 
 
! 
  
"(1)               dnsanl.F*                     
main routine that coordinates  
calculation of Posmom density on a grid. 
 
(2) 
! 
   
"(2)  DoSphAv.F*  (3)# 
coordinates calculation of 
 the hyperbolic autocorrelation  
and Posmom density. 
 
(1) 
! 
  
EvlRadInts.F* 
coordinates evaluation of  
hyperbolic autocorrelation integrals 
 (two-centre integrals required). 
 
! 
  
 "(1)            PMACInts.F**   
sorts out hyperbolic autocorrelation 
 integrals of certain angular 
 momentum to appropriate subroutine. 
 
(2) 
! 
  
PMACXX.F** 
calculates the hyperbolic autocorrelation integrals 
(XX is angular momentum designation). 
 
goforp.F*** 
constructs the  
one-particle density 
matrix. 
CalcSs.F** 
calculates the Fourier 
transform to obtain the 
Posmom density. 
DnRad.F* 
contractes integrals with 
the one-particle density 
matrix. 
MakePMACss.F** 
makes the fundamental 
hyperbolic autocorrelation 
 integrals and all the 
intermediates needed to 
construct higher angular 
momentum integrals. 
Figure E.1: Subroutine structure, in Q-Chem, for the calculation of the Posmom
density. ∗ has been modified. ∗∗ has been created. ∗∗∗ has not required modification.
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subsequent Fourier transform step are sufficiently accurate. The Posmom density is
then evaluated on a Ns point Mura-Knowles grid. The maximum values kmax and smax
can be specified but we have implemented a default procedure to determine them.
The Posmom density S(s) depends on both the position origin and the momen-
tum origin. The default origins are the center of electronic charge and the molecule
at rest. However, the position origin can be over-ruled by setting the $rem variable
AVRG R = FALSE. In this case, the origin is the center of nuclear charge. If the $rem
variable SYM IGNORE = TRUE, the origin is set to the the input coordinates.
At the Hartree-Fock level, the Posmom density can be calculated for a specific
orbital Nα and/or Nβ using the following additional options in the $plots input format.
$plots
...
NMO alpha Nα
NMO beta Nβ
$end
Setting Nα/β = 0 will ignore all the α or β orbitals.
By default, Q-Chem prints only S(s) in the output file. The $rem variable
POSMOM PRINT enables printing of the intermediate hyperbolic autocorrelation func-
tions.
POSMOM PRINT
Print the Posmom density and hyperbolic autocorrelation functions
TYPE:
INTEGER
DEFAULT:
1
OPTIONS:
1 Print only S(s)
2 Print S(s) and the calculated Ŝ(k)
3 Print S(s), the calculated Ŝ(k) and the interpolated Ŝ(k)
RECOMMENDATION:
None
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We give below two examples of input files.
Example E.1 Calculate the HF/6-311G Posmom density S(s) for lithium hydride
with 150 k points for 100 s points. Print both S(s) and the calculated Ŝ(k).
$molecule
0 1
Li 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
H 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
$end
$rem
EXCHANGE HF
BASIS 6-311G
IANLTY 102
PLOT_INPUT_FORMAT 1
POSMOM_PRINT 2
$end
$plots
k_points 150
s_points 100
$end
Example E.2 Calculate the HF/6-311G second α orbital Posmom density S(s)
for lithium hydride with 150 k points for 100 s points with smax=10.0.
$molecule
0 1
Li 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
H 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
$end
$rem
EXCHANGE HF
BASIS 6-311G
IANLTY 102
PLOT_INPUT_FORMAT 1
$end
$plots
k_points 150
s_points 100 10.0
NMO_alpha 2
NMO_beta 0
$end
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E.2 Posmom Intracule X(x) in Q-Chem
Similar to the Posmom density, the Posmom intracule is calculated via its Fourier
transform
X(x) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
X̂(k)eikxdk. (E.4)
The two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation function X̂(k) can be derived from the
N -particle position wave function
X̂(k) =
∫∫∫
· · ·
∫
Ψ∗(r, r + eku, r3, · · · , rN )
×Ψ∗(r + sinh(k)u, r + cosh(k)u, r3, · · · , rN ) dr du dr3 · · · drN . (E.5)
When the wave function is expanded in a basis of one-electron functions, Equation (E.5)
can by written as
X̂(k) =
∑
abcd
Pabcd [abcd]X̂ (E.6)
where Pabcd is a two-particle density matrix element and [abcd]X̂ a the two-particle
hyperbolic autocorrelation integral.
In Q-Chem, the two-particle density matrix P is available for the restricted or
unrestricted Hartree-Fock methods (c.f. Section 2.5) only. The two-particle hyperbolic
autocorrelation integrals [abcd]
X̂
have been implemented for Gaussian basis functions
up to d-type.
Figure E.2 shows the subroutine structure of the Posmom intracule calculation
implemented in Q-Chem.
Within Q-Chem, the Posmom intracule is obtained by setting the $rem variable
INTRACULE = TRUE and using the $intracule input format.
$intracule
int type 7
k points Nk (kmax)
x points Nx xmax
$end
Q-Chem first evaluates X̂(k) on a one-dimensional grid of Nk points according
to the Mura-Knowles logarithmic quadrature scheme [252]. A larger secondary Mura-
Knowles grid is constructed using cubic spline interpolation. A minimum of Nk = 100
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(2) 
anlman.F* 
post-SCF wavefunction analysis manager. 
 ↓ 
  
PosmomFTI.F** 
driver routine that initiates and concludes Posmom intracule calculations by 
the Fourier transform of the two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation. 
 
 ↓ 
   
AOints.C*** 
 top level routine to set up integral generation and storage.  
↓ 
   
aoloop_2BSet.C*   
(subroutine aoloop) 
sets all the relevant variables and allocates memory. 
 
                                                        (2)↓    
 
←(1)            IntsStorage.C*            (4)→ 
(subroutine AOLoopIJKL) 
the main routine that actually pulls  
everything together, the starting point for  
Posmom intracule calculations 
 
 (3)↓ 
 
 Path02.C** 
calls intracule-specific subroutines 
 that actually calculate the intracule 
integrals (+ other things). 
  
 ↓ 
   
                priPMFTI.F**          (2)→    
calls code to construct the intracule integrals 
 then contract them appropriately. 
    
  (1)↓ 
   
spePMFTI.F** 
routine to unpack the shell-pair data, extract all the required raw data  
(exponents, centres, angular momentum specs). 
 
 ↓ 
   
PMFTIInt.F** 
calculates the required two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation  integrals 
(Fourier transform of the Posmom intracule integrals). 
  
 ↓ 
  
MakePMFTIFI.F** 
makes the fundamental two-particle hyperbolic autocorrelation integral and all  
the intermediates needed to construct higher angular momentum integrals. 
  
 ↓ 
  
PMFTIIntXXXX.F** 
 (1)→  aoinit.F* 
setpathstorage.F* 
ChoosePath.C* 
cogito.F* 
determines batch structure - 
how many integrals to do at 
a time and which type/s. 
priPMFTI1.F** 
called from subroutine 
NextU0mBatch, 
calculates appropriately 
scaled contraction 
coefficients. 
 
usebks.F* 
coordinates construction  
of the Hartree-Fock  
two-particle density matrix 
and contraction with  
intracule integrals. 
 
↓ 
 
gatherPforMI.F* 
usePMFTI.F** 
 
priPMFTI2.F** 
contracts the primitive 
integrals. 
 
Figure E.2: Subroutine structure for the calculation of the Posmom intracule. ∗ has
been modified. ∗∗ has been created. ∗∗∗ has not required modification.
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is needed for the primary grid to ensure that the interpolated secondary grid and the
subsequent Fourier transform step are sufficiently accurate. The Posmom intracule is
then evaluated on a Nx point Mura-Knowles grid. The maximum value kmax can be
specified but we have implemented a default procedure to determine it. The maximum
value xmax must be specified.
At the Hartree-Fock level, the Posmom intracule can be calculated for a specific
electron pair. For antiparallel spin, we set the $rem variable NMOA and NMOB to the
electron pair orbitals Nα and Nβ, i.e. NMOA=Nα and NMOB=Nβ. For parallel spin,
we set the $rem variable NMOA and NMOA2 or NMOB and NMOB2 to the electron pair
orbitals Nα and Nα2 or Nβ and Nβ2, respectively, e.g. NMOA=Nα and NMOA2=Nα2
for an αα electron pair. The $rem variable UNRESTRICTED must be set to TRUE.
By default, Q-Chem prints only X(x) in the output file. The $rem variable
POSMOM PRINT enables printing of the intermediate two-paricle hyperbolic autocor-
relation functions.
POSMOM PRINT
Print the Posmom density and hyperbolic autocorrelation functions
TYPE:
INTEGER
DEFAULT:
1
OPTIONS:
1 Print only X(x)
2 Print X(x) and the calculated X̂(k)
3 Print X(x), the calculated X̂(k) and the interpolated X̂(k)
RECOMMENDATION:
None
We give below two examples of input files.
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Example E.3 Calculate the HF/6-311G Posmom density X(x) for lithium hydride
with 150 k points for 100 x points with a maximum value xmax = 50. Print both X(x)
and the calculated X̂(k).
$molecule
0 1
Li 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
H 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
$end
$rem
EXCHANGE HF
BASIS 6-311G
INTRACULE TRUE
POSMOM_PRINT 2
$end
$plots
int_type 7
k_points 150
x_points 100 50.0
$end
Example E.4 Calculate the HF/6-311G α − α electron pair Posmom intracule
X(x) for lithium hydride with 150 k points for 100 x points with xmax=25.0.
$molecule
0 1
Li 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
H 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
$end
$rem
EXCHANGE HF
BASIS 6-311G
UNRESTRICTED TRUE
INTRACULE TRUE
POSMOM_PRINT 2
NMOA 1
NMOA2 2
$end
$plots
int_type 7
k_points 150
x_points 100 25.0
$end
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